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BAD NEWS DISCREDITED.
THE

EXCELLENCE OF SYSOP OF FIGS

is due not only to the
originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and shill with which it is

manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to
impress upon
all the importance of
purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuine'Syrup of Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a
guaranty
of the excellence of its remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember Ihe name of
the Company

Spanish Consul at Jamaica Hears Brooklyn Was Blown Up and Schley Killed.
apparently good authority that the water
supply of Santiago has been out off. If
this proves true the city is at our mercy.
Gen.
Wheeler
today forwarded his
official report of the encounter between

FROM DEWEY.
No

Change

io Situation at
Manila.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

June

29.—The

partment this afternoon made

SAN

FRANCISCO, Cal.
LOUISVILLE, Kr.
NEW TORN, N.T.

WHAT’S THE USE

navy

de-

public

the

following cablegram:
Cavite—No change in the situation
since my telegram of June 15.—Five German, three

British,

one

Frenoh and

rceport

days 24 American
Seamen Were Lost*

the Spaniards and CoL Young and Col.
Woods commands. The officers are highly
complimented for their dash and courage.
The general says that there is absolutely no warrant for the statement that our
He says the attroops were ambushed.
tsok was
deliberately planned frqra
knowledge In his possession, the | night
before,

GEN. PANDO (MSG.

—

Washington,

dame

{

Officials Say the
Cannot Be True.

Washington

to Santiago With Reinforcements-

Hastening

one

Japanese men-of-war in port. The insurgents.have been closing in on the city.
unless people read your ads. ?
Agulnaldo,' the insurgent leader, with
(Copyright 1898 by the Associated Press.)
They read ours, and then bring their 13 of his staff, arrived
May 19, with my
On Board the Associated Press Despatch
dyeing, cleansing and carpet beating
on
the Namsham. He has
to us. We back up our advertising with permission
Boat Dauntless, off Santiago do Cuba,
established himself at Cavite outside the Tuesday, June 38
(Night) via Port Angood work.
arsenal under our guns and the protec- tonio, Jamaica, Wednesday
Morning,
of Kingston, Jamaica,
Forest Ctly Dye House and tion
of the
arsenal.
The progress of June 39, by Way
PHQTCD’C Steam
June 39, 1 p. m.—The flying
rUdICn u Works. Carpet Cleansiug
squadron,
Aguinaldo has been wonderful. He has hitherto
commanded
by Commodore
13 Preble St., opp. Preble House
conducted the war humanely.
invariably
Schley, has lost its identity by an order
G3F*’ Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.
My relations with him are cordial, but issued today by Rear Admiral Sampson,

Story

To advertise

my conferences
| sonal
nature.

REMEMBER THE MAINE,

Dewey, but

miral

signed

SUMMER FOOTWEAR,

The

complete and in the
latest style, while our prices are as
low as consistent with the quality of
goods we carry.

given out.
dospatch is supposed to have been

American

The

May
Interesting.

$3.50
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Best Flour.

Pillsbury’s

;
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bela, issued

So say all first
class Grocers.

‘‘WILL
Spaniards

FIGHT
Brag

TO
With

\
<

DEATH.”
The:r

to

Bast

Breath.

Madrid, June 29.—10 a. m.—Despatches
received from Manila today under date of
Juno 24, say the Spaniards are determined
to fight to the death, and that there is

every reason to believe that when the
American troops arrive desperate fighting
will occur on land and sea. It is supposed
at. Manila that the German warships' will
prevent the bombardment of that place,
and it is alleged that Prince Henry of
Prussia is on bis way there on a war hip.
The Spaniards are said to be actively
pushing preparations for the defense of
the ci ty.
General Aguinaldc, the insurgent loader, declares that the family of Captain
•General Augusti who are prisoners in his
hands are at Pamnanga and are
well
treated.

the squadron would
least until the fall of

remain

intact at

Santiago.

Commodore Schley has been assigned
command the second squadron to Admiral Sampson’s fleet.
From two Cuban officers picked
up by
the Vixen today, it has been learned that
General Pando is moving eastward from
Manzanillo with 8700 Spanish troops for

ABfSFACE
Blood Would Flow Down Cheeks.
Doctors and Dispensary No
Use. Awful Suffering.

by CUTICURA REMEDIES
Entirely Healed With
Lovely Clear Skin.

baby, when one

month old, had a raw
her neck which spread slowly over
the whole face, the face and neck being all
raw meat, sometimes dry and then wet, and
something awful to look at. The way the
child suffered, mother and child never had
any rest day or night as it constantly itched,
and the blood used to ff ow down her cheeks.
We had doctors and went to the dispensary
without any result. By using part of a bottle
of Cuticura Resolvent, three boxes of Cuticura (ointment), and Cuticura Soap, the
child was entirely healed. Now she is two years
old and has a lovely skin, which we can be
thankful to Cuticura Remedies and
nothing
else.
Mrs. EMIL F. GARNJOSS,
March 6,1893. 213 Nassau Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
on

BABY BORN WITH

ECZEMA, CURED
born with Eczema. Tried

My baby was
home
treatment and local physicians without success. It spread over his entire
body and became so
aggravating that he had no rest day
or night. Applied Cuticura
Soap, Cuticura
(ointment), and Cuticura Resolvent, and
in a feio months he was entirely well.
March 3, ’98. Mrs. F. C.
FINCH, Slielby, Ala.
Itching, burning eczemas, and every species of itching,
Bccly, pimply, blotchy skin and scalp diseases, with loss of
hair, instantly relieved and speedily cured by warm baths
with Cuticura Soap, gentle anointings with
Cuticura

Cuti’

purest of emollient skin onres, and mild doses of
c uua Resolvent, greatest of humor
cures, when the best
physicians fail. The records of cures effected by them are
notonly wonderful, but marvelloua. They are beyond all
doubt the greatest humor remedies ever
compounded.

ioj~TE* D“',°ASD Cu“tj&SSfiSSSSSSZ
03—‘How to Clue Every Bait?

Humor,"mailedfro,.

The Cubans who
force he started with.
are harrassing him only
number about
two hundred men, hut in the passes and
in the bush they are at a great advantage.
It is probable that immediate steps will
be taken to throw a force of Americans
and Cubans between General Pando and
General Linares. Pressed as the latter is
on the east, he could not spare a man for
a sortie to the west.
Admiral Sampson has ascertained that
Admiral Cervera’s fleet has moved into
the upper harbor of Santiago.
General Shatter In his despatch to the
Secretary of War, complimented the fleet
for its assistance Id landing troops.
With the soldiers landed from

the Yale

yesterday and General Garcia’s army
transported from the westward, 21,000
men in all, have been disembarked in the

vicinity

of

Santiago.

DOLPHIN

DAMAGED.

Collision With Newark

Reported to

Secretary Long.
Washington, June 29.—Secretary Long
received word from Commodore
has

Remey

at

Key West

that the

flagship
aboard,
has been in collision with the Dolphin.
The Newark was uninjured, but the
Dolphin sustained serious damage. She
is now on her way north to a dry dock.
Newark, with Commodore Watson

Washington,
when officers

June

are

obtainable.

30.—At

1.15

o’clock

San

Francisco, June 29.—The speedy
Newport, hearing Major General
Merritt, military governor of the Philipsteamer

pines and his staff, besides the Astor
light battery and companies H. and K of
the 3d U. S.
from

artillery
signal corps,

the

Manila.

to

copy of
story. Hot
son

it

as

they

this

word has been received from Admiral
said since Tuesday night and the officers

Samp-

regarded

anything

of the

kind

related in the

despatch happened, the Admiral would have immediately
informed the department.
June 3ft—The opinion can troops on Santiago are
Washington,
being pushed
prevails here that within a day or two steadily forward and troops
of all
it most,
Gen. Shafter will have begun branches of the service are
being hurried
iis attaok upon the city of Santiago prop- to the front.
sr.
General Kent’s division consisting
of
The important event of the day was the the brigades of General
Hawkins, Col.
;eneral’s announcement that he could Pearson and Col. W orth, has joined Gen;ake the city in 48 hours, but at consid- eral Lawton’s division
with the
and,
jrable loss. Taken in connection with the cavalry division of General Wheeler and
four batteries of light artillery, will new
mnouncement contained
in another de- be
strung out in the rear of General Lawspatch that he is going to attaok with- ton’s divison.
The
front still rests on the second crossput
awaiting reinforcements, it will be
seen
that
the officials here have ground ing of the Rio Gunma river, on the road
to Santiago
de Cuba, in the rear of tho
lor the expectation that the first general crest of the
Sevilla hills and a mile and a
of
the
war will begin very half back.
The brigade of General Bates
mgagement
soon.
N umerically the opposing armies and the 33rd Michigan regiment and a
battalion of the 34th Michigan regiment,
tro not
very different, the estimate o
which were landed yesterday
by the
;be Spanish force being placed at 14,000 cruiser Yale, remain
at
Jurauga cr
nen, thoroughly entrenched and behind Siboney.
The delay In the general forward moveparlped wire fences and blockhouses, as
ment Is due to the inability to get subigainst about 18,0^0 men under Shafter’s sistence stores to tbe front
rapidly
<
lommand, aided by 4000 Cubans. One enough.
The advance, it is said, will not be or< >f the gravest elements in the
problem, dered until
every man lias three
days’
lowever, is the Spanish warships, for rations in his haversack.
This, however,
mless Shafter
is materially assisted by is impossible until the road is
passable
The pack trains can
Sampson who might engage the full at- for wagon trains.
one day’s rations In a day.
only
convey
of
ention
the Spanish ships, their lire upThe men constructing tho bridge roads
in the American advance force
would be have the work almost completed and this
hard
to
meet. The military authori- afternoon the first wagon train of four six
'ery
1 es say that Gen. Linares has shown great
mule teams will go through.
In two or
] uilitary
tact in slowly retiring during three
days more every man will rave
ho last few
days as he has gradually throe days in his knapsack and as soon as
Irawn our
away from the proteo- that occurs the army will move upon the
1 lon of thetroops
American ships in Santiago enemy.
larbor.
Tho day has been utilized to good advantage. Although the Cubans affect to
have
a
the
thorough knowledge of
country and the trails, nothing is taken
for granted and the whole country, front
and ilauk, is being thoroughly
recounoitered and ail accurate map made by
the engineers.
Much of tbe information
thus obtained will be
inestimable
ad^ Jcneral Shafter
Net About vantage
from a strategy point of view.
Last night Colonel Mendoca of General
Lawton’s staff, made a reoonnoieanco up

Drawing
Santiago.

the very trenches of the enemy, their
sentries’ talking on picket duly, being
to

plainly heard.
Corporal Dewey and nine sharpshooters

1

Copryight

1989 by the Associated Press.)

from the 7th
infantry, went out at dark
last night, with one
day’s rations towards
the Spanish lines, and they have not yet
returned, but no fear is entertained for
their safety.
At daylight this
morning Lieut. Smith
of the 4th infantry, with u detail of fifty
men from the 17th
Infantry, under Lieut.
Dearfoot, crossed the San Juan and went
ln
u°rttlerly
direction as far as Caney,
2,
or

El Caumey,

as

it is

marked

on

the

intrenchments,
ers wore

as

no

piokets

or

Madrid, June 29.—6 p. m.—In
this
afternoon, Lieut.

view

people

that Gen. Merritt had taken

noon.

As soon as the remaining battalions of
the 24th Michigan and 9th
Massachusetts,
which arrived on the Harvard tomorrow’
and the six thousand re-inforcements sent
out from Tampa reaoh here, Aguadores
will be taken.
The place was shelled today by several ships of the fleet
Aguadores is on the line of the advance of the
array into the interior and close to the
railroad.
Captain Wright learned that three
thousand Spunlsh troops have been sent
to reinforce the
garrison at Aguadores.
ideneral Lawton will probably make c
diversion with his ar tillery, when it is
placed in position.
Heavy rain this afternoon made it impossible to move today beyond General
Wheeler’s headquarters.
But the roads
will dry quickly, the guns will
probably
be brought up tomorrow and the
entrenchments will be shelled by the artillery and by Col. Woods’s dynamite guns.
The shrapnel fire will be more used by
the artillery.
The guns are 3 2-10 inches
xnd with shrapnel, they are effective nt
3500 yards.
The Cubans say the Spaniards are in
deadly fear of dynamite, .and General
Lawton will see how he can torrify them
Simultaneously with the bombardment
General Chaffee’s brigade will move forward and o cupy a position of vital importance in advance of our fronts.
The
correspondent of the Associated Press is
not permitted to divulge its
location at

his

depart-

Great crowds had gathered to wit-

ure.

the departure of

ness

the;vessel

and repre-

of the four hundred

sentatives

were at
the dock to bid farewell to friends
among
the members of the Astor battery.

Many tugboats and yachts,accompanied
Newport down the bay and out

the

through Golden
where
the

the

Gate

to

departing military

the

deck of the

will make

fresh
nila.

the

Pacific,

hist farewells were waived to

an

men

steamer.

gathered
The

effort tu overtake the third
which

Bailed

after the fleet reaches
vessels

[supplies
Gen.

on

Newport
on

Mon-

Honolulu,

will coal and take on

before

Merritt

proceeding
is

encounter

to Ma-

very anxious to

with

any vessel of

will issue

orders

the fleet at Honoluln to make all
possible speed. It is probable that the Newan

inter-

General

Correa, minister of war, said the government had no
toot

a

special

news

from

Cuba,

favorable view of the situation. He

It is announced

that the

Yitorria,

Numancla, tho Alfonso XIII., and
Lepanto, all armored cruisers,

are

The armored cruiser Cardenal

the

ready

Cisneros

torpedo gunboat Dona Maria de
Molina, with several auxiliary cruisers
are to

not wait for the other

of the fleet at
with as little

vessels

Honolulu, but will proceed
delay as possible to Manila.

lOWni amo ncTe

American

be included

shortly.

CAMARA CAN'T COAL.

Sea

m

Captain

uiiruir

Refused to

Deliver

Cargo to Spaniards.

the

and the

will be ready

port-will

but

asserted that Admiral Camara’s squadron
bad begun the passage of the Suez canal.

skirmish- and torpedo boats, that

encountered.
Captain Wright of General Bates’s staff
today followed the line of the railroad
running out of Juragua to within two
and a half miles of Santiago city.
The
road approaches within a mile and a half
of our front and can be utilized to
bring
up supplies and siege guns, the first of
which were landed at Baiquiri this after-

present.

As

to

to form the third squadron.
maps, without encountering any Spanish
troops, and fifty men of company A, of
the 7th regiment under Captain
Young,
also made a reoonnoisance in force.
The
Spaniards have seemingly retired to their

detachments

drew away from her dook today the blowing of many whistles told the;

ivoid an

morning

a

certain that had

at

and

is now on its way
the vessel gradually

the Spanish navy and

at the

duty

Reports

Madrid.

Aavy Department were shown a
the above despatch, they expressed disbelief in the
on

Minister Correa

Philip-

pines Sails.

fleet of transports

So

DISCREDITED IN WASHINGTON.

on
the Rio
At the Front,
Gnama,
Second Crossing, Tuesday, June 28, 4 p.
n., per the Associated Press Despatch
SWIFT GETS BIG CONTRACT.
3oat Dauntless, via Port Antonio, Jam
:
June
Washington,
29.—Swift & Co., of Wednesday, June 29, 7 a. m., and KingChicago have been awarded the big contract for supplying all the beef needed by ! ton, Jamaica, 9.30 a. in.—The proparathe army in Cuba,
ions f or a general advance of the Ameri-

No details

CASiARA ESTERS SUEZ.

Future Go*. General of

where the

speed

roads are in bad condition. Tho Spaniards
say that if General Pando reaches his
goal, it will be with loss than half the

airy quarters.

Our boys are cheerful iu spite of the
excessive heat and the hard fare which
thus far has been confined exclusively to
coffee, hard tack and bacon, a diet hardly
suited for the climate.
R‘ca would make
a splendid staple here.
But the great
deprivation is that both men and officers
are suffering from the lack
of tobacco.
The men are remarkably steady and confident. The pickets show none of
the
nervousness which might be expected and
there are
or
practically no alarms
“phantom firing” on the lines at night.

MERRITT OFF.

day

the purpose of assisting the beleaguered
The Cubans had come
city of Santiago.
to Acerraderos in small boats with de-

the

Siboney, Santiago de Cuba, Province,
via Kingston, Jamaica, June 29.—10.30
a. m.—It is reported here that
tonight on

Our

\

lyn, which has been the flagship of the
flying squadron, where it was supposed

assistance
of the It is expected they will reach Santiago
Antonio Lopez, whereupon the Americans
next Sunday, July a The Cubans have
withdrew and the Antonio Lopez landed
a small force
hanging on the Spanish
her cargo.
flank and rear and are harrassing General
SANTIAGO’S WATER SUPPLY SHUT Pando’s troops at every Htep. Manzanillo
Is 127 miles west of Santiago and
OFF.
tho

place

I

and It has been merged into the
fleet
under the Admiral.
The order caused
considerable surprise on board the Brook-

river San Juan near San Juan de Porto spatches from General Rios for Admiral
Rico secretly, with a cargo of provisions Sampson and General Rabi.
They report
and war material was detected by two that General Pando has with him seven
American warships, but escaped by swift- battalions, numbering 87C0
men, with
ly changing her course. Her captain, de- cattle and a pack train with provisions.
termined to land his cargo, headed
for He lelt Manzanillo, province of Santiago
shore at Salinas. The shock of grounding do Cuba, on June 22 to relieve General
exploded tne boiler.
It is not known Linares. The Spaniards were moving at
whether there is any loss of life.
the rate of twelve miles a day when the
The
gunboat Concha and Isa- messengers left ajifl at their present

Cured
Now

/

More

And Neck Looked Like Raw Meat.
Mother and Child Had No Rest
Day or Night from Itching.

<

,'

Be

Madrid, June 29, 6.30 p.m.—The cruiser
Antonio Lopez, while trying to enter the

$3.50

We also have a

Side

Cuba asserting that the !J. S. armored cruiser
Brooklyn has
been struck by a Spanish shell, which sank the vessel and
killed Commodore Schley and 34 seamen.
The consul believes the “news” and the
Spaniards all
over the city are
drinking champagne and rejoieing.
It |s also reported to the Spanish consul from
Santiago
that an extensive mine has been laid which will blow
up
half the American army when it enters the
city.

to

A SPANISH STORY.

SEE Ol lt

Men’s Eusset Calf and Vici

it was neither dated nor

as

Ladies’ Eusset Polish Boot, Kid and

Bal,

per-

sent from Cavite June 23.

that our stock is

Top,

a

The cablegram of course came from Ad-

Is good advice for everybody, but
you should also rememDer when in
want of

Cloth

have been only of

(Copyright 1898 by the Associated Press.)
Kingston, Ja.,Wednesday, June 29—11 P. Itl.- The Spanish consul here has received a cablegram from
Santiago de

troops should collide with th*» Spaniards
in force.
But not a single skirmish has
occurred.
The Cubans under General Castillo, are
doing oommendablo work as advance
pickets. They are thrown out day and
night from half a mile to a mile in advance of our pickets, along the front and
flanks, thus forming a double cordon
about the army.
There are now more
than thirteen thousand men at the front.
Drinking water for the troops is obtained from the Rio Guama, a
stream
full of springs, running direct from the
mountains.
The water is
remarkably
good and is carefully guarded from pollution. The Cubans and our soldiers bathed
in it at first, but strict orders have been
issued against such practices in the future
and sentinels have been placed to enforce
the orders.
Strict orders have also been
issued about eating the great variety ot
tropical fruits, manoges, oranges, etc.,
in which the woods abound.
The only
exceptions made in the case is milk from
green cocoanuts, which is
considered
healthy and refreshing, and of limes.
Some of our men made themselves sick
through eating fruit.
An epidemic of
measles, which was started on board one
or two
i3
transports,
spreading to the
camp and about twenty new cases have
broken out today.
The disease is
not
dangerous, but the men attacked have
been sent to the rear, where they have

Washington, June 29.—The 6u0-tou
American
schooner, Clara A. Phinney
Jf New Bedford, some days
ago, was
authorized to clear with 700 tons of coal
[or Mobile to Vera Cruz on affidavits of
reliable citizens
of Mobile that the coal
was
destined for railroad purposes. On
reaching Vera Cruz, Capt. Phinney was
iirected by Li. Jonblanc, his consignee to
place his vessel alongside the Spanish
steamer Maria Herrara.
In the presence
of a group of excited Spanish sympa-

thizers, Capt. Phinney bluntly ref used,declaring with emphasis that no vessel in
his

Cairo, Egypt, June £9.—Admiral Camara ha« asked permission to ooal his fleet
at Port Said, but the Egyptian government, believing the Spanish ships have
to steam to the nearest
sufficient coal
port of their own country, have definitely
refused him permission to do so in accordance with neutrality laws.
SHAFTER’S LACONIC REPLY.
Washington, June 29.—Tho war department has posted the following bulletin:
Playa del Kste, June 2H.
Hon. Russell Alger, Secretary of War:
Off Siboney, June 27.—The graves of

the dead are marked so that there will bo
be no mistake in identification.
The
health of the command is reported to mo
by the surgeons as remarkable outside of
the wounded. There are today less than
So far no wounded have
150 men sick.
died an l but two men of disease since
leaving Tampa.
SH AFTER,
Major General Commanding.
Tho war department also gives out the

following correspondence:
War

Department,

June

Major General Shatter, commanding,

25.
etc.:

The President directs
me to send his
thanks to you and your army for
tho
gallant action of yesterday, which I glodly do
R. A. ALGER, Secretary of War.

The military telegraph line has been
Daiquiri, Cuba, June £6.
General Wheeler’s Honorablo Secretary of War:
completed as far as
thanks
to the President for his
Sincere
headquarters, thus placing the front in
direct
communication
with
General congratulations.
Shatter, who still maintains his headSHATFER, Major General.
quarters on board the Seguarancia, where
ho onn keep in close touch with Admiral
Sampson. It is probable, however th t OUR FIRST GOVERNOR GENERAL.
ne will establish
his
headquarters at
San Francisco, June 29.—Major Goneral
] urauga tomorrow or Thursday.
Merritt expects to reach Manila by July
The troops belonging to General Law- 25th or
August 1st at tho latest. General
.on’s division are kept ready to move
in Merritt’s installation as governor general
light marching order, while the recon- will bo attended with as little ceremony
This precau- as possible.
noltering parties are out.
In his proclamation he will
tion is considered necessary in order to assure the
people that forms of worship
xvoid disaster in case the small parties of and churches will not be interfered
with.

should ever lie alongside a
the flag of his country’s
less supply her with even
snemy, much
a
pound of coal. The captain, with a
;rowd at his heels, marched to the American
consulate and notified the consul
and wrote at once to Gen. Spaulding, acting secretary, that lie had placed himself
under American protection.
Exports of coal to Mr. Jonblanc of Vera
Cruz, will cease, and the department will
undertake to fix responsibility and punishment for the deed.

ship

charge

bearing

ADVERTISE KOR HIM.
Montreal, June 39.— Lieut, Carranza,
;he chief of the Spanish Bureau iu this
:ity, has been missing since Monday, and
die Star announces that he has left the
iity, but as far as can bo ascertained he
las not returned to Spain.

The Koyal is the highest grade baking powder
known. Actual tests show it goes oneihird further than any other brand.

M K'i'H ODIST-UNI VERBALIST

the PRoimirnoA party.
It Is Asked to Consider Whether It
Shall Go Oat of Biisiaess.

CLERGYMEN

DIFFER AS

TO

THE

MEANS TO THE END.

Rhodes

Kev. Mr.

the

Wants

Fastors to

BROTHER
like the ;
is anything
is that if his
Methodist churches run by Methodists,
you can tell the people on Sunday, how
they ought to vote aud they go out on

Monday and

vote

as

they please.

Mr. Woodbury said that while it. was
true the party in the last live years had
he
still
gained some but lost more,
thought this might be an awakendng.
What would be thought if
the clergy
the
should give up preaching because
I 'hey
churches were losing members?
should try all the harder.
Rev.
Mr. Rhodes, who preaches ttho
Universallst doctrine with Methodist fine,
said that there was too much talk of poli-

“HONEST SAM” THE MAN.

past

interest in what are sometimes
as the old parties. Band, torchlight parades and, perhap=, methods less
noisy and brilli mt but more effective
have been used to get out the voters. The
Prohibition party today
tried a new
scheme. It called a conference to serve as
to arouse

described

introduction to the state convention
tomorrow and in the programme of exercises for the conference
appeared as a
topic for discussion the question “Should
the Prohibition Party be Abandoned?”
an

The summoning
jjuwuvai

|T.U Ujr

of
UCIXV.I

the
rt

members of

CUUVCUl'iUil,

a

UI1-

big silver

Haro’s Mayor Will Lead Democratic
Cohorts to Defeat.

HIS

WISH ANI) NO

ONE

WOULD SAY HIM N AY.

in my

coat,

prohibition in Maine,” W. A. Robinson
informed his hearers that the courts and
officers of the law wero practically
in
The comleague to nullify prohibition.
mittee of Republicans announced on the
programme as coming to tell about the
state of things in Kennebec county did
net appear.
Prof. A. W. Anthony of
Lewiston sent a paper in which he declared that the courts virtually nullified
the

prohibitory

N. F. Woodbury
law.
spoke iu support of the third party movement.
James A. Pulsifer, Esq., of Auburn,
presented the combined prohibition and
local option system.
He would have the
law amended to provide in each town
candidates for constables might be nominated by the citizens regardless of
the
usual party divisions.
There would be a
ticket in favor of rigid enforcement and
ticket in.favor of moderate enforcement.
The moderate enforcement constables, if

a

elected, would be expected to enforce the
1

..
-. ■

_
__r_!i.
1
,--u.

VTCSJ

pleasing to their constituents.
Sample
ballots showing how the voting would be
done under this novel plan,
were distributed.
The discussion

among

the

reverend

gentlemen present turned on the position
taken by Rev. Mr. Lindsay, who read a
1
The Responsibility and Duty
paper on
of the

Church

on

Issues

Involving

Morality and Christianity.” Mr. Lindexsay in the course of his argument,
pressed doubt as to the wisdom of attempting to secure enforcement by means
of
A PARTY ORGANIZATION.
He declared that he was a prohibitionist
and was anxious to find some plan
by
which It would be brought about.
Rev. Mr. Stevens of Oakland told hov?
in his town temperance delegates to the

Republican County

convention had been
elected through efforts at the cauouses.
Thon Rev Mr. Rhodes of Fairfield who
said his father was a Methodist, and he
should he one if he wasn’t a Universalist,
He said that
took a hand.
what was

the

free

bolter and of voting a

They

still

were

to IVhat Would

Otherwise

Dull Show—State
the Maine

Little Life In.

a

Master

bo

a

Very

Gardiner of

Grange “Mentioned” But Not

Seriously.

tee

daylight,”

to

a

thing

convention as lierco

fightim,
a

when they passed by

me.

During ail this talk, there was muoh
laughter and applause. As the disputants

a

at

tired and

him out to in- Seventy-Seventh

was

light

see

as

in the

that of two

at

2, 10 a. m.

disgusted.
RACES AT SAUGUS.

mu

a

witness to

testify

tliat

a

more

de-

lightful death could scarcely bo imagined.”
“Were you ever killed that way?” inquired tho other in a tone of doubt.
“Not exactly, but X went through all
tho motions.”
“How do you mean?”

wind, S; velocity, 4; weather, oloudy
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.929, thermomedew point, 59; humidity, 85;
ter, 64.0;
wind, S; velocity 8; weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer, 64; maximum,
wanted was Christians who would vote as thermometer, 71; minimum thermometer,
56; maximum velooity of wind, 10 SE;
they prayed, and ministers who would total precipitation, .02.
He wanted
preach prohibition to them.
Weather Observation.
Mr. Lindsay to define the duty of the
Tho agricultural department weather
church to this question.
Mr. Lindsay
bureau for yesterday, Juno 29. taken at
He wanted tc
asked a question himself.
8 p.
m., meridian time, the observakr.ow how many members the prohibition tion for each section
being given in this
Mr. ordor: Temperature, direction of wind
; rty had gained in twenty years.
state
of
weather:
The party had
Woodbury thought 6ti0.
Boston, 72, S, clear: Now York 76,
lost In the last five years. “Well”, said Mr.
W, clear; Philadelphia, 84, W, dear;
Lindsay, “if a man after being in busi- Washington,
78, W, p cldy; Albany, 76,
u
s twenty years found that he had lost
NW, dear;
Buffalo, 68, SW, clear;
wouldn’t
you suppose
Detroit, 74, S, p cloudy;
money every year,
Chloago,
St.
84,
SE,
clear;
to
make
his
Paul,74,SWcler, St.Vinthat ha would try
living in
oont, missing;
Huron,
Dak,
84,
NW,
The trouble with the
some other wuj.
clear; Bismarck, 6b, W, dear, Jacksonplan of this
ville, S4, SE, clear.

All

in

Bangor Today.

[jSTECIAL

Bangor, June 30,
tee

was

TO THE

PRESS.]

2.30 a.m.—The commit-

still in executive session at two

wrangling

over

the

question.

currency

Candidate Lord of Saco

and some of his

backers were called into conference.

Mr.

Lord declared that he will not accept the
nomination if the Chicago platform is

adopted in its entirety.
not

He said he
to

personally opposed

phitiorm

Chicago

for he voted for Bryan

under it

but be wants the support

party and he does not
it if the

was

the

convention

of

a

believe he

adopts

the

united
can

get

Chicago

l uted)

PORTLAND POSTOFFICE.

Ft., Intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. R. R._
Arrive at 8.10 p. m.; close at 7.45 a, m.
Bartlett. N. U., Intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. R. R._
Arrive at 8.40 a. in. and 8.10 p.m.; close at 7.4E
a. m. and 12.30 and 7.30 p. m.
Rochester. N. II., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Rochester railroad—
Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
and 11.45 a. m.
Cumberland Mills, Gorham and Westbrook
(Saccarappa) Arrive at 8.45 a. in. 1.45 and 6.00
Swanton.

and 5.30 p. m.
p. m.; close 6.30 and 11.30 a. in.
South Portland and Willard— Arrive at 7.30.
1.00 a. m,
8.001). in.; close 6.30 a.m., l.ooand
2.00 p. m.
Pleasantdale and Cash Corner—Arrive 7.30
and 11.15 a. m. and 4.30 p.m.; close 7.30 a. m.
and LOO and 6.00 p. m.
ISLAND MAILS.
Peaks Island-Arrive at 10.30 a.
close 8.30 a. m.. 2.30 P- m-

Long
a.

ana

m.; close at 1.30 p.

the committee

adopt the Chicago platform the delegates
had better go home
nomination.

m-

Cousin’s island—Arrive
2.30 p.

without

making

a

m., 2.30 p.m.

Chebeague Islands—Arrive at 9.0C
at

12.00 m.;

close

m.

STAGE

An eastern member of

Speeches.
PHE3S.1

Waterville,

June 30.—This is tho 77th
commencement ot Coiby University, and
the sun is shining brightly on the happy
faces of the young men and the young
women who wear the cap and gown while

The commencement exercises were held
this forenoon in the Baptist ehuroh, to
which faculty, alumni and
graduates
The church was
marched in a long line.
and the scene as
crowded with visitors

procession

entered was an attractive
The graduation exercises were of
interest and tho
more than ordinary
young men and women who had the parts
distinguished themselves and their efforts
one.

The programme follows:
Bertram Carver Richardson,
The Father of English Song
♦Alice Lena Cole,
Some Curiosities of Colonial Literature
♦Herbert Maurice Browne,
Influence of Old New England
Lenora Bessey,
A Vexed Question
♦Norman Keith Fuller,
The Anglo-American Alliance
Arad Erastus Linscott,
The Spirit of New England
Arthur Wordsworth Cleavos,
Modern Philosophy and Practical Liberty
♦Edith Morris Cook,
Ethios of Longfellow
♦Charles Mellen Woodman,
The Jew and the Christian in Society
Mary Caroline Evans,
The Poet—An Apostle of the True
♦Edna Florence Dascombe,
A Home Among Homes
Arthur Hartstein Page,
In the Heart and in the World
John Edward Nelson,
Social Discontent
♦Laura Hattie Smith,
Theories of Punishment
♦Edna Harriet Stephens,
History and Modern Fiction
Janet Christine Stepheifc,
On Certain Changes in Literary Fashions
♦Helen Gertrude Sullivan,
Botticelli
Everett Carleton Herrick,

praise.

Anglo-Saxon Supremacy
♦Excused.
The honors in general
awarded as follows:
The

platform.
declared that if the convention could not

Commencemeftit

Graduated—The Alumni llanqnet and

the

years ago or thereabouts I was bolding down a job in the
old Gaaetto building in Cincinnati, a six
story structure, which was considered a
skyscraper in those days. I was 25 years
old then and not in as good fix as Z am
now, ami I did not kick when the boss
told mo to wash the windows on the top
floor. I was doing very well at it and hud
got myself seated nicely on the sill, rubbing away at the glass, when I lost mj
balance in sonic way and out I went.
What I did in going X cannot say. What ]
thought I cannot say. Ail I remombei
was an instant’s consciousness that I waf
falling backward, but where or how was
not clear to me.
There was certainly nc
sense or knowledge that I was falling oul
of a top story window and would b(
crushed to death below.
“When consciousness came again I was
at home, and it was 24 hours after tbs
fall. I did not even know, when I cairn
to, what had happened. They told nit
I had fallen from the sixth story win
dow and that I had struck on the roof of
low shed in tho back area, which hat
broken the fall and saved my life.
This
shed roof was made of boards without sup
port exoept at tho onds, and I bad goni
through them to the pavement below
That I was not killed was only the lucl
that comes to people sometimes.
I didn’
even break a bono, but I
got a shake uj
that kept mo In bed for two weeks am
made me sore for three months.
Thli
monument is some higher than that build
ing, but I fancy the feeling in falling ii
about the same.”—Wasbiugton Star.
"Jjisten.

LI1E i WARMER

After

Annual

MAILS.

Bowery Beach Arrive at 5.30 p. m.; close al
2.00 p. m.
Cope Elizabeth and Knightvllle—Arrive al
7.30 a. in. ana 5.30 p. m.; close at C.00 a. m. anc
2.00 p.

ni.

Duck Pond, Pride's Comer, Windham, No.
Windham, Jiayrnond and South Casco—Arrive
at 10.30 a. m.: close at 2.00 p. ir.

Men’s

man, Hon. Percival Bonney and man;
others.
At an adjourned meeting of the boar 1
of trustees of Colby university, Dr.Alfre l
King of Portland was elected to member

scholarship

College—Harrisnn

Sanborn

Kingman Brooks,

Herbert Maurice Brow ne, Arthur Wordsworth Cleaves, Raymond Harold Cook,
Henry Lysander Corson, William Bacon
Desmond, Charles Millett Drummond,
Jonathan Lyford Dyer, George Ashley
Ely, Otis William Foye, Norman Keith
Fuller, Harry Mellin Gerry, Fred Gardiner
Charles Edwin Gurney,
Getehell,
Elmer Ellsworth Hall, Everett Carleton
Frank Ingrahum, Arad
Herrick, Ira
Erastus Linscott,
Willard Lowell MoFadden, Edward Henry Nash, John
John
Edward
Riohard Nel«on.
Nelson,
Arthur Hartstein Page, Thomas RayParker
mond Pierce, Fred
Hamilton
Bertram
Pike, Henry Howard Pratt,
Carver Riohardson, Frank Arthur Robinson, John Ervin
Stephen son, Hezekiah
Walden, Justin Owen Wellman, Georgs
Adam Wilson, Jr., Charles Melleu Wood-

Colby coUege.

It was vote: i
to lengthen the winter term one week am 1
shorten the spring term a llko period.
At the mooting of the Alumni assooia
tion, John M. F'oster of the class of ’75
gave $500 towards the raising of $1000 t >
establish a Greok prize in memory of th 5
late Prof. John Barton Foster, LL. D.
to be given to the soimlar who shall tak )
to

the highest rank in Greek
course of four years.
ing officers were elected:

through

th )
The follow

college

Congress.
FIHST TIME SEAMEN WERE EYER

Gladstone

as a

for

man

whom

all

the

world mourned.
We instinotively think
of men as we mention states.
When wa
hear of Maine we do not think of the
hay
and oats and potatoes of Aroostook but of
men, of the Drummonds, the Bonneys,
the Giddings, the Hales, the
Reeds, the
BuBers, yes and “Sam,” one of the bast
of us all. (Long applause.) When we hear
of Vermont we
do not
think of her

THUS HONORED.

Other

Naval Officers Thanked by Congress

—Important Amendment to
Deficiency Bill
Regarding

General
1’acific

Railroads.

Washington, June 29.—For probably
the first time in the
history oi L :o Senate a resolution was
today adopted tendering the thanks of Congress to common
seamen, specifically naming them in the
resolution.
The resolution elicited several patriotic speeches in which the

pri-

vate soldiers and the navy’s common sailors
were
eulogized. The resolutions
recommended by
the
President were

tendering

adopted,

the
thanks o
naval constructor Hobson
and the other heroes of the Merrimac
and to Lieut.
Newcomb, commander of
the revenue cutter Hudson, for his gal-

Congress

to

granite quarries, but of Dowey.
Wheu lant rescue of the Winslow and her crew
off Cardenas and retiring on full pay
we read history we are
reading of men.
Dudley P. Bailey, ’67 of Boston, Mass, ; When we are reading theology wo are Capt. Hodsdon of the McCulloch for disvice president, Hon.
Warren
C. Phil
reading men from the Apostle Paul to tinguished services at Manila.
brook, ’83 of Waterville;
Consideration of the general deficiency
secretary an: l Dr. Pepper. In the future wi shall give
treasurer, Prof. E. W. Hall, ’63 of Water more time to the training of men and bill was concluded and the measure
ville; necrologist, Prof. Arthur J. Robert women. We shall know more of the tenth passed.
of Waterville; counsellors, F. W. John
An amendment of great importance was
man, the man of genius, whose nature is
and A. F
son, '91; H. D. Eaton, ’87,
always making to do some great work. attaohed to the bill, practically by genDrummond, '88. The necrologist, reportei I Dr. Whitman referred again to Gladstone eral consent. It relates to the settlement
the following deaths for the past year : and spoke of the groat
Englishan’s m- of the claims of the government against
Rev. Josepn Rloker, D. D., ’39; Johi
tense purpose to do the
right. It lead him the Pacific railroads. It was offered by
Barton Foster, LL. D., ’43; Rev. Henrj
to change his views so that there has been Mr. Morgan of
Alabama who made a
Ripley, A. M,, ’47; Hon. Harris Merril 1 no question of English politics in the strong appeal for its adoption. Before it
Plaisted, ’53; Augustus Champliu, A last half century on which he did pot was agreed to, Mr. white of California
M., ’63; Edgar Herbert Crosby, ’80; Johi change his position from two to ten times proposed some amendments to it, making
Thew Colman, ’94; Alice Mabel (Bray ) and yet no one dared to oall him a trim- it even more binding upon the roads than
The amendmer.
To the graduates,
Hedman, ’95.
Dr. Whitman it was in its original form.
THE

■

President

t.hftt

DINNER.

The commencement dinner was servei l
in Memorial hall immediately after th s
exercises at the church, and there were
had to be
many diners that the hall
Btretohed to let them all in, but the hal 1
was able to accommodate them all.
so

President Butler in opening the after
dinner speaking referred to the presence
of Gov. Powers among the guests. Afte:
a
long line of peace governors we nov
have a chief executive who iinds himsel ..
confronted with a call to arms. Presiden
Butler said that he did
not believe tha
the
righteous purpose of this war ha< I
been lostisight of through any
contin
gency which had
arisen
during it
progress. Referring to the American am (
British flags which hung side by side or
the wall at the end of the hall, Presiden
Butler said that on a recent visit to Novi
Scotia the sight of those two flags side bj
side had so touched him that he had sen
for a British flag to bo used on this ocea
sion. President Butler then presented
Gov. Powers, referring to him as one
who had done much at personal cost tc
aid Maine in performing her part in thi
a

part she

was

doing

so

oreditably.

GOV. POWERS’S REMARKS.
Gov. Powers was loudly applauded whei
he arose to speak. He told his heareri
that he had recently been to several com-

mencements, including that at the
university which Judge Peters said il
took the legislature just two hours
tc
and that
at Bowdoin.
make,
The
Governor added that it was his deliberate
judgment that of these, the exercises he
had listened to this morning were the
best.
He
especially commended the
brevity of the parts, saying he thought il
well to have eaoh part
short and give
fellows a chance.
Gov. Powers said that at the reqnest ol
the President he should say
or

more

something

the subjeot of student enlistment. In the
days of the Rebellion when the perpetuity
of the nation’s institutions was at stake,
JO

was CUB

uuiy oi every student as well
every other man to go to the front if bt
could. The two atrocities of this century
have been the Armenian massacre anc
the method of prosecuting the war waged

as

by Spain against the Cubans.
Amerlct
has begun this war to put a stop to the
Cuban outrage and Maine has done hei
To Chlckamauga one of the
part well.
best regiments
in the service has been
sent and the other organizations oalled foi
have been lormeel. In making
up the
forces, so far as possible, men who have
knowledge of military matters and trainin accordance
ing have been selected,
with the President’s request.
Among

the troops are forty or fifty from the
The Women’s College—Lenora Bessey, University of Maine. Now the state cat
Alice Lena Cole, Edith
Morris Cook, furnish no
more troops until the governEdna Florence Dascombe,
Mary Hope
On
the Governor’s
Caroline
Dow, Mary
Evans, Mabel Anne ment wants them.
Humphrey, Annie Hutchinson Pepper, table in the State House are applications
Elsie Gordon Reid, Laura Hattie Smith, for
permission to form military organizaEdna Harriet Stephens, Janet Christine
tions in such numbers that if they were
Stephens, Helen Gertrude Sullivan, Ina
needed Maine could send 10,000 troops tc
Susan Taylor, Caroline Blanch Walker.
In view
These honorary degrees were conferred: the front and good troops, too
A. M.—Willis Bryant Moulton, M. D., of these things, Governor Powers said
Portland.
that he did not regard it the duty
ol
LL. D.—David Webster Abercrombie,
students to enlist. The Governor said,
Worcester, Mass.; Hon. Bartlett Tripp,
however, that he would lay down no
Yankton, S. D.
D. D.—Rev. Justin Kent Richardson, hard and fast rule. It was a question each
Frederick man must decide for himself. The case ol
’69, Brockton, Mass.; Rev.
Howard Evelyth Iresene, Burmah; Rev.
the University of Maine is different
Josiah L. Seward, Brockton, Mass.
because that is an institution which the
SOME OF THOSE PRESENT.
government and state, unite in supportThe attendance at this commencement ing, and where all the students become

Weston, ’63; Augustus H. Kelley, ’73;
Stephen Stark, '92; William L. Bonne.v,
H. Warren
’92; George K. Bassett, ’97;
Foss, ’90; Arthur J. Dunton, Herbert S.
Phllbrick, ’97; Walter L. Gray, ’96; Albert
R. Keith, ’97;
W. L. Walters, J. Colby
Bassett, Harry M. Conners, '93; Everett
L. Getehell, '90; Madge S. Wilson,
'95;
Clio M. Chiloott, ’96; E. P. Neal, ’93; P.
F. Williams, ’97; L. E. Waidron, ’97; E.
F. Webb, ’60;
Edwin C. Toague, ’91;
Walter F. Titcomb,
’97; H. T. Waterhouse, '90; Ada E. Edgoomb, ’96; Alice

eloquent

paid

university

man.

is largo. Among those present are Charles
B. Fuller, ’96; Charles B. Kimball, ’96;
B. F. Turner, ’84; D. T. Harthorn, ’94;
L. H. Hanson, '95; Walter L. Hubbard,
Joshua W.
'96; Benjamin Coffin, ’96;

Heroes of Merriraae Thanked by

sion but a hearty welcome.
The
applause which was frequent
during the Governor’s remarks was long
continued at the close.

Rev. Dr. Beniah L. Whitman, recently
fill the vacanoy made by the deat.
president of the university was next in
of Joseph Ricker, D. D., of Augusta
troduced and received a greeting
which
Dr. Anton Marquardt and Prof. E. F
testified that he has lost none of his popularity with the sons and daughters of
Hitohings were re-elected.
N. T. Dunton of Portland was again
Colby. He spoke of the conflict in which
elected financial secretary.
A new am 1 the nation is engaged, and said that he
definite set of rules were adopted, govern
had recently seen in Dixie men who wore
ing the granting the degree of A. M. 1 the butternut and rejoiced because they
new set of administrative rules were sub
were called Yankees.
The Governor did
mitted by the president and
well when he referred to the sympathy of
apiproved
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, president o
the British nation.
The time may come
the board of trustees was empowered t > when the English
speaking races will
petition the legislature to change th ) unite and bring peace to the world. Dr.
name
of
the
institution from Colb,
Whitman
an
tribute to

were

Wordsworth
Cleaves, Raymond Harold
Cook, Otis William Foye, Everett Carleton Herrick, Arad Erastus Linscott, John
Edward Nelson, Arthur Hartstein Page,
Fred Parker Hamilton
Pike,
Henry
Howard Pratt, Bertram Carver Rlohardson, Frank Arthur Robinson, John Ervin
Justin
Owen
Wellman,
Stephenson,
Charles Mellen Woodman.
The Women’s College—Lenora Bessey,
Alice Lena Cole, Edith Morris Cook,
Edna Florenoo Dascombe, Mary Caroline
Annie
Evans, Mabel Anne Humphrey,
Hutchinson Pepper, Elsie Gordon Reid,
Laura
Hattie Smith,
Edna
Harriet
Janet Christine Stephens,
Stephens,
Helen Gertrude
Sullivan, Ina Susan
Taylor, Caroline Blanch Walker.
The graduates were:
The Men’s College—Frank Wentworth
Alden, Harrison Sanborn Allen, Albert

mm

to

war,

Allen, Herbert Maurice Browne, Arthur

Huy Averill, Ulayton

•Nyo, ’97; John F. Davies, ’81; Georg 9 Fusiliers, 350 strong, one of the best
Bullen, '53; Warren C. Philbrook, ’8S ; drilled military organizations in Canada,
Dudley P. Bailey, ’67; Georgs R. Berry is coming to take part in the celebration.
’86; C. T. Prescott, ’55; Harry W. Dunr I received this morning, said the Gov'96; J. B. Alexander, ’94; Clarence \V ernor, a telegram from the British amPierce, ’94; Hon. S. W. Matthews, Hoc bassador, asking for permission for the
Leslie C. Cornish, Rev. Dr. H. H. Bui
troops to enter this state.
I replied that
Maine would not only give them
rage, Dr. Alfred King, Wilfred G. Chap
permis-

ship

g Boston, June 20.—Nick and Underhill the alumni and the fathers and mothers,
winners in the races at the
were the
cousins and aunts of the students
trotting meeting at tho old Saugus race sisters,
wno aro here to participate in the exertrack, Franklin park, tod^r.
cises are evidently enjoying every moment
Waterof their stay in elm embowered
DROPPING FROM A TOP STOKY.
an
idea]
ville, which is, by tho way,
£.n Experience That Was Not Altogether location for a college.
Disagreeable.
The commencement this year has been
A couplo of tourists wero in the top of mad the occasion of tho laying of the
tho Washington monument the other day, corner stone of a new building,
the
nnd, as everybody else does at that giddy
It has brought here
1 hysical iabratory.
height, they talked of tho discomforts of ii
the
other distinguished guests
fall. At least one of them did. The other among
governor of the state, and ex-Pr esident
listened to him awhile.
It was the
“I am willing to admit,” he said, “that Whitman of the university.
a drop of 500 feet to a stone pavement is
gradual ion of one of the largest classes in
not a pleasant thing to think about, but 1 tho history of the university.

m

Times

BY

College—Largest Class in Hi&iiory

ESPECIAL TO THE

ratirod

_

Prospect of Warm

of the

progressing

They brought

Weather Report.
Portland, June 29.—The local weather
buroau office records as to the weather
are as follows:
S a. m.—Barometer, 29.906; thermomedew point, 58: humidity, 92;
ter, 60;

TAKEN

TRUSTEES YESTERDAY.

compromise

wound and put right, and from that day down a box of tri-colore.d ribbons
on
OFFICE HOURS.
to this it has nevor varied so much as one which were
printed the words “Honest
minute.’’ So said tho man who prided
Sam.” They pinned them on every deleCashier's Office, (Sundays excepted.) 8.00 a
himself on his sense of humor.
and scattered them among the sight- m. to 6.00 p. m.: Money order department, 9.0<
“Indeed! Wonderful! Amazing!” came gate
a. m. to 6.00 p. m.: Registry department, 9.00 a
m. to 6.00 p. m.
from tho auditors of this remarkable state- seers who thronged the .hotel office.
The York coounty delegation met toGeneral Delivery, (Sundays excepted.) 7.30
ment. “Do you mean really to say,”
asked one of them, “that the clook has night to select a representative on the a. m. to 7.00 p. m. Sundays 9.00 to 10.00 a.
1.00 to 2.00 p. m.
never varied a minute in all these years?” state committee.
Trhstam Goldtwhaite
Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted.)—Ir
“Not a minute. The fact is, I broke ths had the honor several
years, but the eilver business section oi the city between High anc
India streets at 7.00. 9.00 and 11.00 a. m., 1.00 ant
mainspring in winding it, and it has nev- men have been
trying to freeze him out 5 p. m.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m., 1.C0 p. m
or done a tick sinoe."—Tit-Bits.
ever since, he bolted, the Waterville con- Sunday delivery at Office window, 9.00 to lo.oc
а. m., 1.00 to 2.00 p. m.
Collections from streel
vention.
He got an. intimation that he boxes
Tbe Doctrine Applied.
at 7.00 and ll.oo a. m., 4.00 and 8.00 p. in.
would be dropped, 60 he announced that Sundays, 6.00 p. m. only.
“I beg your pardon—do you believe in
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
he would not be a candidate. In his stead
the Monroo doctrine?”
Boston, Southern and Western, intermediate
At tho earnestness of tbe voice the man Walter J. Gilpatrick, Saco’s city clerk,
offices and connections via. Boston & Maine
who sat opposite, riding backward, with and one of its most active politicians was railroad (Kastern Division.) Arrive at 12.15
6.00 and
his feet perched on the other end of the chosen.
p. m.; close 7.45 a. m., 12.00 m„
Qeorge L. Sands was chosen to б. 00 and 11.00
9.00 p. m.; Sundays, arrive 1.00 p. m.,
speaker's seat, looked up from his paper.
represent York county on the committee close 4.30 and 9.00 p. m.
“You bet I do!” he said emphatically.
on resolutions.
Boston, Southern and Western, and intermeMr. Sands asked for the
“Then”—and thero was triumph in the
diate offices and connections, via Boston ind
other’s voice—“you must reoognize my sense of the delegation on the currency Maine railroad. (Western division)—Arrive at
10.45 a.
5.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close 6.00 and 7.45
right to expel any foreign feet from this question. The vote was in favor of keep- a. m., 12m.,
in. and 2.30 p. in.
endorsement
of
ing clear of an
the
territory!”
Kastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
He did.
Chicago platform and adopting some such 2.00 and 5.30 a. m., 12.30 and 0.00 p. m.; close
10.15 »r»ri 11.30 n m
19 30 nnrl Qrnin
And all the car laughed.—Chicago Reccurrency plank as the first district conord.
Avgusta, Intermediate offices and connection;
venuon aaoptea.
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
THE WEATHER.
The state committee wos in session till y.oo a. m, 12.30 and o.oo p. m.; close at c.00 anc
10.15 and 11.30, a. m., 4.15 and 9.00 p. m.
out
a
midnight, straightening
Bangor
Farmington, intermediate offices and conneccontested caucus case and arranging a tions. via Maine Central
railroad—Arrive al
12.45 and 0.00 p. m.; close at 7.43 a. m.. and 12.1!
programme.
m.
p.
The convention -will be opened at eleven
Dockland, intermediate offices and conneco’clock and immediately adjourn until tions via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive
and 6.00 p. m.; close, at 6.00 and 11.30 a. m,
12.30
the
of
2.30 to await
arrival
the special
Skouhegan, intermediate offices and connectrain. Llewellyn Ba rton of Portland will
tions, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive al
12.45 p. m.; close at 12.15 p. m.
preside.
Island Pond, 17., intermediate offices and
A strong endeavor is
being made to
connections, via Grand Trunk Railway—Ar
adopt a straddle currency plank, but the rive at 7.00,11.45 a. in., 6.00 p. in.; Sundays 7.0(
Washington, June 29.—Forecast for free silver advocates of the east will insist a. m.; close at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and 7.30 p.m
7.30 p. m.
on an indorsement of
the Chicago plat- Sundays
Thursday:
Gorham, N. II.. Intermediate offices and conNew England—Fair, Warmer; variable form.
As they are in the majority it nections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive al
looks tonight as if the Chicago platform 7.00 and 11.4u a. in., and c.00 p. m.; Sundays 7.0C
winds, becoming southwesterly.
a. in., close at 7.30 a. m., 12.30. 7.30 p. in.
Sundays at 8.00 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Boston, June 29.—Local forecast for would be a go.
Montreal—Arrive at 7.00, 11.45 a. m. and 6.0(
Boston and vicinity for Thursday: Fair
p. m., close at 12.30, 7.30 p. m.
Sunday close
HOT FIGHT ONand warmer; southwest winds
7.30 p. m,
Local

ACTION

IMPORTANT

victory

ago.”

Candidate Lord

TO THE PBES3.J

June 29.—It is as good as
Bangor.
settled that Hon. Samuel L. Lord, mayor
of Saco, will be the nominee of the Democratic state convention tomorrow, Unless
all signs fail, he will be nominated by ac-

a

“but the chances are we will

years

[SPECIAL

(he

•‘University.”

of the
commit-

one

friend who called

how

quire

said

Waterville Institution to Drop the

and

o’clock with no prospect of

before
Delegates Instill

WILL DE COLBY COLLEGE,

R0
noisy
could be heard

oratory

“I hope we can arrived at

Tlie Saco

]nen

being a
Republican ticket

The debate grew so warm

two

siiTer

for either side.

another what the chairman
less they should first decide to go out of gave one
end of the
business, is unique in the annals of described as thrusts. At the
out to seek
politics In these end of the century days. debate, the two sides went
It was stated to the PRESS correspondent a up pur ujgciuauj..
This evening there was another session
that the purpose of inserting the question
of conference,
addressed by Voluey B.
in the programme was to awaken interest.
Tomorrow, notCushing and others.
the question whether or
If by awakening interest was meant the withstanding
not it should go out of business, the party
gathering of large numbers the plan was will nominate a candidate for governor,
not a marked success.
If it was desired probably Rev. A. S. Ladd.
merely to make the proceedings interestNEWSPAPER MAN MARRIED.
ing by making them animated, then the
'lhe conLowell, Mass., June £9.—A quiet but
attempt was well rewarded.
ference began at 1.30 and the first session pretty home wedding occurred this evening at the home of the groom’s parents,
lasted four hours.
There were 27 in at- 3(3
Eighteenth street, when Mr. W. J. G.
tendance, among them being some well Meyers and Miss Flora May Moulton were
known third party men and a num her of united in marriage by Rev. J. M. Greene,
D.
of the Eliot church.
The bridge
Miiyo: Samuel Lord of Saco,
clergymen, not all of whom belong to the wasD.,
attended by her sister, Miss Lillian
was
when
party. It
Moulton and the best man was Mr.Henry few of the delegates here to night.
The
K. Gates
The groom is well known in Kncr.t county delegation has started a
THE MINISTERS DEBATED
Lowell as a capable newspaper
man,
little boom for
Obadiuh
Gardiner of
the question of the best way in which to having been connected with the Citizen
master of the
state
and Sun staffs. He is now night manager Bockl&nd, state
secure the enforcement of the prohibitory
of the Associated Press, Boston.
The grange, but this is only a little side
law that the proceedings grew interestbride is from Stockton, Maine, but has show introduced for the sole
purpose of
ing. It was all entirely good natured but resided in Boston.
bringing him into a little polittical promiit was certainly animated.
Volney B,
nence.
Cushing, who has several times beeD the REPORTED SHUT-DOWN AT LAWThe advance guard is an
unusually
RENCE.
gubernatorial candidate, was present,
small company, but it includes many of
coming from the west, where he has reLawrence,
Mass., June 29.—Current the old time leaders. Of
th'a state comcently been engaged in temperance work. reports say that the mills will shut down
in a couple of weeks.
This will effect mittee these wore present at an executive
N. F. Woodbury of Auburn was the between
3(300 and 0000 operatives. No- session In an
upper chamber of the Banchairman.
Rev. fcj. F. Pearson of Port- tices have not yet been posted in either
homse tonight, Barton, 'Cumberland;
the
land was here and took a prominent part
Pacino, Atlantic or Arlington cor- gor
Gold til Waite, York; Hughes, Sagadahoc;
in the debates of the clergy, as did Rev. porations and the officials refuse to say
anything on the subject.
Morton, Kennebec; Hudson, Piscataquis;
George 1). Lindsay, recently of Portland,
Otis, Knox; Sawyer, Washington; Hunnow the pastor of the Methodist church
SPANISH
REINFORCEMENTS
newell, Somerset; Connors;, Penobscot;
here. Rev. W. F. Berry of Portland, whc
COMING.
Whitcomb,
Franklin, and Madigan,
was to
speak on “The Civic League”
Juno
29.—General
Shatter
Washington,
Aroostook.
method of scouring enforced prohibition has reported to the war department that
Ex-U. S. Marshal John IS. Donovan of
Spanish troops numbering SuOO with pack
was not able to bo present.
Incidentally, trains
and cattle are advancing from Alfred anil Col. Morton of the once inthe Civic League was referred to by the Manzanillo and are now within
fifty-four vincible “Plum Trust,” are here assistRev. Mr. Rhodes
as
an
organization juuoo ui.
ing in fixing up a convention prowhich died aborning.
A new
gramme. Cumberland counrty has an exIt Was Reliable.
LOCAL OPTION SCHEME
small representation here, and
“You may say what; you please about tremely
whereby voters could choose between
York county delegations ouLslde of Candiexpensive clocks, but It’s a fact that I’ve
“rigid” and “moderate” enforcement got a cheap clock at home that I bought date Lord’s own city, is meagre.
The
was another novelty of the conference.
20 years ago, placed on the mantelshdf, Saco delegates are hustlers.
The early hours of the afternoon were
spent in listening to papors and addresses
In discussing the “present condition of

afford to
adopt th(
remark set off a

accused Goldthwaite of

They

iu the office.

WAS

held

placa

under

magazine

in

beUeT(

This

plank.

that some of the

IT

argue(l

compromise. He d.id not

the convention could

clasp and the pastor’s head
between the edges of that clasp.
His nomination, will not be
clamation.
If they don’t like his preaching they snap due to any spontaneous uprising of tbe
the clasp and shut the purse.
Mr. Pear- ,r,('Ople. but to tbe fact that
his Saco
son told of the services of the Washing- friends started his boom at an opportune
tonian revival in Portland. Why, said ti me. and nobody elso wants the empty
he, they wore my coat thin patting me ht 'nor of leading the state Democracy to.
on the shoulder. And then when the Prosu re defeat.
hibition party nominated me for office,
There is another name on [he lips of, a
I felt the chill right through that thin
is

a

free coinage

Forget All About Uemocrats and Re-

The clergy were the most powertics.
publicans—Rev. Hr. Pearson Thinks If ful of any class in the community, but
They Uid There Would I!e Some Va- they should forget the words Republican
and Democrat and preach Jesus Christ
c uit
Pulpits—Kev, Mr. Lindsay Says
Rev. Mr. Pearson said that if the clergy
the People Will Vote as They Please—
should preach
prohibition in the way
Conference.
Waterville
The
advocated by
Mr. Rhodes, there would
SPECIAL TO TEE PBESS.3
be vacant
pulpits in Maine in the next
They have a new kind of
of four weeks.
June
80.—All sorts
Waterville,
purse in some of the churches. It has a
sohemes have been devised in times

Goldthwaite of Biddeford
favor of

trained soldiers under the instruction of a
regular army officer.
Referring to the two flags, the Governoi
said that we are making history fast in
these days, and things are possible today
which would not have been so regarded a
The sympathy of the British
year ago.
people has been of great value to this

country, and may have been the means ol
keeping us out of foreign embroilments
In the present war. It is appropriate thal
there should be this sympathy between
the two peoples.
They are of the sann
race, they have the same literature and
the same purposes. The city of Portland
Is to celebrate the Fourth of
July and tht
semi-centennial of the Grand Trunk railSootf
way this year and the

Royal

ha nrnnlrl haun

1—

..

t,--

view of their duties in life even though
the places they were oalled upon to till
were small.
Dr. Whitman’s
thoughts
were expressed in eloquent
language and
adorned with many quotations and apHe was loudly
propriate illustrations.

applauded.
REV. W. O. AYER
responded briefly for the cl ass of 1863,
which he said entered Waterville college
and graduated from Colby university. It
then that the name was changed.
Somebody suggested that if a man named
Scroggins should leave the institution a

was

lot of

it would have to be called
but for
all that
Mr.
Colby university is a good name.
Ayer closed with an expression of appreciation of the work which Prof. Julian
D. Taylor is doing.
money

Scroggin’s university,

Rev. Dr. Seymour of Philiadelphia, in
referred to the power of
such men as President Butler and President Whitman.
A man, he said, was
biggsr than a battleship, because he
created the ship. It was just after seeing
Commodore Schley’s fleet that Dr. Seymour heard words uttered by President
Whitman that were more powerful than
a

bright speech,

the thunder of Schley’s guns.
Dr. Seymour also appropriately referred to many
of the distinguished men whom Colby
has sent out into the world.
Brief speeches were also made by Hon.
Joslah
H.
Drummond, Kev. Dr. A.
Owen and
others.
President
Butler
announcsd that the son of the late Prof.
Foster had
started a fund for a Greek
scholarship in memory of his father, the
late Prof. Foster.
Over half the neoes-

$1000 had been subscribed. Judge
Bonney called for subscriptions to complete the amount and they have been rapidly coming in. President Butler also
sary

announced that the class of ’88 would
raise $1000 for a scholarship.
jnjuw

Dr.

a

seem

expedient;

provided,

however,

that,in any settlement that may be made,
the final
payment and full discharge of
said indebtedness shall not be postponed
to not exceed ten years and the whole
amount, principal and interest shall be
paid in equal instalments within the
period so limited and in any settlement
made it shall be provided that if default
shall he made in any
payment of either
principal or interest or any part thereof,
then the
whole sum and all
instalments, principal and interest, shall immediately become due and payable, notwithstanding any other stipulation of
said settlement.
“That there is hereby appropriated, out
of any money in the treasury not other
wise appropriated, the sum of $20,00!) to
defray the
expense of said commission
in making the said settlement.”
The bill as passed carries about $227,000,000, the largest sum carried by any
since the civil
appropriation measure
war.

After the passage of the deficiency bill
consideration of the Hawaiian annexation resolution was resumed, Mr. Caffery,
Democrat of Louisiana, concluding his
speeoh in opposition to annexation.

irtusiiuju r.ijiuuTiuu.

Alfred

elected

ment in full follows:
“That the secretary of the treasury, the
secretary of the interior and the attorney
general and their successors in office be,
and they are hereby, appointed a commission with
full power to settle the
indebtedness to the government growing
out
of the issue of bonds in aid of the
construction of the Central Pacific and
Western Pacific bond aided railroads, upon
such terms and in such manner as
may be
agreed upon by them, or by a
majority of them, and the owners of Baid
railroads, provided, that any and all settlements thus made shall
be submitted
in writing to
the President for his approval or disapproval and unless approved
by him shall not be binding.
“That said commission shall not agree
to aocept
a
less sum in settlement of
the amount due the United States than
the full amount of the principal and all
amounts necessary to reimburse the United States for moneys paid for Interest or
otherwise. And, also,
that
provided,
said commissioners are hereby empowered
to grant such time or times of payment
by instalment and at such rates of interto be not less than 3
est,
per cent per
annum, payable semi-annualy and with
such security as to said commission may

King

trustee In

of Portland has been
the late Dr.

place of

Joseph

Ricker.
The following prizes were announced:
Senior prize—For excellence in English
and deolamation, A. W.
composition
Cleaves, Miss Janet C. Stevens.
Junior prize—For excellence in English
composition and declamation, first prize
for men, William O. Stevens; second,
G. A. Martin; for
women, first prize,
Helen H. Bowman;
second, Alma W.

HU > MIUSIE1

COAL.

Chase.

For excellence in extemporaneous composition—J. E. Nelson and May Elise Fellows.
German prizes—For men, first, H. H.
Spenoerj second, Lawrence E. Gurney,
with honorable
mention and a speoial
faculty
prize to A. M. Blackburn; for
women, first, Agnes C. Stetson; second,
Alice May
Purlnton, with honorable
mention for Josie M. Toward.
The promenade concert on the campus
and the President’s reception oocurred

tonight.
Among the older alumni present were
Prof. William Matthews, ’85; Rev. Nathan Fay, ’39;
Thomas Wright, ’39;
J. H.
Drummond, ’46; J. F. Baldwin, ’63; W.
P. Bartlett, '53; Goo. Bullen, '531 A.
Owen, ’53; S. R. Thurston,, ’53; J. W.
Weston, ’53; Hon.G. A. Wilson, ’62; Rev.
G. B. Xllsley, ’63; Judge W. P. Whitehouse, ’63; Judge Percival Bonney, ’63

A Fall Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Genuine

Lykens 1 alley Franklin,
English and American Caunel.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.

TELEPHONE

100-2

...

OFFICE:

Sts.
Commercial & 70 Exchange
7b »pr3
M.W&Fti

ITALIAN MINISTRY FORMED.

Rome,

June
29.—A
cabinet
has
been formed to succeed the ministry
of the Marquis Di Rudlni, whioh recently
resigned. General Pelloux is premier and
minister of the interior.

BASE BALL
....AND

...

TENNIS GOODS.
Wfil. M.

MARKS,

Book, Card
and-

JOB

PRINTER,

EXCHANGE.
9? 1-2 Exchange St., Portland

A Fine Assortment
At
On

our

Lowest Prices.
Second Floor

we

have

HAMMOCKS

PRINTERS’

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY,
All orders bi

attended to.

mall

or

telephone

promptly
eept32oi>atf

#n great variety.

LORING, SHORU HARMON
jelSeodtf

MISCELLANEOUS.

PORTLAND.

SOUTH

MUNYON’S GREAT WORK.

Practice March of Connecticut Volunteers

Stt«ecRRfnl Effort In Hi* Phil»a*
tliropic Straggle Against laliamaii Methods.

to

Spurwink Yesterday.

Troops in camp require now and then a
little hardening, and with this in view,
the commandant at Camp Burdett ordered assembly sounded yesterday morning at 10 o’clook and line was formed
preparatory for u ten mile practice march.

Capt. Saunders at once took command,
and breaking his line into columns of
fours put it in motion for Spurwink, disThe men marched
about 5 miles.
in
field equipment, with haversacks,
canteens and the usual number of rounds
of ammunition. Only a detachment for
tance

guard and necessary police duties
left behind at the camp.
the command arrived at
Head than
Portland

guard and flankers
all'the

stomach with every poison blacklisted with
skull and crossbones is torture more demoniac than the Inquisition.
Munyon guarantees that his Rheumatism Cure
will cure nearly all eases of rheumatism in a
few hours; that bla Dyspepsia Cure will cure Indigestion and all stomach troubles; that his
Kidney Cure will cure 90 per cent, of all cases
of kidney trouble; that his Catarrh Cure will
no
matter how long standing;
cure catarrh,
that his Headache Cure will cure any kind of
headache in a few minutes; that his Cold Cure
will quickly break up any form of cold, and so
on through the entire list of his remedies.

items

Gathered

pondectg

of the Frau.

_3

by

Carres*

the

representative has caused more hustling
than everything else for the past three
candidates were
F. Gentleman,
J. Fox, Samuel
was nominated

one vote.

GRAY.

Dry Mills, June 29—Lou Brown of Miat the Dry Mills
not, held meetings
schoolhouse Sunday forenoon, afternoon
and evening.
Buried from the Free Baptist c hurch

Sunday afternoon, Leforest E.. oldest son
of Fred and Ida Mayberry, aged 16 years
1 month and 20 days.
Merrill Foss, of Massachusetts, is visiting his sister and friends in this place,
after an absence of eighteen years.
Some of the farmers will commence
haying this week if the weather is good.
Walter Brown and a goutlemai. friend,
of Portland, were up to Dry Mills on
their wheels Sunday.
Last Sunday morning at 8 o’clock Rev.
Mr. Childs baptized two women at the

pond.

Geo. Quint went to Boston last Friday,
returning Monday.

Jimmie Frank and True Morrill went
to Cape
Elizabeth
Sunday on their
wheels.
The W. S. R. C will have a special
meeting Thursday, June 3D, for Installation of officers.
The summer term of school will close
Friday, July 1st.
CASCO.

Casco, June 29—Farmers in this vicinity are busy doing their hoeing. All the
early plauted crops are growing linely,
and give promise of an abundant yield.
Grass is looking well with a good show
of a large hay crop.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Winslow and

son

Edward of Gardner,

are visiting
at DeaEdward Scribner’s.
Mr. J. Albert Nichols, nrincinal of the
High school, Casco, with Mrs. Nichols
and Bister Gertrude, are stopping for the
summer at F. 13. Nichols in the Mayberry llill district.
Mr. Nathan C. Sylvester of Haverhill,
Mass., is making an extended visit to
his brother, Mr. S. C. Sylvester and other friends in this
vicinity, after an absence of twenty-tive years.
The programme is out for a Fourth of
•July celebration at Little Rigby Park,
Casco. Every effort possible has been
made to have this the "best celebration
ever held at Little Rigby.
The management have made extensive repairs on
their grounds.
The track has
been
widened, the grand stand moved back,
it
one
of
the
test
half mile tracks
making
In the stats.
A. C. Mann is spending a few days in
Portland on business.
Mrs. Ernest H. Loynton and four children are the
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Barry M. Nichols.
Mrs.
Joseph Batty is in quite poor
health at this writing.

con

ELIZABETH.

Capo Elizabeth, June H9—Master Ralph
W. Parish, of Meriden, Conn., arrived in
Pond Cove last neck, and will spend the
summer with his
gran dmother, Mrs.
Emily Parish
Mrs. Eila J. Heywood and daughter
Blanoho of Turner, who have been stopping in Kveiett, Muss, for several months,
spent Sunday with friends at Pond Cove.
Mrs. Amelia D. Chamberlain, of Bowery Beach, who has been quite ill is improving.
The hay crop will bo very large in Capo
Elizabeth this season. Strawberries are
ripening very fast, but at the present
prices the farmers will
hardly make
enough to pay lor picking and marketing.
Mrs.. Augustus F. Hannaford is visiting relatives in Massachusetts.
A large number of hoarders are expected on the
Capo after tho ftiPoi July.
Mr
Ernest M. Jordan, who has been
visiting his parents, has returned to his
school in Boston.

Yale yesterday conferred the degree of
<L.U upon President McKinley.

Mrs. Harry Bartlettjof South Portland,
Mrs. J. M.
was the guest of her aunt,

—

FLAG RAISING AT WILLARD.

wnman

had

r»h41H

o.nrl

gathered

rtf

tVift nfliffhhnrhnflli

jured. The team is owned by a man residing at Duok Pond.
It was Mr. Erving GoS and not Winfield that resigned his position with Kimball Eastman and entered the employ of
the Maine Central railroad.
The Westbrook Klerks are endeavoring
to arrange a bail game for the afternoon

the open ground near
the hcse company building, to lend their
voices to the cheers which went up as a
handsome fiag.was raised,to the peak of

a

evening. Private W. Johnson of Co. K
was lying asleep In his tent when a bayonet scabbard fell from a hook and the
prong struck his face just below the right
eye,making a bad wound was. He rendered
unconscious by the shook, but revived
after medical treatment
xxrnrrla rAmnvAd

reported

as

♦/»

being

tiho

and

Tincrtifnl

much

was afterWo wnc

better

yesterday

of the M. E. church
will hold its next meeting at the home
of Mrs. Annie Knowles, Pickett street.
To-night the Epworth League of the
church will hold

social at the
home of Mrs. Hailey on Stanford St.
There will
be
literary and musical
exercises and light refreshments will be
served.
Mr. Thurrell

I

Merriman’s .baud of 10 jjpieces. played
patriotic airs, and an eloquent speeoh
appropriate to the occasion was .delivered
by Lawyer Meaher, which was recoivod
with loud applausa [At a given signal
“Old
Glory” was raised amid cheers
which reverberated along the Cape shore
and must have reached even the borders

the.city. It
flag raising.

a

was

indeed an enthusiastic

Mrs.

H.

E.

Flynn

Is

suffering

from a

of rheumatism.
Mr. Danial King has moved his family
from St. John street,
Portland, to tho
house recently purohased by him corner
Elm street and Forest avenue.
case

Mrs.
Charles Litchfield hasjreturned
from passing some weeks with friends
engaged yesterday surfacing up the at
Peering.
gravel which had been df posited in front
The many friends of Capt.
Herbert
of his store. His work would have been
Lewis will be pleased to learn of his safe
if
the
authorities
lightened
considerably
arrival
in New
York from a t.rin tn
had sifted the gravel and left behind a
Buenos Ayres.
few oart loads less of useless stones.
A party of ten from Elm street, passed
G. W. Griffin was visiting his mother
■Wednesday at the Cape Cottage.
on Tuesday last at Long Island.
Mrs. May White,
Chapel street, has
Rev. S. Holmes was chosen a delegate
returned from Kennebunk.
to the convention of the Epworth League
Mrs. A. E. Shorey is quite ill at her
which is to be held in Banger, Maine.
home on Brown street.
Some of the beautiful speckled trout,
Mrs. D. A. Spaulding, who has been
which were landed by R. M. Cole on his
ill, is now able to walk out.
seriously
in
Oxford
reesnt outing
county are on
Mr. and Mrs. Cha3. Smith have reexhibition at the store of Cole Bros.,
turned from their wedding trip and will
Sawyer street and are admired by every- be at home to their friends after
July
them.
who
sees
body
Sth.
Mr. Henry Mospan Is moving into Dr.
A very pleasant musical was enjoyed
J. W. Lowell’s house on Stanford St.
at the home of Miss Mande Miller, corner
Mr. Nat Gordon s store and billiard
of Kelsey and Chapel streets, Tuesday
room are in regular “Fourth of July”
evening, which closes a series of studies
dress and “red, whits and bine” are the
of the most noted composes. The evening
prevailing colors on all sides.
was devoted principally to [the study of
Schooner Henry
and
Morganthan
Paderewski. The house was very prettischooner Ajax were on the marine raildecorated with flags, red, whito and
Jy
way yesterday.
blue bunting. A very interesting paper
An adjourned meeting of the Universaon the life of Paderewski was
read by
list soo iety will be held Tuesday evening
to close up the affairs of the parish for Miss Edna Lamont, folowed by a Paderewski minute,
the Cecal year just ending.
played by Miss Helen
All pieces
were by modern
Morrison
HOW XT SPREADS.
composers. Helen Morrison,Mertie Goodof

Sawysr

street

was

win, Bessie Shorey and Frank Andrews
People Are Talking Alt Over Portland played very difficult pieces, while Bessie
Edith
This
Report Cornea from Newbury Smith, Prince Hayden,
Cross,
Florence Evans, Lillian Rogers’ selecStreet.
tions were more simple. One of the principal features was the technio by Miss
How it spreads.
Lillian Rogers. Miss Miller was assisted
Can’t keep “a good thing’’ down.
Mr. Frank Andrews on the olarinet,
■£ Ever notice how good things lare imi- by
Mr. Ernest Cross on the cornet, and a
tated?
vocal solo by Mr. Ned Goodwin. Other
The better the article more imitators.
solos were sung by Bessie Smith, Ralph
Fortunately the people have n safeGoodwin, Prinoe
Hayden, all pupilB,
guard,
played without notes.
Praise
cannot be imitated.
True praise takes root and spreads.
Claim is one thing, proof another.
Claim is what the manufacturer says.

Proof is what the people say.
Portland people say
Doan’s Kidney Pills euro sick

kidneys,

Cure all kidney ills.
Hundreds of citizens testify to this.
Here is a case in point.
llrs. D. B. Wescott, of No. 65
Newbury
St., says: “Izwneness In the back, pain
when I stooped
over,
when I
pain
straightened up, in fact pain all the time
Even when lying down I
to me
had to be oarefnl and lie just so, or I got
no rest.
I was naturally anxious to get
rid of it and in reading about cures for

clung

kidney complaint, I thought
Kidney Pills might help me.

Doan’s
I got a

box at H. H. Hay & Son’s drug store at
the junction of Free and Middle St’s.
Shortly after 1 commenced to use them I
knew by the secretions of the
kidneys
that they were taking hold of the trouble.
As I continued the improvement continued until
ness

finally the pain and lamedisappeared. I am suprrised at the

ease

and comfort

I now have when

X do

anything that necessitates stooping or
straining. I cannot too highly recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills to any who
suffer with that very prevalent disease

kidney complaint.”
You

Doan’s Kidney Pills at
your druggist’s at 50 cents or they will be
sent postpaid on receipt of price
by Foster-Milburn Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., solo
agent3 for the Unitod States.
Remember the name DOAN'S and take
no substitute
can

get

Washington,

NORTH SCHOOL.
Exhibition

Yexteri^py

Morning by

Grammar School

the

Pupils.

pupils

Tho

school had

of

the

fine

a

North Grammar

exhibition

yesterday

the whole

morning,

school being gathered in the large open attic In the fourth
The following programme was
story.
carried out In a highly creditable manner:

Fair Freedom’s

Song—-America,

Land,

Canadian

—

f

..

June

29.—The President
at the action of the
enate
appropriation committee in strik® 8ut of the
sundry civil appropriation
he item
appropriating $50,000 to defray
he
expenses of the joint commission to
9 held
at Ottawa, Canada, this fall to
3

deeply

concerned

endeavor

to

effect

a

J" xl 13

development

try had become
importance.

quality

of the Klondike counmatter of the greatest

Works—Headquarters

of

WHOLESALE-AND RETAIL,

a

i/uo uvuovibuuivuai

544 CONGRESS ST.

CHARLES DAY.
je-27dlw

Ottawa

BOB)

For Infants and Children.

|

uuuuug

function by the President.
It is not believed by the administration
that the opposition to this commission
manifested in the Senate oommittee will
prevail in the Senate when attention is
drawn to the facts.
President
MoKinley will name the
American commissioners at an early date.
It is
understood that a United States
senator, probably Senator Hoar, will be
among those designated to represent the
United States. It is quite likely also that
Mr. John W. Kasson, Mr. John W. Foster or possibly both will be on the commission as each has taken a part In the
preliminary negotiations.

Always Bough!

Vegetable Pxcparationfor As-

Best Hotel in Casco

hotel accomodations.

B. C.

Vaides glaoier ie at the northeast
Presentation of cards to Grauuatos by

Mr. J. A. McGowan
Remarks by Committee,
Star Spangled Banner,
Following is a list of the

Fromotes'DIgestionCheerful-

class

who

OptumiMorpiiine

FINEST SUGAR MADE.

Not Narcotic.

a^ofaditsmmmma.

We

admission

graduating

B.
M.

Cole, Annie C. Fairman, Gerda P.
Johnson, Bessie F. Boring, Mabel E.Masohmeyer, Edna F. McPherson, Lizzie M.
A. Pine, Della M. Scott, Sophie Thompson, Kitty G. Welch, Annie L. Whitcomb,
Chester H.
Harry W. Adams.
Butler,
Walter Coleman, Frank A. Devine, John

Sold by

their meejng last evening discussed plans
for attending the fraternal gathering to
be hold at Lisbon Falls, July lath.
A petition has been in circulation asking that the stores of tho city be closed

August.

Tac Simile

corner

Chas. A.

D.

Leo F.

FATAL FALL FROM

BICYCLE.

Lewiston, June 39.—J. G. Penley, son
of Ferdinand Penley, Esq., of Auburn,
38 years old, fell from the Grand Trunk
bridge between Lewiston and Auburn
this forenoon and was instantly killed.
Ho

riding

bioyclo

the foot

path

outside the rails and lost his balance.
leaves a wife and one child.

He

was

SECRET

a

on

SOCIETY ELECTORS.

has elected the

following officers for the
term:
ensuing
Counsellor, Frank
Brackett; vice counsellor, W. C. Page;
recording secretary, O. T. Hodsdon;

man

MILLIKEN &C0.,

|

Signature of

163 Commercial St.

Bicycles.
on horseback and blcy

cles to march abreast, and one team and
the men must have a space of 1U feet between tlio men or teams ahead and maintain that position over the following
course.

Lincoln, Myrtlo, Cumberland, High,
Deering, State,
Vaughn,
Congress,
Brackett, Carleton,
Pino,
Congress,
North. Cumberland, Pearl, disband.
>J. S. FAIRFIELD, Marshal.

je22dlm

EXACT copy OF WRAPPEB.

EVERY..71
MAN I
TO MS TRADE. I

four tons of outfit

consisting

equipage, mining tools, boats
provisions, over the 35 miles of snow
oainp

freqaecUy
r.

and
and

THEN BUY A

A Hundred Reasons Why,
which we can’t teli
you here.

cottonwood grove near the beaoh at

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Cop-

E. T. WIXG.

STAMP YOUR MESSAGES.

Bucklen’s Arnica Seive.
THE BEST SALVE in the world fni
Cuts,
Bruises,
Uloers, Sal;
Soros,
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains Corns and all tikir
Hruptiona and positively cares Piles, ox
uo pay required,
it is guaranteed to givt
perfect aatisfaction or money refunded.
Price 25 cents psr box. For sale
by H. P.
S. book!, 6i7
Congress St., under Congress Square

write you if your dealer
,
tnes to se" Tou something else.

Just let

I

"
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>t Have a Stove?

of

ice whioh wo shall encounter before we
reach the lake of which I will write later.
We only have a monthly mail service as

per City.

...

coma

into camp at the foot of the glacier on
April 29 and are now preparing to sled
our

:|

the

now about 200 men crossing or trying to
cross, many have given it up and many
more will, some on account of the hardships, others being too timid to venture.
Our party from Portland of six went

pack

Grocers.

Wholesale Headquarters,

§

tJntil

1894 very little was
Valdes
glacier. Capt.
Abercrombie (under whom the United
States Survey party is now .at work surmiles,
of
known

Retail

NEW YOEK.

Copper River 100
The river is not
its mouth.
from hero except in small
boats as it is full of canyons and falls.
From the mouth of the Copper river the
salmon fishers Davigate their small boats

Cogawecco tribe, I. O. R. M., No. 5, yet. Our first camp at the beach was
has eleoted the following officers for the near the graves of the two miners who
ensuing term: Sachem, O. T. Hodsdon; were shot by the cow boy last fall. The
cow boy was hanged by the miners a few
junior sagamore, Charles E. B, King.
Garfield Council, Jr., O. U. A. M., days afterward. ;A11 three are burled in a

Only two

1

Leading

which enters into the

Haley,
Ingalls,
Lawler, veying the Copper river route) informs
Joseph A. McDonald, Joseph A. McGana- me that there have never been but five
gle, John E. Peterson, Edwin F. Rowe, white men over the glacier. Mr. Jackson,
John H.flfcve, Frederick R.Senvey, Otis one of the
five, gave me an account of his
F. Simonds.
crossing it in 1894 which can only b >
In the Grammar school 100 pupils were
done with safety during ths months of
not late
during the year and in the March, April and May, owing to
primary department 150 were not late avalanches in the winter and craoks in
during the year.
the glaciers in the summer. There aro

Conway,

N. H., lias been visiting his cousin, Mrs.
Win. W. Lamb this week.
The members of Minnehaha council at

tioii. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feveri shness and Loss OF Sleeb

It is 327 miles
this glacier, that is from the sea
level to the summit and 10 miles to Lake
Shephard, aoross Lake Shephard 6 miles
to a river whioh has not been named

7o

prices.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT,

Baker, Maude E. Chandler, Jessie miles from
Coohling, Marlon 3. Cole, Blanche navigable

L.

not In the trust and are

are

not confined to

across

have been granted cards of
to the High
sohool: Edith

SUGAR.

REVERE

1

of Prince Wiliams Sound.

Sohool

G8BSON, Prop.

■■"■*

ness and Rest .Contains neither
nor ifineral.

Seventh Grade Pupils River goldfielda
The most practical route is by the
Song—Hark, Hark the Lark,
Sixth Grade Pupils Valdes Pass over the Valdes
glacier,
Eighth Grand Boys
ReoitatJon,
which necessitates a long and laborious
Song—Sweat Summer Woods,
tramn
of
miuiv
tVAAlra
nvnr
annnr
nH
4na
Grade
Seventh
Pnpils
Edith JU Baker suoh as we are now
Class Prophecies,
undergoing. The

Nffith Grade

Bay,

IS NOW OPEN FOR THE SUMMER

je29dlvv
!»■!

*

Cushing’s Island is noted for ita
splendid air, fine scenery and elegani

similating thdToodandBegutatinflthp Stomachs andBawelsof
II

House,

CUSHING’S ISLAND,

The Kind You Nave

Hbliool
THE VALDES GLACIER.
Flag, Sixth Grade Pupils
Norman W. Wells A Portland
Recitation,
Party of Miners Preparing to
Seventh Grade Girls
Daisy Drill,
to Scale It—News from the Alaska Gold
M.
MsPheison
Edna
Recitation,
Annie C. Fairman
Composition,
Mining Region.
School
Allegiance to the Flag,
School
Song—There are Many Flags,
Mabel M. Cushing SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE OP THE PRESS.
Reading,
Gymnastic Exercises, Eighth Grade Boys
Copper City, Port Valdes,
School
Song—God Bless the Soldier,
Prince Williams Sound, Alaska.
Marion S. Cole
Rpoitation,
Violin,
May l, 1898.
John E. Conley and Wm. S. Hardy
The
following Is what Is actually
School
Battle Hypin of the Republic,
known up to date In regard to the Copper
Selection from

Quartette,

„

for base
Fire Works, Flags. Masks,
etc. Cotton and Wool Bunting Flags at
reduced prices; 0 foot to 40 foot; also
Flag Poles, Fire Balloons.
Cotton Bunting Flags 4x0 feet, $2.00
each; 5x8, $2.75; 6x9 $3.00 each: (1x19,
$3.50; 8x12 $4.50, all fast colors. English
Flags, Cuban Flags, Silk Flags, Wool Bunting Flags; lowest market prices. We have
the best 10 ct. Flag with Gilt head, warranted to stand any weather; we have already sold thousands of them; also Japanese Lanterns and Candles for same.

settlement of the

^ac-r

the

~

1898.

Firo

different questions at issue between
"h® United States and Canada.
This commission has been arranged by
the
secretary of state and under the direction of the President in answer to
what was believed by both of them to be
an almost
unanimous popular demand.
There were many questions pending between
the two governments that contained possibilities of serious complications.
Suoh for instance, the Alaskan
boundary question which on account of

Remarkable Rescue.

and

MISCEIXAIOEOUS.
——<—

m

Commission,

New York, June 29.—On and after Friday. July 1st, the new revenue law requires that a documentary 1 oent stamp
shall be put upon every telegraph message transmitted In the United States. It
At the meeting of Pequawket tribe, L
will therefore be necessary for the senders
O. B. M., Tuesday evening, the follow- tive to state council, H. C. Crockett. The of
attach stamps to their
messages to
were
elected:
council, together with George Washing- messagoj and to cancel the stamps in acing chiefs
with the law by wrhing their
cordance
ton Council, O. U. A. M., has purchased
Prophet—Kobert Waltham.
Initials and the date across them. The
Sachem—C. E. Davis.
a handsome
Amerloan flag, 10 by 20, Western Union and Postal Telegraph
Senior Sagamore—Elliott Hatch.
and
the cable companies
whioh will bo unfurled fiom the hall, companies
Junior Sagamore—Frank Fairbanks.
operating from New York have arranged
The funeral services of the late Ansel Farrington block, Congress street, for the for a partial supply of stamps at their
flrst time on the Fourth.
offices for sale to the senders of messages
L. Boothby has been changed from 10
who may not he provided with them.
to U a- m- > this morning, at the
a. m.,
late residence on Mechanic street.
ANTIQUES AND HORR13ILES.
W. Webb, the recruiting
Private W.
This order has been Issued:
Headuartors of Chief Marshal,
officer at W'estbrook for the 74th U. S.
Antique and Horrible Parade,
infantry.reports that he has the full numCity Hall, June 28, IS9S.
ber of recruits expected of him to lill up
Mrs. Michael Curtain, Plainfield, 111.,
On the morning of July 4, 1898, Fife
old
Co.
M.
of
oi
the
Westbrook.
ranks
and
the
Drum Corps will report at the font makes the statement that she caught cold,
settled on her lungs; she wa>Mr. Webb expects orders to leave for the of Myrtle street facing Oxford at 5.30 which
treated for a mouth by her family physia. m. sharp and start at 0 a. m.
south early next week.
Men on horseback report ou Lincoln cian, but grew worse. He told her she
An employe of the paper mills had one street facing Myrtle.
was a hopeless victim of consumption and
of his lingers cut off yesterday, catching
Men in teams and barges report on that no medicine cculd cure her. Iiei
druggist suggested Dr. King’s New DisWilmot street facing Lincolu.
it in the machinery.
Men on bicycles report on Pearl street covery for Consumption; sho bought a
Mr. W. W. Poole and family leave ^Fribottle and to her delight found herseli
facing Lincoln.
day for their summer home at Prout’s
Every man to be In position not later benefited from first dose. She continued
than 5.45 a. m. and to proceed in the its use, and after taking six bottles,
Neck.
found hertelf sound and well, now doet
order:
Miss Ethel Dana has returned
to her following
her own housework and is as well as she
Marshal,
ever was.
home in this city, having graduated from
Fife and Drum Corps.
Free trial bottles of this Great
Men on Horse Back.
Discovery at H. P. S. Goold’s.Drug Store,
Wheaton seminary, rear Boston.
Teams
and
bottles
large
00 cents and $1.00.
Barges.
Benford of North
Mr.

^Friday night through July

mmmmwm

Committee Refuses

financial secretary, A. A. Austin; treasurer, H. C. Crockett; conduotor, A. D.
Brackett; warden, H. B. Freeman; inside sentinel, Charles D. Mosieley; outside
sentinel, Charles H. Crockett; representa-

WESTBROOK.

Joseph

■"

Scott,

PLEASANTDALE.
severe

—..

Our National

of

afternoon.
The Ladies circle

People’s

cent houses.

Appropriation for

I

IVIISCEULAITEOUS.

embarrassed.

Senate Appropriation

”“,u

high staff which stood in readinass for

it.
A

The president

Thenj there were questions conneoted
with the Great Lakes boundaries, with
the transit of
goods in bond over Canadian and American
territory; and with
the supply of bait to American llsbermen.
.-the growing fraternal spirit between
the United
StatesJ on the one side and
Canada and England on the other,seemed
to ;make the time
auspicious for an early
settlement of these and other questions.
board of municipal officers.
In arranging for this commission the
The Holston-Melcher wedding at Cum- President was acting clearly within his
powers, so the action of
berland Mills oocurs this morning at 11.80 constitutional
the Senate committee has been received
o’olook.
with great surprise as indicating u clear
purpose to interfere with the tree exer-

in

tableJ for prominent citizens and
men’s Association of Hartford will be
in Portland on the 18th of July to parti- speakers had been placed on the grounds
cipate in the annual New England con- and it was gaily decorated with red,
In front of the table
vention and their coming is looked for- white and blue.
ward to with the greatest pleasure by rows of ohairs were arranged, but they
to accommodate the
were
their many friends at camp.
inadequate
What came near being a serious acol- crowd which fringed the street and Ailed
dent happened at Camp Burdett Sunday the doors, windows and porohes of adja-

eight

Kezar Falls, June 28—Hunting
for
four and five leaf clovers seems to be the
“cry” of small children about this village at present.
Children’s day was observed at the M.
E. church Sunday evening by very pleasing exercises by the Sunday school
classes.
The new flag pole in front of the school
house shows the flag for a greater distance
than the old one.
The young ladies literary club of this
place called upon Miss A. E. Fox Monday afernoon and after going through
their literary programme proceeded to
play the farce “Dew-we” love Spain.
Crops are looking nicely in this section.
Many farmers have begun to cut some of
their clover. Apples ure looking nicely,
and a large crop is promised.
This town has been more than excited
for the past week.
The call for a Republican caucus to be held at the town house
yesterday to nominate a candidate for

people

weeks.
Mrs. B. S. Webber and family have
gone to Kennebunk for the summer.
Mrs Andrews and daughter and Mrs.
Pittes of Boston, were the guests of Mrs.
W. B. Hagget the first of the week.

s*.

--

the regiment, returned to duty
with his Camp K on Tuesday last.
It is expected that the Veteran Fire-

PORTER.

CAPE

4-V.

Private Pimm who has bean detached
for duty in the office of the Colonel com-

The body was
fell and he did not rise.
recovered soon but life was extinct.

by

thrown out and
taken as If in

and die. The command returned to camp
about 5 o’clock in the afternoon.

years old son of Mr. nnd Mrs. Isaac H.
Dunbar of this village, fell from the
steamboat wharf today tmd was drowned.
His head struck against the wharf as he

months. The principal
E. R. Chellis, M. D., E.
Esq., Geo. E. Stacy, D.
Stanley. Mr. Gentleman

had

point beyond
advance, rear

horse broke the bit and bridle and sue.
ceeded in getting away. The animal ran
Foster
up Main street, and when opposite
and Brown he took to the sidewalk, turnbrook seminary.
On GorMaster Walter Easier has returned home ing up the old Gorham street.
from Rochester, N. H., where he has ham street he collided with a team conwho escaped uninbeen vis itlng relatives for the past two taining several

demonstrated that the boys were capable
The village of Willard was fairly aglow
of an effective forced march should the
occasion demand. Altogether the march last evening with patriotic fervor and by
was fruitful of good to officers and
rank 8 o’clock it would seem as if every man,

RICHMOND.

28,—Joe,

were

manding

Interest

Richmond,

were

-—-

TOWNS.

June

an

were

precautions

_3

Guide to Health and medical advice absolutely free. Prof. Munyon, 1505 Arch at.,
Philadelphia.

of

a

sooner

with Mrs. Haskell’s mothor.
Mr. J. E. Bradford has recently purchased aJnewJCuban flag.
Miss Alioe Hodge has been spending a
few days with her classmates at West-

It lias received m iny signers* ami is to go
into effeot the Friday after July 4th.
A horse standing in front of W, W.
Spear’s store Tuesday evening became
frightened at a passing electrlo car. The
owner of the horse was in A. H. Benoit’s
store at the time, but rushed out and endeavored to hold the excited animal The

of July 4th with the Scarboros at North
Sawyer, Monday.
The ‘‘As You Like It” club will have a Scarboro.
the country of the enemy itself.
Dr. A. N. Witham of
Cumberland
field day at the Cape Cottage Thursday.
Arriving at Spurwink, a rest was taken There Is likely to be a large attendance.
Mills has returned from Boston whe re he
and after a lunch which each soldier
The ice cream festival whioh was held was summond a few days ago by the sudcarried with him the command wa3 put last
whom the
evening by the ladles cirole of the den illness of bis brother,
through some of the well known man- Knightrville M. E. church, was well at- doctor now reports as being in a fair way
ceuvers in min or tactics, such as skirmishto a rapid recovery.
tended and a very enjoyable occasion.
IlCOlUiUUtt
Ui
UID
ing, out post duty, etc.
UUU
I
UiUCtU'0
The
puuuo
Samaritan soolety met yesterday
To test the effi ciency of the men, a sort afternoon at the home of Mrs. Rose Stud- went to Augusta yesterday with an inof
committed by the
“spurt” in the way of marching was ley, Sawyer street.
sane person, ordered

Munyon decries dosing and doping. Medishould be to nature only a delicate
rebuke of error and a kind encouragement
of the physical forces for good.
The hard
work of recovery is done by nature Itself.
The human body is more delicate than the
finest mechanism, more sensitive than the
tenderest plant. To shatter the liver with
mercury, to madden the nerves with morphine and chloral and to flay and burn the
cine

MAINE

No

The lighter which is being constructed
for Randall & McAllister by the Portland
Shipbuilding company will be launched
next week.
Haskell and family have
Mr. A. C.
gone to Bowery Beach to spend a week

OUR IMPERIAL CLARION.
The Foremost of Them All.
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There

can

be

Nothing that is “Just as Good.”

fn1%..rfZ.l WOODdc BISHOP

make the
In sndh

price reasonable."

the work ia always
and
satisfactory
bring* axoalient
rose Its.
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PORTLAND, ME.
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THE THURSTON PRINT, ft

EGGS

•£.

2
3

Put it in attractive form and

IWb

§

bar. oastomari

to os with copy and «*y

just

-

EGGS

received a car

fancy

of
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Ask your grocer for them.
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L. B. GRIFFIN & G0.
136 and 138 Commercial St.

je283t°

FIRE WORKS

^wwwwwwwwwwwHwwwwwwwwvwwvkg FLAGS,
| THE EYE OF THE BATTLESHIP. I

of

We make

ff.very Description,

&G., &c, &g„ ri
a

Specialty

Til OS. J.
—

How America Leads tlio World in the

of Town

BRIGGS,

Manufacturer of

% ICE CREAM

Displays.

—

and CONFECTIONERY

For the Wholesale and Retail Trade,

I
g5

Making of Armor.

%

Congress St., Portland, Me,

379

TELEPHONE 417-4.
dlw

je24

CASGiTBAY^STEAMBOAT
These are two of the subjects relating to the war about
which bright writers will have something to
say in the next
issue of the PORTLAND SUNDAY TIMES.
The war
articles in the TIMES aro prepared by experts and are illustrated Jby some of the best cf the newspaper artists. The
next issue of the TIMES will contain two of the
striking
drawings by Trowbridge, just the thing for the collection of
war pictures you are
making.
Speaking of the war should

remind you that the TIMES receives the latest despatches.
some of which do not flash their news over the wires until
long after the early editions of out of town papers sold in Portland have gone to press.
A hint to the wise mau who wants
the latest news is sufficient.
He wiii find the news he wants
in the

Sc

Special Notice.

5^

Sfj
2c*

and after May lith the
will be FIVE CENTS to
and from E'orest City Landing,
Peaks’ Island.
Steamer* leave Custom House
wc W harf.
See time
table
in
another
®P
column.
C. W. T. CODING,
esi
Gen. Manager
mylldtf
On

fare

2g

JJ?
^
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CITY OF PORTLAND.

PORTLAND SUNDAY TIMES, I 0\V
Tlae Ilcst § nod ay Pis pi* a*
for Portland

People.

GO.

p

City Marshal’s Office, June 2:, isos.

N lilts of trucks, drays, wagons, carts or
other vehicles, which shall be used in this
city, for the conveyance from place to place hi
this city, of wood, coal, lumber, stone, bricks,

sand, clay, gravel, dirt, rubbish, goods, wares,
furniture, merchandise, building materials, of
| any other article or tiling whatsoever, afa
| hereby directed to present, their teams at tlJ®
otlice TUESDAY, July 5, 1898. and io receive
! I lie numbers and licence for the year heglnaias
July f>. 1898. A failure to comply wlta tbS
nonce will subject the delinquent to a uenattw,
GEO. W. SYLVESTER. City MartfliV

jc27
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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND

—

MAINE

The collision between the Newark and
the Dolphin is the first serious accident
from faulty seamanship that has occurred
to any of our naval vessels since the war

—

STATE PI’ESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six

months; §1.50

a

quarter;

50 cents

a

month.

That there has been none before, speaks volumes for tbo skill and
seamanship of the men who have charge
of our
For two months now
vessels.

Advertising

Kate/s.

§1.50 per square.
Heading Xotices in nonpareil typo and classed
with other paid notices. 15 cents per' line each
insertion.
Pure Heading Xotices in reading matter type,
15 cents per lino each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all aivertUe-.ients not paid in advance, will he charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square lor
ea.k subsequent Insertion.
Adc'res3 all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
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At his present rate of progress Admiral
Camara may get to Manila in time to
oelebrate Christmas with the permission
of Admiral Dewey.
but shoot,” was Col.
to tho Rough Rider3.
They followed orders pretty well as far
a* the shooting was concerned.
“Don’t swear
Wood’s direction

The main that supplies water to Santiago has been cut by tho American troops,
and now the people and soldiers in the
city are dependent on cisterns It looks
as if Santiago could be
compelled to surrender without
short time.

fighting

much

within

a

Not a dollar’s worth of American prop-

erty has hoen destroyed by Spanish ships

Spanish troops since the war began.
Yet the boast of the Spaniards was that

or

they

sweep our commerce from
the sea, and demolish our coast towns and
cities.
would

The original name of Colby Universiwas Water villo college. It was changed
after Mr. Gardiner Colby of Boston made
bis
magnificeut gift to the college, and
in recognition of it, no doubt, though no

ty

condition was attached to it
University
seems to have been substituted for college
for the sake of euphony, Colby Universi-

he
come

will
to terms.

nate a group of colleges. It was this consideration probably, that inlluenced the
trustees at their
meeting yesterday to
take action to petition the legislature to
have the name changed to Colby College.
Gen. Shatter is reported to have said
that he could take Santiago in forty-eight
hours, but not without considerable loss
of life. A natural inference from this remark would seem to be that the General
intends

take

to

more

time

than forty-

eight hours, expecting that by so doing
he can greatly reduce the cost in human
lives of the victory. It is to be hoped
that neither public clamor for immediate
action or the impatience of his subordinates, many of whom are said to be anxious to make an immediate asault, will
change his purpose. This is a war for
humanity and whenever possible we
should lcok after our own

American hu-

munity, it is too late to save the recono-ntrados, but probably by manifesting
a
little patience we may save the lives
of a good many of onr own soldiers.
While wo do not think war can be carried on without someone’s being hurt,
there is such a thing as a reckless waste
of life in war and this can be and ought
to

be avoided.
The

more

experience

we

have with the

torpedo boat tho less formidable it appears to be.

At the

beginning

of the war

good deal of dread of these
sw’ft craft of which the Spaniards had
a good many and we but very few.
But
that has now largely passed away. Not a
single one of our ships has been Injured
by a torpedo boat. There were several

there

was

a

at Manila but a few well directed shots
from De wey’s fleet sent them scudding

willing fairly expert

be

The statement that since the Americans
landed in front of Santiago Gen. Linares’s
army has been reinforced by
20,000 men is extremely improbable in

itself,

and

nroved

bv

it is
the

dis-

pretty effectually
fact

that the

Krmniards

have

marksmen.
They are so
frail that when once struck they are pretty sure to be so badly injured that they
cannot continue the offensive. At night
they are not much more likely to be successful against a ship provided with modern search lights, for they can be descried

long

before they get dangerously near.
a thick
fog they might get

Possibly in
near enough

to a ship without being obconstantly fallen back since the
Americans began to advance. With an served to do mischief, but their capacity
army as large as the addition of 20,000 as engines of destruction under ordinary
men would have made
it Linares would conditions has evidently been much overhave been likely to show fight ere this.
estimated.

If Admiral Camara delays
Suez canal he may find It

long at the
as dangerous

to go back to Spain as to go on to the
Philippines. A week will probably see
a strong American fleet on its way across
the ocean to the Spanish Mediterranean
coast.
Should it enter the straits
of
Gibraltar with Camara in the Mediterranean sea it might be able to intercept his
fleet and compel it to fight before it could

get back under the guns of Cadiz

or

Fer-

roL
The Maine Democrats hold their State
convention at Bangor today to nominate
candidate for governor and dodge the
a

important questions of the day.
The
M. P.
Hon.
Frank, whom
they
would have delighted to honor a second
time, has deolined with thanks and so
there must
date.

be a search for a new candiMayor Lord of Saco has been fa-

CURRENT COMMENT.
‘‘MANIFEST

DESTINY.”

( Manchester Mirror.)
Of all the catch phrases that are called
into nse to befog the publio mind as to
the causes and consequences of the war
with Spain,
the
least
defensible is
“manifest destiny.” an
ancient plea
which now, as heretofore, and here as
elsewhere, covers projects and plans that
che authors dare not make public, and
purposes that will not bare exposure—the
plea of the coward, the trickster, the
demagogue and the pretender, who seek
to shift upon the Creator the responsibility for crimes which they intend to commit in order to promote their own ambition and gratiiy their greed. Just as
an individual, when he is
caught doing a
very mean or wicked thing, sometimes
blames it on the Almighty by insisting
that it was foreordained that he should be
what he is and do what he is doing, so
sue statesman wno

is
trying to steer his
country into forbidden courses claims
cuuiu
nave
me
nomination
u ne really continually that it is being swept along
wants it. : The performance of a Demo- by “manifest destiny,” and that it is flying in the face of Providence, defying
cratic State convention is purely perfunc- the will of
God, in fact, to resist.
The nuw imperialism masquerades as
nobody
tory,
really oaring much
“manifest
ubout It, least of all perhaps, the actors In
destiny.” We ere to smash the
Monroe doctrine, to which we have been
it. The party is in a minority so hopeso long committed, and
which we have

vorably mentioned

and

it

looks

as

if he

less that its existence hardly has to be
considered in a campaign, and only the
hope of an occasional national success and

euforoed against the world with so much
spirit, and seize Cuba, which we are
pledged to leave free and independent
and occupy and hold the Philippines and
a chanoe at the publioorib
inconsequence Porto Rico and the most of Spain’s other
keeps it from going to pieces completely. island possessions; not because it is conThere is some curiosity to see what kind sistent or right or wise, but because
“manifest destiny” decrees all these perof a plank the convention will frame on
formances; because Omnipotence has dethe currency question and, that is about termined that we shall enter
upon such a
•11 the interest the general public feels career of conquest and colonization.
is
a ponderous world. It strikes
Destiny
in the show.
the ear with great force, and when supported by a “manifest’ it does great exeThe fear of an attack upon our coast cution. No one wants
to defy destiny.
has been so completely dispelled that the Few dare to obstruot “manifest destiny.”
If it is foreordained it goes, for better or
patrolling fleet is to be withdrawn, and
worse.
They do much business witn the
sent where it can be of some real use.
phrase; much more than they could with
that
The apprehension
afflicted coast argument; but nevertheless it
ought to
towns at the outbreak of the war was be banished.
Our destiny as a nation is what we
natural enough, but there
was never
make it.
The Supreme Being has not
much real ground for It. The seat of decreed that we must do
this or must not
do
war
that. He lias left us to shape our
was the West Indies.
There were
and
that
we
must do, and take
the Spanish colonies which were being course,
the
If we giab Cuba and
attacked and there Spain was bound by the consequences.
Philippines the responsibility is ours,
There may be reasons enough
every consideration to send her fleet if she not His.
sent it anywhere.
She did send it there for discarding the old policy and adopting
a new, but they must be fouud outside of
in part, only to be bottled up and become
this Action. Our destiny follows the
useless. What few fighting
6bips she stars and stripes. It does not precede
has left are not sufficient in numter or them.

strength to accomplish anything along
BERNADOU RECOGNIZED.
out coast, even if the coal problem could
lje satisfactorily solved. Now that all
Washington, June 29.—The President
possible danger to our coast is passed it today sent the Senate the nomination of
might be well to remove some of the Lieut. John Bernadon to be advanced 10
mines iu our channels which impede navigation and involve unnecessary risk to

mariners.

History

MISCKILANEOUS.

Repeated by the Elusive Tactics of Cervera.

goose chase. That feat was performed
nearly a hundred years ago by Admiral
Qravina, and the pursuer on that occasion was Nelson With the flying
Spaniards was a French fleet; the allies dodged
Nelson from sea to sea, from port to port,
from Europe to America, from the Mediterranean to the Caribbean, for the space
of thirty months, before he could catch
them and administer a finishing blow.
One of the most exciting chapters in the
life of England’s naval hero is that which
recounts his tireless ; pursuit of the foe.
with dry
How, eager-eyed,
lips and
fevered cheek, he followed ‘wherever the
flying squadrons led, now and then.losing
sight of them ‘and raging gin his fury
when he discovered that they had eluded

numbers for
eminent and conspicuous
conduct in the battle at Cardenas on May
11, 1898.

me

this time It will be my fault.”

In his

anxiety to fulfill the mission with which
he;had been entrusted, Nelson] wore himself to

His letters to the ministry, beseeching them to^believe that he
was doing his best and that deferred
hope
and disappointment were killing him, are
a

ehudow.

very touohing.
War was declared by England against
France on May 18, 1803. Two days afterward Nelson sailed from Spithead for thu

Mediterranean, having been ^appointed to
the command of the British squadron in
that sea tor the purpose of destroying the
Frenoh fleet. For two years, lacking ten

flays,

he never put his foot out of the Vicconsumed
in
tory. These years he
abasing the Frenoh fleet from one end of
the
Mediterranean to the other, from

Europe

to the West Indies and then back
—rarely knowing where it was. To the
lord mayor of London, who transmitted
him

complimentary !resolutions,

which

described him as “blockading Toulon,”
he replied:
“I beg to inform your lordship that the
port of Toulon has never boeu blockaded
by me; quite the reverse. Every opportunity has been offered tho enemy to put
to sea.”

In November. 1803. be sailed so
close in to shore that he saw the French
fleet “in high feather and as tine as paint
could make them, eight sail of the line,
eight frigates and several corvettes; but
when they may sail or where they will go
I am very sorry to say is a secret I am not
acquainted with.” In May, 1804, a portion of the Frenoh fleet came out, hut
withdrew under cover of their batteries
on Nelson's
French adapproaoh. The
miral reported to his government that (he
“had chased
the whole
British fleet,
which had fled before him.” The letter
fell into Nelson’s hands, who declared that
he would keep it, and “if I take him, by
-he shall eat it.”
All that year he cruised back and forth
in front of Toulon till he was worn out
with fatigue and anxieties, roused every
few days by the reports that the French
were coming out, and then plunged into
disappointment by the disoovery;that they
were stil] at their anchorage,
“if
they
give me the slip,” he wrote, “and get
I
will
follow
them
if
even
it
be
to
out,
the East Indies.
In November of the
same year Spain declared war upon England, and as soon as a junction could be
effected the two continental fleets operated together.
On January 19, 1805, news reached Nolson that the French fleet had in
reality
escaped from Toulon. Whither had they
gone? Nelson believed they had sailed to
Egypt, and took his whole fleet to the
mouth of the Nile, but on arriving
he
found that they had not been heard of at
Alexandria. Then he thought they might
he at Malta, and sailed to
that point
But while {he was puzzling where they
could be found he received positive
intelligence that they had been crippled by
a storm and had put back to Toulon.
Nelson’s exasperation shook his health,
and there was some chance of
his being
invalided, when he received the welcome
intelligence that Admiral Yillenevue had
again sailed out of Toulon on March 81
with eleven
ships of the line, seven
frigates and two brigs. What direction
had he taken this time? He might have
gone to Egpyt, or to Naples, or to Sicily,
or to Malta.
Nelson sooured the eastern
Mediterranean with small, swift vessels,
which sent him negative reports. At last
he received information that the French
fleet had actually passed
through the
Straits of IGibraltir, steering west,
on
8.
Now said Nelson, I suppose I
April
may look for them off the coast of Ireland
or Jamaica.
They had, in tact, formed a
conjunction with the Spanish fleet from
and
Cadiz,
were in the open Atlantic.
The winds were unfavorable, and Nelson
did not cast anchor at Gibraltar till the
first week in May. B y that time he had
made up his mind that the allied
fleets
had sailed for the West Indies, and he resolved to follow them there.
He had but ten ships of the line, whereas the
enemy had twenty-four, hut he did
not hesitate. He felt certain of catching
the enemy, though the latter had
thirtyfive days start of him.
uuc *

utj

rfuuiiwu

x>aruuuoes,

ana

heard that the enemy was at Trinidad.
To that point he sailed, and heard that
the French JJand ISpanish
had not been
there. They were, however, to a certainty
at Martinique. But the terror of Nelson’s
name was suoh that they dared not stay
there. Before he could come up with
them they had weighed
anohor, and as
Nelson shrewdly guessed were heading
east for Europe onoe more.
It did
seem
thatj his objective was an ignis fatnus.
Some of his best officers believed that the
Spanish ships were making for Havana,
while others believed
that Villeneuve
meditated an attack on Jamaiou. Nelson
did not waver in his opinion. He sailed
for Cape St. Vincent, and thence to Gibraltar, without catching sight of the
alleged fleet. “Cape Sparttei,” he wrote,
“but no French fleet, nor information
about them. How sorrowful th is makes
me, but I cannot help myself.’’
Before he could renew the
chase he
was ordered home to
Portsmouth
on
August 1. But the feeling in England
was that no naval officer
could
accomplish the object oi the government exoqpt
Nelson, and accordingly on September 13,
news having been received that the
Spanish and French had been bottled up at
Cadiz by Lord Allingwood, Nelson was
reappointed to the command of the Mediterranean fleet and re embarked in
the
Victory. A fortnight later be was off
Cadiz with a powerful squadron.
Fortune, which had frowned on him so
long, now veered to his side. For nearly
two years he had been unable to lure the
French fleet out of Toulon; ho now resolved that Admiral Villeneuve
should
have no information of his upproach to
Cadiz, and the stormy seas of
Western
-pain so far abated their fury that he
was able to lie off the port ^within striking dist .nee without being seen from the
mastheads of the Spanish ships. In order
to deceive the Spaniards it was seated in
the English papers that the
reinforcements wmch he brought to Lord Ailingwood were offset by an equal number of
vessels ordered home, a fiction which was
condoned by the laws of war. Simultane-

ously J,the Emperor Napoleon, exulting
over the victory at Wagram, and the conclusion of the treaty of
Vienna, dispatched orders to Villeneuve to put to sea
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Programme:

First

4’s.

Portland’s Grand International Joint
Celebration of the 122nd Anniv rsary of the

Independence-f^ United States

Trice and

particulars

50th Anniversary of the Opening
of the

GRAND

TRUNK

:

:

RAILWAY.

Exchange Street.

June30d2\v

Company.

The Seven Per Cent Bonds of this Company falling due July 1 proximo together
,villi the semi-annual coupons on same, due
that date, will be paid on presentation ut
the office of Vermilye & Company, Brazer
State and Devonshire Streets.
Building,
Bos ton, Mass.
GEO. W. YORK, Treasurer.
Portland, June 24, 1898.
d3t
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STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
-OF THE

Grandest Patriotic Public Demonstration Ever Attempted in Maine.

that

The

Coolest,

OF BARTLEY McOULLUM.

Ventilate:! and Equipped Summer Theatre in

Best

Matinees

A

SOLDIER’S

SWEETHEART.

Will Be Presented for the First Time on Any Stage.
Reserved seats on sale at Stelnert & Son’s, 517 Congress St.
RouikI Trip Tickets with Coupon Admitting to Theatre Only so ct«
Best reserved seats with coupon only 10 and 20 cents.
Private Boxes Seating Six Persons
$3.00. Matinees at 2.30 p. m.
Evening at 8.15 p m. Take Cape Cottage Cars and Ask for
Coupon Ticket.

ia/eek

Riverton
PARK.
In

JUNE

COMEDY

AN UP TOWN PLAT.
Twenty-five minutes of solid laughter, and

HIGH

SPECIALTIES.

CLASS

RILEY £ HUGHES.
NEGRO IMPERSONATORS,

WILLET £

THORN.
PROTEAN SKETCH ARTISTS.*
DUO,
REFINED VAUDEVILLE ENTERTAINERS.
THE ADELPHIA

—

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY

THE FADETTES
Will continue to give their popular concerts at 2.15, 4.30 and 7.30
daily.
All Entertainments Are Free to Patrons of the Cars.

Portland, June 17, 1898.
WILLIAM G. DAVIS. President.
JAMES P. BAXTER. Vice President.
HARRY BUTLER, Secretary.
TRUSTEES—William G. Davis, James P.

FINANCIAL.

GRAND OPENING
...

$90,000

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT
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—

Harbor,

GUARANTEED

M.—Grand International Pa-
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MOULTON,

H. M. PAYSON&CO.,

BANKERS,
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sible canvas. A t about 7 a. m. the enemy wore and stood in a close line on the
larboard tack toward Cadiz, the
sun
shining brightly ou their sails. The combined fleet numbered thirty-three vessels,
fifteen of which were Spanish; Admiral
Gravina had hoisted hie flag on the Santissima Trinidad of 140 guns; Admiral
Vileneuve’s flagship was the Buoentaur,
which carried a powerful body of sharpshooters. On both sides novel and intricate plans of battle had been adopted.
A
British officer wrote after the event that
if the enemy’s plan of battle had been
»s well executed as it
was contrived the
result might have been different; Admiral Villeneuve declared that when he saw
Nelson’s maneuver he told his staff that
he knew no way of averting defeat.
On
board both fleets much enthusiasm preaviled. Collingwood’s sailing captain in
the Royal Sovereign insisted on standing
on
his quartordeok in full
uniform,
though the showers of musketry were incessant. His officers remonstrated with
him, to which he replied, “Let me alone;
l have always fought in a cocked hat,
ind I always will.”
Minor incidents distinguish the story
of the battle from that of others
The
allks did not show any colors till late in
the action, even Admiral Gravina on the
Santissima Trinidad showing no flag,
fn the attempt to break ihe allied line
Nelson’s Vlotory and unother English
ressel ran into two Spanish ships, and
for a time four ships of the line were ioul
if each other in the heat of battle, forming as compact a tier as if they had been
moored together, their heads ail lying the
same way.
A novel danger arose from
ibis close proximity. The muzzles of the
Victory's guns were in actual contact
with the sides of the Redoubtable, and it
MMLG

foflPaH

thlit

if viinn

4-i_iU

Frenchman both the Victory on one side
*nd the Temeraire on the other might

enveloped

in tho flames. A sailor was
stationed alongside each
i'in to empty a bucket of water into the
role in the Spaniard which the English
(hot made.
So many reproductions have been made
tf the famous painting of “Nelson in the
tockpit of the Victory” that it is well
mown, but unless the accounts of the
aattle are erroneous it must be a work of
ancy. The cockpit was so crowded that
:he wounded lay pell mell where they had
eeen
placed, the admiral among them,
tn a palet in
the midshipman’s berth.
He declined the servivees of the
ship’s
surgeon, desiring him to attond to those
whose lives could bo saved.
His wound
bled internall.’. and the lower
cavity of
tho trunk tilled with blood, which caused
ixcrutiating thirst. But even then his
3nly thought was for the issue of the
battle. He kept calling for Hundy, who
:ould not leave the deck at so critical a
moment.
“Will no
one,” he cried
He must he
‘bring Handy to me?
killed. I’m certain he is dead.
The air
of the cockpit became suffocating und lie
fainted. When he came to Ms sight was
30 dim .that he could not
recognize the
officer who
handed
him
lemonade
“Who is that?” he asked. “It is
Bulkeley, my lord.” “Ah, yes, I recognize the
voioe.
Kemeraber me to your father
Someone observing that he
Bulkeloy.
would have glorious news to take to
England, he answered sharply; “.Don’t talk
nonsense; one would, indeed, like to live
a little longer but I know
it is
Die.
1 have performed
my duty
The long chase was ended.
The naval
power of franco and Spain was broken
Villeneuve was a nrlsoner.
Admiral
Gravina made his escape to (Judiz
and h
^ a ^mber oi
English woundedihaving been
brought in
there he had them tended as
carefully as
Ms wounded
countrymen.-John Bonner
in San Franolsco Chronicle.
ae
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of P., Hibernian Knights, Portland Veteran Firemen’s Association, Portland Fire Department,
School Children in Barges and
Business and Trades Procession.
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Hew Portland

Bicycle Pari:,

Portland, Maine.

July 4th, 1898.

Races Call at 2.80.
je28fltf-

SAIL

CONCERT.

AND

The splendid Military Band of the

ROYAL

SCOT

:

Got. Middle &

BanKers.

Sunday Afternoon, July 3rd.
Steamers of the Casco Bay line will leave
Custom House wharf at 3 o’clock. Concert will
commence at 3.30.
Stsamer will return to the

city

after the concert.

Tickets 35c.

O.

Salesroom 4G

Exchange

F. O. BAILEY
marhi

1.30 P.

M.—Sailing Regatta

of

50 Yachts.
the Inside course, of which a full
view may be had from Fort Allen Park
ana the Eastern slopes of Munjoy Hill.

THE =

international
nfl.
Commemoration Exercises of
the opening of the Grand Trunk

r'.

-OF-

PORTLAND,

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtf

Railway participated

in

by

our

WAR

and

singing

$200,000,000

of

patriotio
nations by

song6
of different
Prof.
Ward’s Chorus with full Military Band accompaniment

LOAN.

3 % BONDS.

This company receives subscriptions
for the United States new 3
per cent
of
Bonds
in all denominations to suit inConnecti3.45 P. M.—Drill
in
accordance
with Circular of
cut
Volunteers
on
Eastern vestors,
the Treasury Department, and will deliver the Bonds to subscribers free of
Promenade.

AND

ONE

STATES

Canadian Guests, with address
by Hon. Josiah II. Drummond,

MAINE,

Engineering, Eleetricity, Physics and Chemistry. Special facilities in Steam and Hydraulics.
194-page Catalogue, showing positions filled
by graduates, mailed free. Address J. K.
M&Th ;may 16taug2
MARSHALL, Registrar.

SURPLUS

MILLION

DOLLARS.
Interest Paid
TIME

Administrators’ Notice.

_

on

DEPOSITS.

:

Drafts drawn on National Provinolal
Bank
of England, London, lo large or
small amounts, for sale at cnrrent rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.
Correspondence solicited from

New and extensive laboratories in

Science.

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

UNITED

—

rriHE subscribers nereby give notice that they
A
have been duly appointed administrators of
the estate of
CHARLES J. CHAPMAN late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persons
aving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indented thereto are requested to make paymeut Immediately.
SETH L. LARRABEE.
ANNIE D. CHAPMAN,
June
Portland,
13, 1898.
jel6dlaw3wTh'

given

Individ-

Banks and others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business
of any
this
description tbrough

Waste your money and efforts on a “poor
To become an artist you must have a
first-class Instrument.

thing.”

Bank,

WE

STEPHEN «, SMALL. Prasidau
MARSHALL R. GODINS.

Cashier-

feb7dtl

STEIN WAY,
GABLE K,
JAMES &

°f
on

Royal
First National Bank

7.00 P. JVI. —Balloon

AscenConcert on
Eastern Promenade.

sion

and

Band

—Grand Display
Fireworks
in
of
Railroad
Square and Internationa! Patri-

8.00 P. M
otic

and

Popular Open

the
on
Concert
Promenade with

Air
Western

CHORUS OF 500 VOICES, and

CHANDLER’S BAND,
Illustrated with Gigantic and Brilliant Lime Light Pictures by L.
C, Swell, and interspersed with representations of scenes and incidents of the
present war. including our Gallant Na-

val and military Heroes,and their
bravo exploits at Manila, Havana, Santiago and Cardenas, Famous Fighting

Ships, Cartoons,, Ftc.

During tlie day thejnew Bicycle Traok
will be opened on the Portland Base
Ball Grounds.
Should the Weather Be Stormy
the Coneert Will Be Giveu
in City Hall.

HARDMAN

PEASE,

HOLMSTKOM,

»♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Western

Promenade.

OARRY

and other High Grade

charge.

4.45 P- M.—Drill
Scotch Highlanders

MASS.

C. MENDENHALL, President.
Courses of study in Mechanical, Civil and
Electrical Engineering. Chemistry and General
T.

Over

Z.oU

ALLEN
ct

Casco National Bank The Worcester Polytechnic Institute

LETTERS OF CREDIT,
feb9

Street.

C. W.

1SSTRTOII3N.
=

1.30 P. M.—Ballo# Ascension
and Band Concert
on
Eastern

Concert.

BAILEY & CO.
loetioaeers and Commission Merchants
F.

Exchange Sts.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

Include. Safi and

AUCTION SAkJSS.

WORCESTER,

Promenade.

REGIMENT

:

WILL GIVE A.

STANDISH WATER &
-sGrand
Concert
-IN FRONT OF THECONSTRUCTION CO.,
OTTAWA HOUSE, CUSHING’S ISLAND,

Rowing Regatta

10

27.

COMPANY,

Great Farce Comedy,

a

of

™

THE NEW YORK

The Bells of the City will be
Rung; at Sunrise, Noon and Sun- rett, Walter G. Davis, Frederick Kobie, Chas.
O. Bancroft, Alnheus G. Kogers, Weston F.
set, and a National Salute of 45 Mllllken, Harry Butler.

iiques

America.

June 27th, and every ovening for the balance of the week with
A Magnificent Scenic Production
Daily Except Monday.

Commencing Monday Eve.,

Baxter. A. B. Walker. Chas. F. Ll^hv. William
David w. bnow, Augustus K.
W. Brown,
Wright, Sidney W. Thaxter, Franklin K. Bar-

6 A. 8VI.—Monster Parade

Comedy entitled

New

a

SINNERS.

Nelson
had as
many as
iwenty-three, which he really had.
On October 10 the conviction which
Xelson had expressed dally to his officers Buns Fired from
(he Battery
Organized March 31, 1893.
seemed about to be
realized. He told
LIABILITIES.
Fortifications.
and
one
that the long chase was about
‘very
Capital Stock. $100,000.00
so end.
It was impossible to provision
100,000.00
Surplus.
3adiz ruuoh longer, so strict
was
U ndivided profits.
the
13.126.42
Demand deposits... 806,880.85
olockade kept up by the small vessels
Certificates M deposit.
which closed the harbor mouth. On the
00,110.83
Deposits lor coupons.
1,691.26
16th the combined fleets were observed to
Trust funds.
of
12,538.14
bo making preparations for sailing. They
OF THE
funds for corporations.
Sinking
327,427.01
mo fed
in a regular order toward the
and
mouth of the bay. But though Villeneuve
$1,456,772.50
bad ten more ships of the line than NelIntroducing many new, Novel and up-toKESOUKCES.
son, even then his only hope was In rundate features never before seen.
Demand loans. $124,980.31
Bis design was to get
ning away.
Time loans.
164,635.21
Stocks and bonds.
through tho straits before Nelson cou'rl
588 902 50
3ome up with him. and then to crowd all
Trust investments.
12 381.14
8
iva.—Grand
A.
DUE 1928.
sail for Toulon. “That,” wrote Nelson,
Sinking fund investments. 319,685.65
Furniture and fixtures.
2 227S6
‘they shall not do if it is in the power
the
in
Expense account.
t 865 36
This company supplies Deering, Westof Nelson to stop them. I will lay down
Of Single Scull, Four-Oared, Shell and Cash on deposit. 218A94.59 brook, Gorham and Standish, and the
my life in the attempt. We are a very
Cash on hand.
13,690,39
Working Boats, professional and amateur,
powerful fleet and not to be had cheap,”
above bonds are
Ho kept a position in the cpen sea oil the
open to all comers.
$1,456,772.50
shoals of Trafalgar, about sixteen leagues
F. E. TIMBEKLAKE,
west of Cadiz, where Gravina watched
Bank Examiner.
je22dtf
him. On the morning of October SI he
A.
by Portland Water Co.
put on his lighting coat, which he had so
often worn on days of victory. On its
breast glittered many foreign decorations,
-FOR SALE BY—
Comprising the Royal Scotch
Including the star of the' Order of the
Bath, which was very conspicuously disHighland Regiment of Montreal,
played. “In honor I gained them,” he
Battalion of U.S. Volunteers from
said to Blaokwood, “and in honor I will
die with them.
Connecticut, Crew of U. S. MoniA light wind was blowing from the
tor Montauk, P. II. S. Cadets, 3d
southwest and the English ships rode the
32 Exchange St.,
Portland, Me.
Battalion 1st Regiment U. |R. K.
long swell which set into the bay of Cafeb23
dtt
fware

DOUGLAS

The production will be given with entirely New Scenery and
Magnificent Costumes.
at 8 o’clock. Matinees at 2.45 o’clock. Casco
Bay Steamers leave Custom House Wharf at 2.15 for Matinees and 7.30 for Evening
Bound Trip Tickets,
Performances
with coupon admitting to Theatre, 25 cents.
Beserved Seats, to and 20 cents. Boxes, six chairs
m each box, 30 cents each chair.
Admission without Casco Bav Counon
*>o cents.
Sale of Be1
served Seats at Casco Bay Steamboat Office, Custom House Wharf

ap-

on

MASON & MERRILL,

-AND-

SINLESS
UNDER THE

5’S.

Maine Central Railroad

BYRON

his excellent Stock Company will
present

McOULLUM’S MANAGEMENT
THEATRErCAPFCOTTAGL

plication.

92

June 87th, and every evening for the balance of the
Tuesday, Thursday anti Saturday,

Evening Performance

Mortgage

COLD

MONDAY evening,
week, WMn Matinees

and

SANFORD, Me., POWER CO.
Official

Commencing

MR,

Mortgage

$50,000

and

Anglais, a ooramand he
was the more willing to obey
as he had
,hirty-flve sail of the line, and he was not
;o

The Handsomest Summer Theatre in America.

RIVER RAILROAD CO.

COLD

AiromoMti.

THE GEM THEATRE, PEAKS ISLAND.

BRIDGTON & SACO
First

!

amusements.

$35,000

-4thnobler, better ambition can a young
couple have than to live loving, helpful
lives, and theu, in a green old age, look
back over a life that has been mutually
self-sacrificing, useful and successful ? The
one great stumbling-block that stands
between most married couples and this ideal
married career is ill-health. If both husband and wife would take proper care of
their health, there would be more hale
hearty and happy old people in the world!
If, when a man 'suffers from the little ills
of life, he will resort to Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery, the chances are that he
will avoid the big and fatal illnesses. This
great medicine gives a man a healthy
hunger, facilitates the flow of digestive
juices, invigorates the liver, purifies and
enriches the blood and builds firm, muscular, healthy flesh tissue.
It is an old saying that women are hard
to kill. There is some truth in this, as far
as the majority of illnesses are concerned.
There is one class of disorders, however
that quickly undermine any woman’s gen!
No woman can retain her
eral health.
strength who suffers from weakness and
disease of the delicate and important organs that make wifehood and motherhood
possible. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is an unfailing cure for all disorders
of this description. It acts directly on the
sensitive organs concerned, in a natural
It makes them
soothing way.
healthy and vigorous. It prepares them
to bear the burdens of maternity.
It is
the greatest of nerve tonics. The woman
who uses it will bear healthy, happy children, and live to a ripe old age.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets regulate
and invigorate the stomach, liver and
bowels. By all medicine dealers.

FINANCIAL.

__

GLORIOUS

Admiral Cervera is not the only Spanwild
iard who led sailors of our race a

ty sounding better than Colby College.
Colby College is, however, a more appro- him, recovering a grim composure when
priate name, since the term university, he caught their trail and muttering to
while it
may properly be applied to one himself, in the words of |William on the
college, is more commonly used to desig- Boyne, “Now, gentlemen, if you escape

away for their lives. Capt. Sigsbee encountered one of the best of its kind, the
Terror, at San Junn and had very little
Gen. Aguinaldo, tho commander
of difficulty in crippling it so it could hardly
the Philippine insurgents, is said to have get back into the harbor. It is clear
had his head so swelled by his successes enough from our experience that the torthat he is now inclined to ignore Admiral pedo boat in the daytime is not a formidDewey and set up a government all alone able craft to meet provided the gunners
the
are
opposing
vessel,
by himself. When the American troops of
..here
get
probably to

Is

MISCELLANEOUS.

HAD A LONG CHASE.

broke out.

The Daily* is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra, charge.
nearly a hundred craft of all sizes have
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the been
steaming about night and day in
rate of $7 a year.
close proximity to one another, frequentHalve State Press, (Weekly)
published ly running in very close to the shore ard
every Thursday, §1.00 per year; so cents for C
dodging into obscure harbors and inlets
mouths; 25 cents for 3 mouths.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or and yet this collision is the first accident
short periods may have the addresses of their ! of any consequence that has happened.
papers changed as often as desired.
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one
week; $4.00 for one m.')Dlh. Three insertion:!
or less, §1.00 per square.
Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
Week or $3.50 for one month.
“A square” is a space of tire width of a colOmn and one inch long.
Special Xotices. on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each week.

NELSON

]'U23

rORXLANl),

Building,

HE.

COUtf

BONDSOf the Municipal Security Companv,
Series D, and coupons from Series D,
and Series F bonds due July 1st, 1898,
will bo paid upon presentation, on and
after that date, at the office of Woodbury
& Moulton.

MUNICIPAL SECURITY CO.
dlwlln col
je28
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Maine Central R.
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R.,
Portland Water Co.,
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sung

by

and

can

recommend them as the best representatives of the several grades.

JBOLIA.ISTS

|

Symphony Orchestra
Concert, June 8,1898:

|

Lowest Price*.

W. E. Chapman
C. E. Cressey
C. riersulti

f

GWILYM

MILES

Maine

This Would I Do,
Mine Own,
Bedouin I.ove Song,

These songs can be had at
MUSIC DEPARTMENT.

our

e

JONES & ALLEN,

Piano and Music House,
jea

BAXTER BLOCK-

eod

-AND THE-

Self

Playing

Old Instruments taken

in

Pianos.
Exchange,

CATALOGUES FREE.
Most Liberal

Terms

l M. Steinert T Sons Go.,
X

T. C. McGOULDRIC

Manager.

517 Commas sire*t.
aprSdXu.Thur&Sat tf

TEL. 818-2.

X

♦
*

|

|

Correct Style 1898.
Lamson & Hubbard

Xi
X

*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦*♦>+;

4s.
4s.

For

4s.

on

|

JSriol

M.

| CRESSEY,
♦

Saco,
Biddeford,

&
SWAN
Middle

X
X

4s. X

Merrimack County,
N. II.,

Prices

X

Songs

Comfort

aiipllcaiion.

lARRETT,

8L. Portland, Me.

utt

Durability, Style and

STEPHEN BERRY,
$pook) Job and (gald
No- 37 Plum Street-

the Lamson & Hub-

bard Hat has

no

equal.

For

sale

by
Leading Dealers.
let

eodiq

HARBOR

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

It will be many n week, after the preswill
ent, before the people of Portland
have an opportunity to see a play so interelabesting in story, rapid in action and
s
orate in stage setting as “A Soldier
Sweetheart” now being presented at
Ihis fact
Bartley McCullnm’s theatre.
is being recognized by playgoers, and
audiences
greet
large and enthusiastic
the production at matinee and evening

performances.

DEERING.

Interest Picked Up Along the

of

Items

A SOLDIER’S SWEETHEART.

NOTES.

WESTBROOK SEMINARY TRUSTEES

Water Front.

At

the

freight sheds of the Boston
steamers yesterday ^morning was a fine
bell from a West Troy foundry.
It is for
the M. E. chuuch at Pemaquid.
Steamer Hermann Reesslng brought in
3200 lobsters for N. F Trefethen, yester-

day.
Tbe auxiliary cruiser Badger expected
to call at Portland about everyTen days
for coal
Tbe latest move of the govern-

rocky glen with its over-spreadment, however, in
sending a fleet to
ing foliage in the 2d act, and the large
Spain takes.her and all the rest of the
encampment, of the 4th act, into whose
The
patrol fleet away for the present.
nearest tent one can almost step, while
The

hundreds of others are seen in perspective, are among the finest most elaborate
and beautiful sets ever seen on a Port•>

land stage.
Old time amusment seekers pronounce
Ur. UcCullum’s latest play as “the decided hit” thus far of the season for a

part from the magnificence of the setting. Mr. McCullum himself is to be
seen in an inimitable Irish part, while
Miss Leigh, Miss Ingram, and the male
cast are most efficient. Mr. Pascoe’s part
Miss Dale is
created for him.
very effective in the confessional scene
and highly dramatic In the 4th act when
she establishes the guilt of the villain,
strongly and ably personated by Mr.

being

San Fruncisco which would have been
here before this is ordered to Key West
The schooner Jeremiah Smith, arrived

Early yesterday morning

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

a

List of

Offenders

Before

Judge

Robinson.

sets, prepared Dy air. r.oerie, are commonded on every side, and that of the
masquerade scene is truly pleasing to the
eye. The only regret is that, to enhance

There was quite a list of offenders before Judge Robinson yesterday,

the! picturesqueness of this aot, there
were not about five times as many masqueraders with dazzling and grotesque

nams on Jilm

John

Tuesday afternoon
stable'of Eugene C. Wil-

Conwell

went into

the

on

ana took a dock
street,
valued at $1.25 and a saw valued at $1.90.
Then be sold these articles and from the

completely occupy the stage.
proceeds bought some liquor and got inThe comedy runs smoothly], and the toxicated. He was ordered to pay a fine
vein of humor was well received and at ot $10 and costs.
times called out warm demonstrations of
Walter M.C. McDonald and James Garapproval. The play requires something barino, the two boys who were before the
more
than mere acting to develop its court Monday morning on the charge of
beauties and only adepts at comedy could having stolen
ere crackers of the value
of 34 cents from Littlefield’s toy store on
bring out its strongest points.
That the playwright has expressed sat- Congress street were sentenced to the reisfaction at the present work of the com- form school during their minority, but
pany is commendation indeed.
Every the sentences were suspended on promise
costumes to

behavior.

good

of

These other cases
John P. Blynn,
in county jail.

disposed of:
intoxioation; 30 days

were

Peter Anderson and Maggie W.|Stewart, intoxication; 80 days in the aounty
jailHerbert H. Graffam, intoxication; fined
$5 and costs.
Eugene W. Leonard, intoxioation; fined
$5 and costs.
Henry C. Flint, intoxioation; fined $3

Yesterday was a perfect day for Riverton, and many people took advantage of
the good weather to enjoy the ride, acknowledged to be unsurpassed as a trolley
ride in the country, and to take in the
and costs.
various attractions at the park. During
Thomas J. Eagan, intoxication; fined
afternoon the
attractions
at the $5 and costs.
the
Peter J. King, intoxication; 30 days in
“zoo” were liberally patronized until the
jail.
sound of music from the rustio theatre county
Peter J. King, resisting officer; fined
called the
wanderers to that portion oi
and
oosts.
$30
Morgan J. Foley,common drunkard; 60
the grounds. The neatly uniformed Fain county jail.
dettes occupy the stage at the theatre foi days
John P. Flynn, fast driving; find $10
full hour each afternoon and those whc
had been enjoying the grounds were glac
to hasten to the theatre and listen to tkeb
music, which is increasing in popularitj
the

nays go by.
delightful orchestral

as

found himself

facing

After an hour o:
music the visitoi
several

high

clast

artists in some of the most amusing
and clever specialties that have ever beer
given on this stage, after which th<
boards

were

The longest steel pier In the world, ai
has been completed, anc
Old Orchard,
in order to commemorate the event ther<
will be a grand celebration on Saturday

July

The best way to see this piei
2d.
will be
from the ocean. The steamei
Forest Queen will leave Custom housf
wharf
Saturday afternoon at 2 p. in.
and will land at the pier, thus giving her
passengers a ohance to walk up and dowr
that wonderful structure. The advertise
will

Jennie Rudofsky, assault; nolle prossed

for want of evidence.

Engene Madden, intoxication;

and oosts.
James MoAllister,
$5 and costs,

give

all the

particulars

$3

fined

intoxication;

fined

Benjamin Ingraham, intoxication, 30
days in county jail; suspended during
good behavior; pledge
PROF.

one

year.

CHORDS GOES TO
RIVERTON SUNDAY.
WARD’S

Riverton Park.will be tbe meeca for all
our visitors Sunday evening.
They all
leave at 6.30 o’clock on special cars, no-

IT IS FINISHED.

ment

and costs.

cleared and the farce come

dy reproduced.

aboui

the trip.

PORTLAND DIRECTORY.
The Portland Directory for 1898 Is out
It makes a volume of 867 pages. It ii
well printed by the Thurston Print. Its
features are the same as have marked it
for the past few years.

SMASHED THE TEAM.
A two seated carriage drawn by a
of horses owned by Mr. William

enmnanifir!

hv Prof.

.Tilling

TC

WnW*

»a

monument fund and operatic ohorus.
Miss
Maude Scott, the recitationist of

Boston,

and ^the Fadette orohestra will
take part. The monument fund chorus
must be at City hall,this Thursday evening as to arrange for Sunday evening
and also the exercises for the Fourth of

July.
A special
excursion ticket is
announced for Saturday for Mt. Pleasant
and return.
It includes fare and board
both at half rates, and is good until July
5th or later by special arrangement at
Mt. Pleasant. Full information at M. C.
R. R. ticket offices.
A SUCCESSFUL SILVERWARE SALE

During the month of June, McKenney,
has sold over 800 pieces of
the jeweler,
sterling and silver plated ware.
Owing

pail
W.

Brown, created a sensation in Monument
The
horses were
square
.yesterday.
frightened by an electric car, and made
for the sidewalk.
They struck a pole in
front of Goodwin’s grocery store, broke
the whililetree and would have done much
damage but the driver, Mr. N. L. Worthley sprang between the animals and pulled
them down to a standstill.
It was a
during act.
SUPPLIES FOR CHIC KAMAUGA.
Attention of Sons of American Revo
lution is again called to the appeal for as
sistance from the D. A. R. now prepar

ing hospital supplies to send to Chicka
mruga. Let pr'de cf ancestry bo exemplified by imitating the spirit of self
sacriiice of our forefathers and forward
suntil sum to aid the patriotic work. The
historian of Chapter 772, Congress street
will be pleased lo receive contributions.
A. F. M.

to the success attending this sale he has
to continue it during the
concluded
month of July, and has added several
in
hundred pieces
sterling and plate.
He has recently added in Rogers goods
the new Blendheim pattern, and you will
find it the prettiest pattern ever put on
the market. See his ad. in another column.

A SUCCESSFUL OPENING.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Fides

of Orr’s

Island,

The Merritt,
opened their new house,
The house has a delightful
yesterday.
and has 22
three-storied,
location, Is
with accommodation for 40 guests.
It Is well furnished. An excellent dinner

rooms

served to a large company, who all
success to The
wished great
Merritt.
Mr. and Mrs. Fides aro highly respected
in the community and
and
esteemed
Mrs. Fides is an admirable housekeeper.
was

FRESH AND SWEET

O. U. A. M. ELECTION OF OFFICER!

is the house

This evening George Washington Conn
cil No. 8 will have Its election of officer;
far the coming term. It is requested thn
ail members of this council attend. Fina
arrangements will also be made for thi
parade Monday July 4th. It Is intanriec
for the American Mechanics to make c

good allowing before the public that day.

to

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS..

OVER.

SEW

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEJt/E’NTS.

Thomas Elliott Yester-

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

day.

Just ns the parade of Main’s cirous was
about to leave the grounds in Deering
yesterday forenoon, ona of the men
badly injured. He is Thomas Elliott

was

and
of the drivers.
When he started
jump on to his seat he slipped and fell
to the ground.
Before he could extricate
himself, one of the big wheels passed over
his head. The injured man snflering the
most intense pain, oried out, and several
of his fellow workmen hastened to his
was ono

Suits

Golf

and

Bicycle

for

Boys.

Wc have just closed many lots of very nice stylish up-to-date
and ttott Suits from some of the very best New York
makers and shall sell them this week at two-thirds of their real

Bicycle

rescue. A telephone message was at once
sent to the city, and Rich’s ambulance
was sont for and took the
injured man to
the Maine General
The physloian

value,

$3.50, 5.00, 6.50 and 8.00

a

suit.

hospital.

using

FELS-NAPTHA soap

Grocers,

$1.00

p. in.—Commencement Dinner.
Canadian Questions.
i p. m.—Annual meeting of the Alumall of Portland.
ni association.
Committee on buildings and grounds—
8 p. m.—President’s reoeption.
Merritt B. Coolidge, Deering; Augustus
London, June 29.—In pursuance of the
9 p. m.—Social reunion.
M. Hunt,
Portland; Harty H. Virgin,
agreement
Bigned at Washington on May
is
to
Portland
Dr.
Blanchard
of
Rev.
Portland.
30, providing for a joint commission to
The old board of trustees were re-elect- act as toastmaster at the dinner and the
adjust the Canadian-Amerioan differened, the term? of four having expired following prominent people aie expected
ces, the following have been appointed by
H.
to
attend:
M.
General
Attorney
Hon. I. L.
this
as follows:
year
Victoria as high commissioners
Queen
of
Knowlton
F.
Hon.
Augustus
Boston,
C.
B.
Elder,
Varney, Deering;
on the part of Great Britain and Canada:
Ara Cushman,
Rev. Henry Moulton, Mayor of Deering; Rev. 0. A.
Auburn;
Rose of The Lord High Chancellor, Baron HersBlanchard, D. D., Portland. Rev. H. Hayden of Augusta, Rev. Heniy
Biddo- oholl; tho Premier of Canada, Sir Wilfred
Rev.
F.
H,
Auburn,
Moulton,of
as
eleoted
F. Moulton of Biddeford was
of
South Laurier; Sir Richard Cartwright, CanaEx-Gov.
Perliam
new
Sidney
a
member of the board of trustees fcrd,
dian minister
of trade and commerce;
Paris, Rev. Lewis Malvern of Portland,
for a term of six years.
J. J. Sir Louis Henry Davies, privy councillor
The report of the exeoutlve committee Richard W. Coolidge, Deering.
and minister of marino and fisheries of
showed that repairs had been made on Pooler of the Sherwood, Portland is to
Canada and
counsel for Great Britain
furnish
the
The
dinner.
Hersey hall during the past year.
before the international fisheries arbitration at
1 XUA’IkJ-iVUOUTJUXi.
buildings are all in excellent repair.
Halifax, in 1877, between Great
Britain and the United States, and
Mr.
has been a steam heating plant
There
Mr.
Grenville P. Stevens of Peering John
M. P., for the north diCharlon,
v»*
xuv
uu.ut'u uuriiig
mo year.
was united in marriage yesterday fore- vision of Norfolk, Ont.
the school are in excellent condition. The noon at the home of the
bride, to Miss
trustees were extended Minnie R. Russell of Cumberland.
TO SAVE CHINA.
thanks of
the
Mr,
Hon. B. B. Winslow for a contribution Stevens is a well-known
young citizen of
of drain pipe used in improving the saniPeering, and his friends wish him much Ex-Secretary Foster Thinks America
tary condition of the buildings.
Should Cooperate W ith England.
joy in his newly formed relation, Mr.
The seminary has received a donation Stevens is
employed as an assistant hagof
N.
K.
from
of $2000
Sawyer
Deering
gage master at the Uniton station, PortAmherst, Mass,, June 29.—In an adand has received from the estate of Cyrus land.
The young couple will reside on
dress before the students and alumni of
of
Cole
Cape Elizabeth the sum of Stevens Plains avenue, this city.
Amherst college, Hon. John W. Foster
$1,580.25. The trustees voted to confer deCity Marshal Brown, with Officers referred to the fact that he had been regrees and award diplomas to the 23 memMountfort, Libby, Yerrili and Worcester, quested by President Gates to^discues the
bers of the graduating class of ’98.
were on
duty yesterday at the oircus topio of the Chinese empire and its possiJUNIOR EXHIBITION.
grounds at Oakdale. Marshal Brown ap- ble future, cited the statement of a
Last evening the exeroises of the junior
peared for the first time in his now cap, British cabinet minister that history furclass of Westbrook Seminary were held
just adopted. The cap is similar to those nished no example of the present situSouls’ church,
at All
commencing at worn
by the deputy marshals of Port- ation of China, of a great empirejwithThe exeroises were largely
7.30 o’oloek.
land, and is appropriately lettered in out having received Avitai blow, utterly
attended and were successful throughunable to resist the feeble form of atgilt.
out. The juniors entered the churoh to
Mrs.
Lorello, while attending tack, and proceeded to a review of the
Augello
a
march played by the
the strains of
the
oircus yesterday afternoon at Oak- country
and
its people to explain this
Unity club orchestra of Deering.
watch. anomaly of history.
dale, rsports the loss of a gold
The platform
was decorated
with
was accompanied by two
Mrs. Lorello
If the
nation had met and overcome
plants and ferns and cut flowers. The children who say that they saw some one so successfully its embarrassments in the
motto of the olassin Greek,“To be superipick the watch, from her pocket. Mrs. past, why its ‘present »helplessness? It
or
to others,” in the class colors, garnet
Lorello or the children are unable to was attributed first to blind conservatism
and conceit, and second, to the low grade
and white, in the form of a horseshoe,
give a description of the thief. The mat- of nubile
and social morality.
was suspended from the back of the platter had not been reported to the police at
; The dismemberment of Chiba seems imor m.
minent.
The
nation which can and is
a late hour.
The exercises opened with musio by the
most likely to prevent it is
Great BritFOUR
HANDSOME
ain.
followed
Rev.
W.
FLAGS.
orchestra,
by prayer by
Referring to the war, Gen. Foster saidi
Tho’orehestra then’ rendered
W. Hooper.
Yesterday three handsome flag3 were
“In this conflict
while most of the
another selection after which the follow- thrown to the breeze on Exchange street. nations of
Europe oriticize our attitude
One was raised directly at the corner of and would rejoice in Spanish success,
ing programme was carried out.;
Federal street and was contributed by the the British people and government have
Essay—Mozart,
shown unmistakable appreciation of our
Ruth Marie Maxwell, Riohmond.
business men of that vicinity;
a second
Thoso of us who believe in an
cause.
Essay—The Study of Myths,
of
is
the
which
controls the
Mr.
Andrew
J.
overruling
power
property
Rich,
Mary Elizabeth Bartlett, Bryant’s
Pond.
in front of Mr. Rioh’s affairs of nations as well as individuals
and it waves
may see in these events the leadings of
Recitation—The Swan Song,
The third was in Providence
undertaking rooms.
oaliing the American people
Alba May Pease, Cambridge
front bf F. O. Bailey’s, contributed by to a still greater
participation and inEssay—Friendship,
affairs of the far east. UnDora Sohorn Leighton, Deering the neighbors and the firm.
Exchange terest in the
it is impossible
street is now conspicuous for the large der these oircumstances
Essay—The First Hailroad in Maine,
for us to look upon the situation in China
John Bryant Merrill, Bangor number
the national colors hang out with indifference.
of
As
our interest in
Original Poem—Prince Arnold’s Ring,
commercial intercourse
Leslie Isabel Cobb, Deering .by the patriotic business men and tbe preserving free
with that country coincides with that of
lawyers, who have their offices in this Great
Essay—Cornstalks,
Britain, it is fortunate that the
Arthur William Coolidee, Deering seotlon of the
city.
present war has brought us more closely
Reoitation—The Work that is Best,
The Casco Tanning company had a flag together and led ns to forget the causes
Etta Louise Bartlett, Bryant’s Pond
raising yesterday. A large, handsome flag which have partially estranged us in the
Essay—A Plea for a iVider Study of
If England and America can by a
was bought by subscription among the past.
Greek,’'
security to the govRoscoe
Alfred
Maxwell, Moore’s employes and the company furnished the common polioy give
ernment., bring about a better and purer
pole.
Mills, N. B.
system of administration and break down
The exercises closed with the benedicconservatism
there may
the spirit of
CKUK'.TS TO ANIMALS.
The ushers at last evening’s exercome to China
an era of power and prostion.
Recent
complaints have been made that perity unequalled in tbs past.-’
cises were the same a on class day.
three horses belonging
to Washington
Cash of New Gloucester were being oruolMURDERERS PUNISHED.
The Maine Central railroad crossing
ly treated, the cruelty arising from the
which
was
broken
a
Woodford’s
at
Liverpool, June 29.—A mail steamer
gate
fact that although the animals were unfit from Sierra
Leone, which arrived here
few
days ago, has been temporarily refor use the owner continued
work today, reports that the British expedition
to
paired until a new gate can be put in po- them.
was
despatched to Sherboro disDeputy Agent Dyer went to New which
sition.
Gloucester yesterday morning to investi- trict of Sierra Leone,West coast of Africa,
He learned that members of the owing to the massacre of American misCity Engineer Barbour made plans and gate.
family of Mr. Gash had taken the horses sionaries by natives, who destroyed the
surveys yesterday for the construction of and
gone to Poland and consequemly mission house, (as a result of an uprising
the new sewer on Ocean street at Wood- the
deputy did not have the chance to ex- against tho imposition of the hut tax),
for the construc- amine the animals, but Deputy Dyer was fought its way to Rotifunk.
The constract
fords.
The British
the cremated bodies of the
tion of the sewer has been awarded to informed that one ofithe'horses was in an force found
bad
murdered
'missionaries
condition
and he ordered
especially
which, however,
Angello Lorello, and work on the same the owner to at once see to it that this bore no traces of mutilation, as had
will be commenced in a few days.
animal was killed. Mr. Cash profnised to previously been reported.
have that done.
The expedition severely punished the
The house of Mr. Stephen Johnson on
rebellious
but the searoh for
natives,
Warren avenue, damaged by tire a week
who fled to the bush at the
Mrs. Cain,
is
being repaired.
MARRIAGES.
ago,
time of the massacre, proved fruitless.
Tho murdered
missionaries who were
J. K. Cobb, the Morrills corner grocer,
In
June
Bath,
22, Sanforel E. Fogg and Miss Americans, inoiuded the Rev. Mr. Cain,
has had an awning placed in front of his
Lydia If. Mooity.
Miss Archer and Miss
Miss
Hatfield,
store
by Mr. Sewall T. Fowler of East
In Boothbay. June ly, Warren E. Haddocks Sob neck.
Miss Muller of the mission,
of Boothbay Harbor and Miss Eliza A. Hodgdon;
The natives also murdered
Deering.
was rescued.
Albert S. Kimball and Miss Myra Abbott.
of natives missionaries edunumber
of
a
for
a
house
Mr.
framework
The
In Waldoboro, Juue 18, Ausbury E. Earlo of
in
the
United
States.
cated
Litchfield
and
Mrs. Minnie Catliu; 20tb, McLelChas. Hawes at Allen’s corner, is in polau Engley and Miss Mary K. Sprague.
sition and work of construction is being
In Kumford Falls, Juno 21. Charles W. Mills
SECOND REGIMENT ELECTION.
and Miss Annie GUI.
pushed forward rapidly.
In Bangor. June 23. Samuel J. Wentworth of
June 29.—At a meeting of the
Bangor,
for
the
annual
election
The
meeting
Veazie and Miss Hatile A. Littlefield; David H.
officers of the Second regiment here today
of offlcerB of Hose 3, Deering fire depart- Williams and Mrs. Nancy S. Glover.
to elect a colonel, lieutenant colonel and
ment, will be held next Tuesday evening
major, owing to the resignation of Col,
Two
DEA1 Hi
at their hose house, Morrill3 corner
G. A. Pbilbrook, Adjutant General John
also
be
chosen
to
attend
the
will
delegates
In this city, June 28, Marcia Winter, widow T. Richards of Gardiner presided, and
muster at Bath. The
State Firemen’s
of the late John Farwell Anderson, aged 74yrs. the following were elected:
members of the company will be paid off
LFuneral services Friday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
Colonel—Gen. E. E. Newoombe of East"
at her late residence. 125 State street. Boston
at the same meeting.
papers pleaso copy.
port.
Ward’s
houso
on
the
RiverMr. George
In Paris, Me., June 24, Luin Sliaw, aged 82
Lieut. Colonel—Major Alonzo York of
ton road bus been repaired and he with years.
Skowhepan.
In Gray. June 24, Leforest E. Mayberry, aged
Major—Lieut. F. B. Cummings of Banhis family have again taken'possession.
18 years, 1 month, 20 aays.
of the Second regiment
In Wintltrop, June 24, Mrs. Almena E. Web- gor, adjutant
Win. Wentworth is to move his
Mr.
ster. aired 85 years, 2 months, 8 days.
Dunham’s
court
from
to
the
house
B.
family
In Augusta, June 18. ltobert
Johnson, aged
owntd by Mr. George Bailey on the Riv- G8 years.
In Bangor, June 25. Mrs. Fannie Evans, aged
Robbed the Crave.
erton road, just vacated by Mr. George 34 years; Edward J. Mahoney, aged 28 years;
A startling inoident of which Mr. John
23d, Bessie O’ConnelL
Ward.
Oliver of Philadelphia, was the subject,
Invitations aro out for tho marriage of
[The funeral of the late Margaret Eelahan is narrated by him as follows: “I was
from
her
late
rear
take
No.
residence,
will
place
Mr. Arthur Clinton Goss of Deering to
in a most dreadful condition. My skin
32 North street, ithls (Thursday) morning at
was almost yellow, eyes sunken, tongue
Miss Cordelia Chamberlain Bucknam of 8.30 o’clock.
and
ma«3
at
the Cathedral of the coated, pain continually In back
The wedding
[Eequlem high
Portland.
occurs at 8
Immaculate Conception at 0 o’clock.
no
sidos,
appetite—gradually growing
o’clock this evening at the residence of
weakerMay by day. Three physicians
W. P. Goss, Forest avenue, Deering.
had givou me up. Fortunately, a friend
advised trying ‘Eleotrlc Bitters,’ and to
The North
Deering Congregational
my
great joy and surprise, the first botchurch society aro to hold a red, white
tle made a decided improvement. I conand blue party and entertainment this
Steamer leaves Portland pier for Hope tinued their use for three weeks, and am
evening for the lament of the society. Island on Saturday, July tint!, at 9 now a well man. I know they saved my
and robbed the gravo of another vioThis will be
the last social and enter- o’clock a. in. Fare twenty-iivo cents. life,
tim.” No one should fall to try them.
tainment of the season. Ice cream and Children half
Only 50 cents per bottle at H. P. S.
price.
cake will be offered for sale.
Mr. C. F.
Goold’s Drug Store.
junosOd3t*

tl

$10.00
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STANDARD
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NEVER ENOUGH.

&V

There

are

Where is

suit.

CLOTHING

MidLd-le

FLAGS

rl/to

JPoJjr.

and

buntinc

Portland, Juno *>,

things

Waists?

The money famine
to relieve.

Waists we

have

we

for

are

limit to

Swimming Trunks.
Bathing Shoes.
Bathing Caps.

the

Bath Towels.

There is notliiug Bkimped or pinched
•bout either the “WEST END,” “SUN-

Palm Leaf Fans.

Japanese Paper Fans.

SHINE,” “Derby,” “BEEHIVE” makes
I
of Shirt Waists.

materials

Tne

Percale, Scotch Zephyer and

Hammocks.

are

08c

Homespun effect stripe, pink
blue,
Roman stripe,

ana
75u

DRESS SKIRTS.

Price,

$1.00;to

r«ru»ic,

puuiicu

SHIRT BOSOM
FRONT.

CRASH Skirts,

S1.98

SERGE

like
m

front,

Gauzy Underwear.

50c to 89c

Pyjamas.
Cologne, Perfumes
Shampoo Mixtures.

Mohair Alpaca
kind at $2.25.

laundered,
made of extra fine Gingham;
checks, stripes, plaids and plain
colors, pink, blue, green, also

NiCHT GOWNS.

day.

Made of

fine

Taffeta

Muslin—

Straight

the

or

carts for the

Loom,”

Diagonal

yoke. Deep

corded

Cambric

plai da,
$3.50, lined white collar.

ruffle at

of

front,
Shape correct, workmanship

white
of

A $4.50 waist for

tucking

kets.
Golf Clubs

Croquet

on

CO., PHII..A

FIRST7PARISH

PICNIC.

ually good.

on

unus-

July,—
Flags.
Canadian Flags. English
Flags. Cuban Flags—
Bunting by the yard.

59C
Thursday,
Sale on Bargain Table, first floor.

FOR YOUR

|

....

JULY

DINNER

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

OF COURSE YOU’LL GO!
WHERE ?

.

TO

THE
—

Of course you will want Salmon for your dinner the Glorious Fourth
and you will want ti. e best you can got.
We have it and can sell it to you
at tho same price that you pay for a poor quality.
We will have Saturday morning nearly TWO TONS of tho
FINEST PENOBSCOT RIVER SALMON which we will sell at tho

LOWEST MARKET PRICE.

j

|
I

|

This is the best way to go.
The Steamer Forest Queen will leave Custom
House Wharf,
T

SOc for theroanfi T rip,
to the Her. Steamer
the city about 6 o’clock.
0. W. T. GOD TNG.

ICKETS

including admission
to

jenodtit_Gen.

Fish

will

Manager 0. B, S. B. Co.

NOTICE.

OPP. HEAD OP GREEN.

Telephone 657-3,

OPENING,

OF THE rr==

OLD ORCHARD PIER.

return

Congress Square

GRAND
—

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 2nd, at 2 (TCIoot,

SEND YOUR ORDERS EARLY.

ST.,

Baseball

For Fourth ot
States
United

All sizes.

Price

OF

578 CONGRESS

and

Outfits.

SA L
FOURTH

Golf

neck

S3.98.

....

and

Outfits.

J. B. LIBBY CO.

|

Rac-

and wrist.

Silk,
collar, twelve rows
front (in dusters).

Tennis balls and

tucked

China

children.

and
Flags,
bunting for decorating.

High neck,
cluster-

BLACK WAISTS

aird

lanterns

Very
S5.75

WASH
SILK
WAISTS,

and

Wheelbarrows

“Fruit of

blouse front, corded cuff.

ohic,

Shirts

Pails and Shovels.

finish

bleached

Silk, half inch even ohecks,
black, blue, brown or green
checked with white.

quick Bargain Thurs-

of

Made

f

Sweaters.
Silk and Taffeta Gloves

A

soft

Pow-

Washable Neckwear.

-—---

08o, $1.23, 1.30, 1.75. 2.23.
White Pique Waists,
51.50 and 2.00
White Lawn,
51.00 and 1.75

and

ders and Ointments.

Skirts, $3.75

Outing

white.

SILK WAISTS.

Lotions,

Face

$3.00.

nicely

Carriage

$ 1.39 to $4.00

Skirts, blue and
black, made in our
workrooms, $4.50 kind for

own

a

an’s

and

Cushions.
Cotton filled Bed Puffs.
Tan Hosiery.

juive,

Exactly

Piaz-

Cushions.
Boat

White

$4.00.

LINEN Skirts,

$2.75
uauiv

fine tucks front, pearl buttons In clusters of 3, pink, blue, black with white,

shirt

Hammocks and

Pique,

Zephyr Gingham Shirt Waists, tailor
made, the yoke tucked, lino tucks in
front, pearl buttons In groups of 3,
blaok with white, green, blue, pink
with white.

riut<

Paper covered Novels.
Chocolote Bon Bons.
za

69o

of

Bamboo.

Black Taffeta Silk Waists,full
front, diagonal corded front, 7
rows, plaited back. Two grados,
$5.75, $0.75.

Percale In Scotch Gingham effects,

diagonal plaids,

Curtains

Piazza

kindred

fabrics,
Sea Island Percale, Shirt Waists;
large, broken, diagonal plaids, laundered Collars and Cuffs, perfect fit.
89c and $1.00
Price,

Suits for chil-

Bathing

has half a dozen Shirt Waists and a few
no

Suits

women.

dren.

Abundant in numbers, and abounding in
beauty, taste, style and fitness. She who

soparate skirts has
variety of her dress.

men.

Bathing
for

But of New Shirt
abundant supply.

an

Suits

Bathing

of which one has never

enough.
the man who doesn’t want more money?
What woman ever had enough Shirt
helpless

189S.

MIDSUMMER SPECIALTIES.

for the fourth.
two

CO.,

Street.

1

all things washable or
cleanable.
Harmless
to everything but dirt
Of

TROESERS,

Frank, Harry K.Virgin, Morrill N.DreW,

tempted

gathering at the Gem, and last night
Byron Douglas and his excellent company gave their best presentation thus Quite
iar, of Howard P. Taylor’s latest success,
The dainty stage
Sinners.”
“Sinless

a

Serious Accident

RUN

Readlield.

Committee—Hon.

her destination.

are

RIVERTON PARK.

The annual meeting of the board o£ trio road, was
of Fort Fairfield on
trustees of the Westbrook Seminary was lizzie E. Bowker
a brief wedding
After
last.
held yesterday afternoon at 2 o’clock at Thursday
Moore have returned
the seminary ohapel. There were in at- trip Mr. and Mrs.
taken up their resitendance as members of the board of trus- to thh city and have
Stevens Plains aveof
dence
corner
at
the
tees
Cyrus B. Varney, Deerlng; Rev.
nue
and
street.
West
Henry Blanohard, D. D., Portland; Mrs.
t*ie members
A party numbering 1°°
Persls M. Martin, Augusta; Mrs. C. A.
church
of
the
Woodfords
Congregational
Hon.
F.
Quinby, Augusta;
Augustus
oars
special
by
went
and
sohool
Sunday
Moulton, Deering; Merritt B. Coolidge,
to the wharf
Deering; Harry R. Virgin, Portland; at 8,30 yesterday morning
for Cousens
Morrill N. Drew, Portland; Nathaniel where the steamer was taken
K. Sawyer, Deerlng; Hon. M. P. Frank, island, where a picnic, including sports
The party
Portland; Hon. Sidney Porham, South of various kinds was enjoyed.
7 o’clock.
Paris; Charles S. Fobes, Portland; Al- returned home shortly after
Before Judge Hopkins yesterday mornfred
Woodman, Portland; Herbert J.
WilkinDeshon, Canton; Judge Emery O. Beane, ing John Beveridge and George
son
of Portland were fined $3 and costs

HEAD

placed the patient under the influence of
(These suits were made to retail front $6.50 to $12.00 each.)
ether and operated upon him.
His inSaturday juries consist of a bad scalp wound, but
a
disturbance
WHITE HECK
The trustees organized with the choice for creating
of the physicians state that the patient will
of the following board of officers for the evening and discharged upon payment
to 19) and young men, EXTKA QUALITY,
for
boys
(14
the fine and oosts. The count against coma out of it ail right, the wounds not
ensuing years:
Officer
for
will
be
them
serious.
Elliott
oonilned
assault
being
Special
upon
President—Alfred Woodman, Portland.
to the hospital for several days.
dressed and the captain thought he could
Vice President—Merritt B. Coolidge, Chari es Hawes, was dismissed.
He is 25
o,
Deering.
his
to
It
Massachusetts.
The commencement exercises of West- years of ago and ills home is in New York
complete
trip
Treasurer—Charles S. Fobes, Portland.
a
had
such
demand
for BLUE SERCE SU STS by gentlemen and young
was paining him so, however, that ho put
We never have
large
are to be held
today. where he has a wife.
Secretary—Hon. A. F. Moulton, Deer- brook Seminary
men as we are having this season and we offer a large lot just iu from our workrooms.
in this morning and went to the Custom lng.
The
Very line
following is the programme of the
ENGLAND’S
well
at
COMMISSIONERSthe low price of
for summer wear,
made, perfect fitting,
where tbe Injured member was
Corresponding Secretary—Rev. C. A. day:
House,
examined and treated
9.30 a. m.—Exercises of the graduating
by Dr. Gerrlsh. Hayden, Augusta.
Auditor—Morrijl N. Drew, Portland.
class in the church.
Queen Victoria Names Men to Help Settle
Another captain will take the Smith to
a
M. P.
Executive

here yesterday morning to
land
her
captain, C. H. Pearson. The Smith was
at Frankfort, June 21, loading granite,
when a large piece fell on one of Capt.
Pearson's legs, crashing it badly. It was

a schooner atto enter the harbor and till is drew
Canfield.
a warning from Portland
Head, which
From every point of view Mr. McCul3 as effective and less exciting than the
lum’s has succeeded in presenting a play
usual resort to a cannot shot. A rifle was
which meets the tastes of everybody and
fired to attract the schooner'* attention
Is deserving of the most liberal patronand then the magaphone was brought inage, and with good weather the theatre to use.
By means of this instrument the
Is likely to be packed with enthusiastic
captain of the schooner was told' that he
at
each
performance—
remaining
people
must anchor until four o’clock.
This he
at least it should be.
did without demur,
so there was no
SINLESS SINNERS.
trouble.
The usual large mid-woek audiences

lover of comedy should witness this production before the final curtain on Sunday night. Matinee today and Saturday,
with performance each night.

Cram the well-know vocalist, of Morrills
the entertainment.
corner, is to assist in
Mr. Riohard Moore, ono of the most
of the elecpopular Deering conductors
united in marriage to Miss

jeOOdlit

g

HAVE this day purchased the estate and
good will of the late Dr, H. H- Allen of
Oak hill, Soarboro, ami shall be located at the
above named place after Jnne 30.
Dit. BEN,I. F. WENTWORTH.

I
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VESUVIUS A DEATH SHIP.
Fearful

Destruction Likely

TYroiigrlit by
first

To Be

Her in Cuba.

Kxpe. linen'.s la Filing
Jl’fjli Explosives—‘‘Jovite” to Be SubPractical

stituted for the

Guncotton Used in Her

Shell:—Prospect That
licplace Gunpowder.

“Jovite" Will

“We shall soon have a chanco to realize
that tlio dynamite cruiser Vesuvius represents

power in naval warfare,”
■aid Professor Charles K. hi an roe, the
famous chemist, to the Washington correspondent of tho Boston Transcript.
Whe is destined to wreak tremendous destruction at Porto Kieo, Havana and elsewhere before tho conclusion of hostilities.

Big

a

new

smash things seriously,
hut a warship that can throw gun cotton
in chunks weighing a quarter of a ton to
a distance of over a mile with reasonable
accuracy is able literally to batter down
guns may

tie landscape. The inventive genius of
the Yankees is being stimulated to a high
degree, and the present conflict will be
marked by many
Indee d,
surprises.
revolution in the science of exis likely to be brought about,
and wo may reasonably expect that the
next great international struggle will be
conducted on a wholly new basis through
tho development of novel chemical com-

quite

a

plosives

binations.”
Professor Jiunroa is dean of the Columbian University, and tho foremost expert
in explosives in this country. He added:
“Though the Vesuvius is called a ‘dynamite cruiser,’ the explosive employed in
her projectiles is wet guncotton.
Before
long 1 expect she will use ‘jovite’ instead. This is a new substance, with
which the United Statos ravy is at presol tremendous efficency, and I am of
opinion that it is destined to take the
place of gunpowder to a great extent.
And W y : o ? Safer than gunpowder, it
sive

ti e

energy equal to that of dynamite.
filled with
it have been put
Shells
t hrough 14 1-2 inches of nickel steel armor, not exploding until they reached
the other side.
has

an

“Do you realize what this signifies? It
that such a shell would enter the
hull of tho most heavily armored vessel
and exp o;tc 0:1 tho inside. The result, of
course, would be the total destruction of
means

the ship; not tho mightiest
battleship
could survive such a catastropho. An
armor-piercing shell of the pattern now
in use contains no bursting charge; it is
made of such tough material that gun-

powder would

explode

But such
projectiles leaded with ‘jovite,’ are able
not only to make holes in armor but to
create the most tremendous havoc after
not

it.

piercing.
“Under present conditions the Vesuvius
is a typo of craft that carries within itself the elements of its own destruction.
Of course this might be said of any ship
of war that contains a powder magazine,
but tho caso of the dynamite cruiser is
The charges packed
somewhat peculiar.
in her projectiles are large masses of wet

r

^

guncotton, and that substance is harmless enough by reason of the 135 per cent
of moisture that it holds.
But tho guncotton shell has to to detonated by a
smull quantity of dry guncotton, which
is an extremely dangerous material to
bundle. A shell striking a quantity of
the clry
guncotton would blow up the
vessel, if ‘jovite’ were utilizea us a substitute, it would be equally effective as
an explosive, and its use would involve
no risks whatever.
Jovite caunot be sec
off by mere conoussion.
The Navy Department has been making trials with it
for some time past, and its adoption is
only a question of a brief time.
: "Of course, X need not
tell you of the
difficulties which experts have encountered in dealing with high explosives fer
war purposes.
It is not that the handling
ofthem requires such delicacy of manipulation, but that, they go off so quickly as to
will not serve a? charges for guns, because they burst the
weapon liefore the
projectile has time to be' expelled. Acso
far
ordnance
as
is concerned,
cordingly,
they arc serviceable only as filling for
the shells. Indeed even in this wav they
have been considered worthless hitherto
because of the danger.
“But ‘jovite’ has solved the problem.
Loaded in a shell, it is safer than gunpowder; only a fuse or a detonator will
In other words it may be emset it off.
ployed as if it were a harmless substance
from tho point of view of the gunner,
though at a determined period after its
discharge it is transformed into an instrument if hellish destructiveness.
During
the present conflict, for tho first time in
shells
of
th
armorhi-rory, bursting
p ereing kind will be employed; they will
mark a new epoch in the development of
naval warfare. Perhaps I siroulu explain
that the 14 1-d-incli armor experimented
upon with fuch shells consisted of ilarveyized plates like these which are being
tho battleship Jientucky, now
put on

building..

CROP PROSPECTS IN MAINE.

likely

to be of great value during operations in Cuba. His idea is that a squad
of sappers shall take a number of ‘jovite’
cartridges and rush forward with /them,
making boles in the ground with their
bayonets and planting cartridges in them,
A single man can Are a whole line of
tiiese cartridges and run back in time to
get out of danger. Of course a series of
explosions ensues, and the result is the
excavation of a deep ditch which serves
admirably as a line of riflepita. In this
manner rifiepits can be excavated at a
moment’s notice, instead of requiring the
considerable number of
exposure of a
men du'ing a period of d igging
We
have tried this process on Analostan Island with remarkable success.
“What is called a ‘sap’ in warfare ia od
irregular ditch—made irregular so that
the workers in it may not be swept down
by an enAlading Are. Within the last
few days the War Department has purchased a large number of armed shields,
protected by which the sappers may move
forward toward the enemy. From what
you know of the way in which high explosives like dynamite acts, in excavating
the earth beneath the place where it explodes, you will realize how a very suitable trench might be dug in this manner
offhand. But, for the
reasons I have
mentioned, ‘jovite’ is a very superior
substitute for dynamite, and there need
be no nervousness in tbe use of it.. Unless something better yet shall be discovered. it will certainly take the place of
dynamite for use in the pneumatic gun
of the Vesuvions.
“There is every reason, iudted, for believing that ‘jovite’ will be used instead
of guncotton for loading torpedoes, so
that those eogices of destruction may be
empl jyed without danger to those who
manipulate them. The load proper of a
Ash torpedo is of wet guncotton for a
detonator. I think that the value of a
perfectly safe high explosive In warfare
can
hard I v be over-estimated. You understand, i suppose the difference between
low explosive like gunpowder and a
a
high explosive like nitro gelatine, which
is ton times as powerful as gunpowder.
Each grain of gunpowder holds all the
slon-ents necessary to explosion, hut in a
high explosive all these elements are contained in each molecule,
“You can easily sac, than, why the
power of the high explosive is so much
greater. In gunpowder the Are is communicated mechanically from grain to
grain, but in ^‘jovite,’ for example, the
whole mass is suddenly resolved into gas.
0 ie of tbe great teachers of the science
ji cnemisuy nas sain mat, u a arop oi
tv.ster.vtere magnified
to the size of the
eaith, the molecules in it would be found
to be not bigger than ciickot balls and
oot smaller than peas.
“My belief is that before long we shall
devise explosives very much more powerful than
the strongest
now known,
sometime ago I proposed to the navy
to
undertake
some
department
experiments with a view to utilizing the energy
stored up in liquid hydrogen and oxygen.
It wouiu simply be necessary to mix the
oxygen aud hydrogen in a liquid condition, and to set lire to tho mixture by
means
of a detonator or igniter. The
insulting explosion would be tremendous.
A familiar performance of tne laboratory
is the mixture of a small quantity of hydrogen and oxygen gases in the proportions in which they exist in water, causing til bra to combine thereupon by flashing a sp >rk through the receptacle containing them. The result is the creation
if a single lirop of water, accompanied by
violent explosion.
“If you saw this little experiment performed, it would give you some small notion of tlie energy latent in these gases.
For the instructoin of students in chemistry, I am accustomed to perform it by
filling an ordinary soap bubble with the
oxygen and hydrogen. Simple ignition
then causes tho bubble to explode with a
force that nearly blows the windows out.
I am rather inclined to think that greater
results could bs obtained by mixing
acetyiene with oxygen. At all events,
the pursuit of this line of research is likely with in the next few years to produce
a new
series of high explosives which
will bare a power vastly beyond anything
now

known.

Grass

aud

Fruit

'

The Maine Farmer tnis week will give
the following very complete review ot the
crop prospects in Maine to date:
Z Grass is heavy all over Maine, with
clover more abundant than for many
years. The yield will be larger than last
year, when the crop was unusually heavy.
Grain of all kinds has made a good
stand and is growing rapidly. Northern
counties have suffered somewhat for rain
while shore counties have had an excess
of moisture.
The wheat crop will be larger than for
many years, and quality now promises
well. Oats and barley are increased over
'97, and some winter rye will soon be harvested.
Very few reports of rust are
received.
The acreage planted to potatoes is large
and the crop is now looking exceptionally well. Not r-s much trouble fiom
hugs as usual.
t>>rn is backward, but now making
rapid growth,
especially in middle and
northern portions of tbe state. A full
yield, however, can hardly bo expected.
will be small, the
The sweet corn crop
seed having failed to start.
and other
in
The
Hungarian
acreage
special fodder crops is large and promis-

ing.

throughout the state are in
and young stock is
prime condition,
making good growth though troubled
by tiles. A noticeable increase is seen in
sheep and steers, and milch cows are
doiug remarkably well.
The failure of the fruit crop is the chief
In the next issue
discouraging featuro.
tho Maine Farmer will take up the causes
for failure of
the fruit blossoms to set,
giving the opinion of the leading orehurdists in Maine.
Pastures

GINSBEHG—MARKSON.

;

xjinuBi

ui

i/rummunn

hall. 2.30 p.
m.
Alumni Meeting at
Normal
hall. 7.S5 p. m. Graduating
exercises and reception.
Friday, J nly 3—Alumni class reunion
and exercises.
The graduating exercises,Normal hall,
will be

as

follows:

Salutatory,
History,
Class

Poem,

Es.-ay;

Stephen H. Pinkham
Carolyn A. Stone

individualism in the

Amelia

Ginsberg

I.

of

Portland, daughter

of

The
ceremony was performed in the
presence of over 300 people, by Rev. L,
Levi of this city.
The bride was gowned in white and
carried
Fannie

aad the

bouquet of bride’s

a

Miss

roses.

Ginsberg, a sister of the bride,
following young ladies, acted as

bridesmaids and maids of honor: Mildred

Markson, Esther Judelsohn, Leah JudelAbrams.
sohn, Eva Burman, Rebecca
Mr. A. Ginsberg, a brother of the bride,
acted as groomsman, and was assisted
by Morris Markson, Bernard
Cohen,
Lewis Steinberg, of Boston,Henry Sharlit

>

and Mark Levin. Following the marriage
the
company sat down to a bountiful
supper.
There
were present at the
ceremony
friends and relatives from Boston, New
York, Lewiston and Biddeford. During
the evening the young oouple received at
least 75 telegrams of congratulation from
friends in various jiarts of the country.
The closing hours of the occasion were

spent in dancing, the grand march being
led by
Mr. Harry Ginsberg of Lisbon
Falls, with music by Garrity’s orchestra
of this city.
The newly married couple are to reside
in
Portland, Mr.
Markson, however,
retaining his business interests in Lewiston, where he is engaged in the clothing

Valedictory,
Progress in Education,

Andrew M. Smith
Annie B. Case
Edith B. Pratt

“Jovite is the invention of a Swede Tho Teacher and his dork,
Robert W. Martin
named Diemen. It is a mixture of certain coal-tar pioiucts with a metallic ni- Conferring of Diplomas.
Class
trate.
Nothicg possibly could bo more Singing Class One,
Fafo in the way of an explosive. Though Benediction.
its energy is so tremendous, it will net
PEAKS ISLAND
explode if struck by a rifle ball. Of
course dynamite will explode under such
circumstances
aBd that is ono reason
The committee on streets have been
pewhy the latter is such perilous stuff to titioned by those
living on Central avehaudio iu war.
Another objection to
dynamite is that it makes the soldiers nue for a sidewalk. The committee on
sick. It a little of it be rubbed on the lights have been asked to
put a light in
hands, .some of tho nitro glycerine con- front of tho
post office.
tained iu it is absorbed, arid lienee the
The closing exercises of the school will
unpleasant feelings. Wneu dynamite has
been fired, the men have to wait fifteen be held on Friday next
or twenty
minutes for tno sickening vaMiss Smith of Portland, has entered
This means waste of
pors to pass off.
the employ of F. L. Brackett.
time that may he extremely valuable.
Mr. agid Mrs. Fred McIntosh are visit“During the art lew weeks Wesbingfon
people have been frequently alarmed by ing in Portland.
loud and repeated explosions which the
timiu were Inclined to attribute to a bomSAMOSKT TRIBE.
bardment by ripanish warships coining
Samosot
No. 32, I. O. R. M.,
tribe,
the
Potomac.
The
fact
is that these
up
noises have been made by mys.-lf on siectod officers as follows:
Analostan island, with the help of mateProphet-Frank E. iloore.
rials which were placed at my disposal
Saohem— W. A. Lombard.
for purposes of instruction rather than
Sen. Sag.—J. D. Rsgun.
destruction. A number of residents of
Jr. Sag.—Thomas J. Somers.
the district, most of them men of scienC. cf R.—A. C. Waite.
tific training, wero desirous of learning
C. of W.
Win. H. H illard
about
in
a
explosives
something
K. of W.— L. W. Fobes.
practical
way, in order that they might offer their
First S.-Goo. M. Blake.
services to the government.
One of these
Second S —W. B. Jnsails.
students was Mr. Wirt Tassin cf tne NaG. of F.—D. E. Goding.
tional
Museum.
Another was T. A.
Witherspoon, an examiner in tho Patent
COGAWESCO TRIbK, 1. O. R. M.
Office, and yet another was Dr. Allen, a
The
chemist in the Department of Agriculfollowing officers were elected for
ture.
In addition to these I may men;he ensuing term:
tion Dr. Peter Fireman, an instructor in
Prophet—Andrew M. Heseltine.
chemistry in the Columbian University;
Sachem—Orville T. Hodsdon.
Julius Ij. Arnten, an agricultural chemS. Sagamore—Geo. S. MeLeou.
ist, N. Monroe Hopkins, an electrician;
J. Sagamore—Chas. E. B.
King.
and itngene Byrnes of tho Patent Office.
file
tribe voted
to hold
There were several others besides.
fortnightly
“Mr.
Tassin has
already invented a neetings during July and August on the
method of t uhrowin^p rifiepits which is ; irst and third
Tuesdays.
—

M. Hathaway.
M. of W.—Wilbur Quint.
M. at A.—C. H. Lane.
M. of E.—F. L. How.
M. of F.—M. A. Flody.
K. °f E and JS.—C. E. Manter.
I. G.—Andrew M. Hesaltina.
O. G.—Wm. Gatley.
Repre entativo to Pythian Hall association of 18 months—S. C.
Ripley.
The lodge voted to hold
meetings fort-

J. Bisbee
Lelia A. Barbour nightly, beginning July 13, during July

Sohools,

T. F. FOSS

MONEY LOANED—On

^•SONS.
SEE

Furniture.

Pianos,

tr- Horses, Carriages, Farm Stock,Diamonds.
storage, and any desirable
personal property without removal; on easy
.strictly confidential. l“i3ElV ATE
PARII,” p. O. Box 1438.
30-2

.Merchandise in

[If ONE Y

TO LOAN—On first and second
mortgages on real estate at as low rate of
Interest as can be obtained in
Portland; also
loans made on
stocks, bonds, personal properother good securities. Inquire of A.
ty
C. LIBBY &
CO., 42 1-2 Exchange.
jnc30-4

X'OR SALE—Two imported Ayrshire bulls,

A
one two years old and one ono month
old.
Certificate of pedigree with bill of sale.
addIv
*
to B. C. GIBSON, Cushing’s Island.
29-1

FOR SALE—Over 20 acres of grass’
best quality, easily handled, ou road a
short distance from Cumberland Mills, C. E
Cobb farm. Inquire of I. N. HACKER, Westr
brook, Maine.
29-1

Grass

KERF-

WEDDING RINGS.

for

Cottage, Hal],

or

any

room

in fact.

Light

Roman Extension, duplex
burners and etched globes—complete,

3, 3 Light French Bronze, with
plex burner and etched globes,
$5.00 TO $2.00.
$5.00 TO $2.50.
13, 2 Light French Bronze, with fount
French Bronze, ruby
2
Light
4,
burner and chimney,
inch shades, extension,
$2.00 TO 85c.
$6.25 TO $2.00.
6, 2 Light F. Bronze Store Pendants,
<«r» »

mm

prices

as

long

as

25-1

SALE—The Fairbanks mandolins and
Examine them
at
banjos excel.
HAWES’ music store, 411 Congress street.
Instruction bocks for all instruments.
Pianos to let.
A number of 50 cent music
books (damaged; at 25 cents each. Superior
tor
strings
instruments.
je25-4

FOR

Ono hundred of them to select from.
All
styles, all weights, all prices in 10, 14 and 18
SALE—For investment, house of 16
At. Gold.
A
Largest and best stock of rings POR
rooms, 2 bath rooms, newly decorated and
111 the
A thousand of them. McKENNKY, painted inside and out: hot and cold water in
city.
the Jeweler, Monument Square.
each tenement ; is occupied by prompt paying
JuueTdtf
tenants, yielding 10 per cent net on price;
dulocated close to Lincoln Park.
In
want
of
trunks
W. H. WALpersons
\YrANTED—All
”
and hags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS, DRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
24-1
663 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
SALE OR LEASE—A lot of land at the
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods -■
pOR
West End, corner Forest and Congress
and can therefore
bottom prices.
give
10 Trunks repaired. Open evenings. We frame streets, containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to

—..

IU

At these

orchard, shade trees, 9 room house, bam
2 minutes’ walk from school, postoffice,
cars; price reasonable. For particulars Real
Estate office. First National Bank, FREDERICK S. VAlLL.
30-1

24x30,

FOR

MONEY

life insurance poligages,
lcies, notes, bonds and good collateral seNotes discounted; rate of interest
live per cent a year and
upwards, according
to security. W. P.
CARR, room 5, second
floor. Oxford building, 185 Middle street.
jell-4

thing

SALE—Fine little country place at
FORPleasautdale,
containing 1 1-2 acres with

eood

_

curity.

1, 2

Forty voids Inserted under this head
xreek for 25 cents, cash In advance.

one

SALE—One of the best residences la
l^OR
M
South Portland, on high land overlooking
the
harbor and city, furnace and nearly every
SALE—In Deering, new double house,
wired for electric light, cemented cel- convenience, including stable, large lot of land,
lar, hot and cold water, hot water heater; Sebago water. Party moving out of the .State,
C TOR AGE for household furniture and all each half has seven rooms besides pantry, r. H. HARFORD, 311*2 Exchange street, City.
kinds of
30-1
merchandise; the large elevator bath and halls; convenient to churches,
will carry large load at one time
schools and electrics.
; building high
Inquire of A. F.
TiOR SALE—immediately, for one hundred
25-1
rates moderate. W. HILL, Woodfords or Portland.
dampness,
x?,trom
A
P. CARR, room
185 Middle St.
hfty dollars an old established and
5, Oxford Bldg
SALE OR TO LET—House No. 280 State profitable business. Good reason for selling.
______je27-4 FORstreet. Possession
Address
1st.
G, 299
Main street. Biddeford*
August
Apply
LOANED on first and second mort- to JOHN F.
25-1
PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
Maine._
real estate

LOOK AT OUR

Just tlio

FOlt SALE.

SALE.

Fmty word* huort*d under thU bead
•■e week for 8*> rent® cxeli in
advance.

pictures._

E.

jl-j

"IJOTICE—Wo will pay the highest cash prices
*'
for household goods or store lixtures of
description or receive the same at our auction rooms for sale on commission.
GOSS &
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.
19-4

Harlow,

910

Congress
TO

any

they last.

I

THE
PILES
.4 ii 15 AWFUL.
I had suffered
for
15
years.
Was cured easi-

street.

jan25dtf

T^OR SALE—Elegant musical instrument*
A
just received, pianos,
music
boxes,
reginas. violins, mandolins, banjos, guitars,
harmonicas, corneti, eases, violin bows,
superior violin and banjo strings, popular
music books, etc.
Pleas® call
HAWES, 414

Congress

street.

je25-4

WOE SALE—A derrick, mast and
boom, nearA
ly new with (6) six w-ire guys, with iirfvtlege
of working the quarry. H. K.
GRIGGS. Westbrook, Me.
28-1
SALE—One ot the best located groMry
stores in Portland. It is now doing a first
class business. Must be sold at ouce as pardto
have other business.
W. P. DEESSEE, 80 Exchange St.
28-1

FOlt

WOE SALE—A No. 1 Tufts’ Wall Soda Fouo.
A
taiD, 3 draught tubes, 8 removable patent
syrup cans, fountain stand, and already for use,
cash or monthly payments; call at No. 226 Federal
28 1

St._

LET,

WOE SALE—New Columbia cut-under trap.
whipcoru trimmed, bought by gentleman
for family to use here this season, changing his
plans, orders it sold at some price, make us a
bid. BEADLEY & SMALL, 35 Preble St.
a-

Forty words inserted
one

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in ndvsnce.

mo

LE1^—Upper

tenement of 9 rooms and
28-1
hot and cold water, gaa, good ceSALE OR to RENT—Mill properly on
cellar and modern improvements,
The Crockery Sale will continue a short time
Union St., Berlin, N. H.. building 40x75 ft.,
situated No. 95 Gray street. Inquire of A. C.
longer at 50 cents on the dollar
2 story and basement, now fitted with 15 H. P.
ly, quickly and LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.
30-1
prices.
gasoline engine and grist mill, wood yard cona
safely. No pain.
■
no risk; (neither
RENT—House No. 217 Brackett, 10 nected, operated by same power; easily conBuy now before we close the doors for repairing.
About $5,000.00 worth of knife or
ligature; harmless operation and POR
rooms, bath, steam heat, etc. We have the verted into any kind of manufacturing business,
goods remain to bo sold in the next few days.
complete relief. Give me your acldress if you largest list of desirable houses for sale and to 263 ft. of land fronting G. T. Ity. siding, fine
suffer, and 1 will tell you how I obtained safe let of any Real Estate Office in Portland. facilities for handling freight rare opportunity
and speedy relief.
Address, sending stamp, Particulars, Real Estate Office, First National for business. For terms apply to GREENLAW
PAGE & DOE CO., Berlin, N. H.
N. B. S„ Box 226, Lewiston, Maine.
29-1
Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
apr28TuTh&Sat-tf
30-1
WOE SALE—Taken to satisfy a mortgage,
°
aextension top Surry, top Corning, open
j<“29
dot
LET—Two well furnished cottages at Oak
rjlO
WANTED.
A
Concord; these jobs were carried by
Lawn, near Trefethen’s; most pleasing Corning,
tile
parly from last season, are a little shopspot on the island, best neighborhood, referendusumic
Forty words Inserted under this head
lxcouuui
iroiii
iciiuucu,
opanisn
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
28-1
invasion guaranteed.
Address It. F. SKIL- SMALL, S5 Preble St.
LINGS, Peaks Island, Me., or H. X. S., 89 ComSALE—Two fine family carriages. One
29-1
purchase a Catboat from 16 mercial St., city,
lieht two seated, one with pole.
Apply
to 20 feet long, in good condition.
Also
HENRY TAYLOR STABLE,
28-1
have for sale a finely finished brass mounted TO LEX—The second flat in a new flat house,
a
7 Sherman St., 7 rooms, bath, hot water,
row boat.
Will *ell very cheap. W. P. CARE,
SALE—At Woodfords practically on the
AjtOR
Room 5,185 Middle street.
open plumbing, everything modern; also rent A electric lline, new two-fiat house taken in
30-1
ot 7 rooms,83 Federal St.
COLESWORTHY exchange, modern plumbing; lower flat heated;
BOOK STOKE, 92 Exchange St.
29-1
am now ready to buy all kinds
largel lot : a bargain for some one, only $500
down. MARKS & EARLE CO.28-1
of cast off ladies’, gents’ and children’s
TO
rents:
108
LET—Following
No.
I
Brackett,
clothing.
pay more than any purchaser in A
No. 13 Bramhall, 7 rooms; No. 80a XjtOR SALE—On Deering Highlands, one ot
the
city. Send letters to MR. or MRS Dk High,7 rooms;
7 rooms; No. 46 Ellsworth, 7 rooms; No. a
the best locations there; six roomed house:
GROUT, 76 Middle St.28-1
207 Newbury, 10 rooms; No. 190 High, 8
rooms; one bloek from electrics: S1900. MARKS &
No. 181 Cumberland, 10 rooms; No. 262 Spring, EARLE CO.
or
as
local
28-1
WANTED—Lady
gentleman
rep"
resentative.
Guaranteed salary $600 10 rooms. Particulars, Heal Estate Office, First
SALE—Fire place, wood, rock maple,
National .Bank Building, FREDERICK S.
per year. Address L., Press Office.
25-t
white and yellow birch. A. D. MORSE,
VAILL.
30-i
23 Plum 3t„ City. Telephone 50-2.
28-1
sized men to purchase
small sized suits at less than
TO LET—In new block, upper flat No. 15 An- XfOR SA LE—A
onemodern ep to date two
a
new,
half their leal value. HASKELL <S
derson
6
St,,
hot
and
cold water, A
rooms,
JONES, bath
features
family house, built by in- day, no lob
Monument Square.
room, electric bells and speaking tubes.
je25-4
work, built upon honor, s r .,us each, baths
Call on R. S. DAVIS, 108 Exchange St.
29-1
with
hot water, open plumb
set w .sh trays,
with
counter
as
parties to know that I repair
open fire places, bav winnuus In the living
Vy ANTED—All
musical Instruments of all kinds, banjos, TO LET—The beautiful suite of offices in Bax- rooms,
V
cellars
and
finished in
separate
as
guitars, cornets, accordians mandolins and all A ter Memorial Building occupied by Dr. natural wood and hard oil heaters,
very kinds
finish, separate front
of music boxes. DRAKE BROS., No. 79 Files. Apply on premises.
29-1
and back doors, everything separate, ve.y
Franklin St., Portland, Me.
24-1
bright and sunny, large lot land. This would
TO LET with board. 21 meal tickets make a nice home where one could let one
for $3.00,7 for $1.00. Apply at 60 FREE rent and occupy the other and have an
Income,
SUMMER RESORTS.
ST.
18 Sherman,
29-1
near
High street. COLESWORTHY’S BOOK STORE, 92 Exchange St.
Forty words inserted under this head
LET—Completely furnished cottage on _24-1
one week for 25 cents, in advance.
Little Diamond Island, ready for immediate occupancy; finest spot in the harbor. l?OR SALE OR RENT to close an estate,
CUMMER BOARD—Good board, pleasant Apply to GEORGE F. GOULD, 86 Exchange A suburban residence, heated by steam,
large barn, hennery, etc., with 35 acres of land,
rooms, at a farm on shore of a beautiful St.
og.1
within five minutes’ walk of electric cars: satisPortland references.
pond.
GEORGE N.
terms. Particulars Real Estate office.
factory
COLBY, Deumark, Me.
TO
LET—Fruit stand with soda fountain at
june30-4
A
FREDERICK
Casco Bay waiting room. Custom House First National Bank Building.
INE
SUMMER RESORT-“Wadsworth, wharf; also fruit stand with soda iountain and S. VAILL._
24-1
Hall.” The Wadsworth Homestead will be two or three small stores near the Gem
Theagain open during the summer of 189S; any one atre, Peaks Island; also fruit stand on Steamer
ON
wishing a quiet, restful spot, in which to Pilgrim. Apply at Casco Bay Steamboat office.
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
div
*29
spend a few weeks or months, will do well to
29-1
of
new
model
address the proprietor, JOHN B. PIKE,
Watches will be sold on easy payHit am, Me.
All Styles.
All
je20-4
XiURNISHED ROOMS at “The Langham”, ments at reasonable prices.
Trices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
A
fine, new apartment house, 118 Winter
Square.
mariodtf
street. 2nd house from Pine, one minute's walk
A THOUSAND RINGS
from all electrics;
convenience, pleasant
To select from.
SALE—On Forest Avenue, Deering (car
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls, and roomy. Applyevery
at the house. O. E. BEN- ■pOR
and
all
other
every 8 minutes), a new house of 9 rooms.
stoues.
precious
Rubys
Jr
Engage- NETT, proprietor.
29-1
This is a modern house in every particular and
ment and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, To LET—Lower flat in new house; every- has hot water heat, slate sink, porcelain bath
tub, nickel plumbing, laundry, electric lights
Monument Square.
marl9dtf
A
thing imodern; price $16.00; also middle and
oak, cypress and southern pine finish,
flat .with speaking tube, electric door opener, oak bells,
and lurch floors, open
TTfANTED—A few summer boarders for July gas, etc.
fireplace, built by
Price $16.00.
MARKS & EARl.ti architect's
plans, cemented cellar, sidewalks,
and August.
Good grove near at hind. CO28-1
papered throughout, a magnificent suburban
Good airy rooms, plenty of good milk, etc; one
of the pleasantest places in Maine.
LET—Cottages on Long Island, all fur- residence lor a reasonable price. Half of purAddress TO
a
nished, terms very reasonable, also rooms chase price can remain at 5 per cent interest.
Box 88, Standish, Mo.
17-2
to let.
Inquire E. PONCE, Granite Spring DALTON & CO., 478 i-2 Congress 8t jel5dtf
XiOR good country board In a fine locality for Hotel, Long Island. Now ready for business.
TO LET—The dwelling house
JL
line
pOR SALE OR
fishing, gunning, rowing,
views, pleas28-1
owned and occupied by Henry
ant drives and plenty of shade trees.
-JJ formerly
Broad
on Island Avenue, Peaks
situated
Trefethen,
TO
A
lor
rest
and comfort.
piazza.
LET-Cottage situated in Spurwlnk, 5
quiet place
Address, J. B. and P. W. PLUMMER, Rav- a miles from Portland, containing 8 rooms Island, containing nine furnished rooms, all in
first class condition; the house is finely located
in and, Me.
jelG-4’ partially furnished, having stove, table, din- on high ground, with fine view of the harbor,
ing seats, bedsteads and
has a slated root and cemented cellar, there is
SPRING HOUSE-Select board, spring of water, and also a mattresses; good
good stable, with about five acres of land connected
with the
(near Poland Spi lug) on line of Maine Cen- same. Price for season $00.00. Inquire
of A.
which will be sold with the house, or a
tral railroad. Goon boating and fishing. Send C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2
house,
St.
28-1
Exchange
less
if
also
several
cotfor circular.
Address C. E. SMALL, North
quantity parties prefer;
Raymond, Me._
TO LET—Furnished rooms, hath room on tage lots on Island Avenue, and two shore lots,
may4tf
witn shore privileges, all of which will be sold
A same floor. No. 11
MVKTLE ST., opposite at rare
cottage is situated in the City Hall.
bargains if applied for soon. Apply to
28-1
A* picturesque little village of
UEO. TREFETHEN, Assignee, 192 CommerKearsarge, i tjrirvty T> dvt 'm..
about fen minutes’ drive from North Conway.
cial 8t.,
my3l-4
xicxu
V4v.g,au..
Portland._
x.
Post afid telegraph offices located near.
Four •“*
block No. 1003 Congress street; will be
mails daily.
Boston daily papers are on sale ready about August 1st,
to
up
date,
75c.
at the postoffiee.
Pleasant walks and drives. steam heat, electric lights,strictly
hot and cold water,
Pure spring water, fresh vegetables and milk. set tubs, electric door
The best A meriean Mainsprings, made by the
openers and speaking
For circular, etc,, address L. C. BARNES, times, close to Union
ami
Waltham
Warranted
companies.
Station, just the place for Elgin
13-3
Kearsarge, N. H.
railroad men or travelling men, 0 rooms, bath for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
and pantry to each flat, also
marlfliltf
piazza to eacli flat, Monument Square.
fbOOOOOO&OrWWVWWlAAAAOUn [ very pleasantly located,
Inquire of PURTK’OR SALE—Valuable real estate eonslstin;
24-2
| LAND TINWARE CO., 100 Cross St.
of over 4 1-2 acres laud, 11-2 story house
mo LET—Pianos, also some little used at with L and large barn connected; located at
I
A exceeding.y low prices, 1 b flat. Conn 1192 Congress street on line of electrics to
1 b flat Standard cornet. 1 double Stroudwater. Apply to J. M. JORDAN, 4911-2
Rebuilt, refurnished, J 898. Ideal resort 6 Cornet,
bass, second hand mandolins, banjos and Congress street.joeutf
guitars at bargains.
| for permanent and transient guests. SeaSuperior strings, etc.,
i5AJj£i—iiuuse un x in suuei>, uaK>
25-1
.as
dale; contains 7 rooms and bath, hot and
bathing. Lawn and forest. Electric o HAWEs, 414 Congress street.
cold water, wired tor electric lights, con; Lights.
LET—At 45 Smith street, an upper ten- nects with sewer, has large lot, and will be
ement of five rooms.
sold on easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C.
o'
25 l
voooooooocoooooooooo^ d
ADAMS, No. 31 Exchange street, Portland.
lu20
<itf
mo LET—Furnished cottage at Oak
je4-4_
Lawn,
JL
Peaks Island, Trefetlien’s Landing, on MOK SALE—Farm m Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
r
Apply at once. JOHN F
W4Mivl) —>IXliATlt»> v
good land, 2 i-2 story house, slied and two
jb® beaeh. Centennial
Block.
PROCTOR,
25-1
barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
Forty word* injerted onder this head
TO LET—For island or city a 7 1-3 200,000 ieet of pine timber. About two miles
cue week tor 25 cents, cash in advance.
octave, upright piano, 3 pedals,
for from Bethel village, aud known as the Edward
sale for $100. Please eall and examine the A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
same. HAWES, 414 Congress street.
or may be exchanged for Portland property.
:5-i
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St.
experience! | housekeeper
vyANTED—An
’’
waits position in a widower’s family. Ap- mo LET—A desirable lower tenement of Portland. Me,marO-tf
X
ply at 11 CASCO ST., City.
‘29-1
seven rooms in house No.
23
North
SALE—Matched pair of horses, five and
street,
inqurie of ALPHEUS GRIFFIN, 32
six years old. own brothers,
ANTED—By a co’mpetant woman, asitua- North street.
perfectly
23-1
"iy
fT
sound;
tion as working housekeeper for a man
Morgan bred; color dark chestnut with
manes and tiils.
Can be seen at 124
and wife. Enquire at No. 14 STONE ST. 29-1
fTO LET—Furnished cottages to let at Ma- light
FOREST AVE., Oakdale, Peering.24-1
dockwando Landing. Falmouth Foreside.
as nurse for an invalid
of WM. GRIFFIN, near Postoffice.
OK SALE—2 1-2
The purely vegetable Ingredients that give
iyANTED—Situation
Inquire
*
story house No. 35 St. LawD
lady or gentleman, best of city references,
fence street, containing 13 room and bath;
True’s Pin Worm Elixir its wonderful
21-2
171 Franklin street.
29-1
has furnace heat, cemented cellar,
Sebago
power of expelling worms, make it also the
RENT—Entire floor over Haskell & water, gas, water closets and fitted for two
best medicine known for curing all diseases
ANTED—By an American, situation to *l^OR
iy
Jones clothing store, steam heat and use of families. Lot 50xlon. For further particulars
*1
of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
nurse an invalid or
housekeeper in a elevator included. Inquire of Haskell & Jones, inquire of A. C. LIBBY' & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange
bowels—one of the most frequent causes of
hotol. Apply at 69 Fit AN KLIN ST., city.
470 Congress St.. Monument Square.
24-1
street.
jeiM
illness io chljfiren and adults. An unrivalled
28-1
tonic ffifd regulator of the bowels and stomrro LET—Rent 123 Franklin street, between |?OB SALE—Iu Falmouth, 3 1-2 miles from
ach. True’s Elixir has been a household
Portland, near Grand Trunk R. K. bridge
Cumberland and Congress,
sun all day.
thoroughly competent and
vyANTED—A
remedy for 46 years, It acts at once upon
”
reliable young man wishes position in In first-class rep *ir; hot ami cold water, nice over Presumpscot liver. 30 acres of grass,
the blood, expelling impurities and giving
office; 5 years’ experience.
Will let to small about25 tons; can all be cut by horse power.
A. D. K., Tress bath room aud steam heat,
health and new life to the whole system.
24-2
J. WM. MERRILL, Falmouth. Me.
family.23-tf
Price 35c. Ask your Druggist for it.
Dr. J. P. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
for
“Made
Pants
(SITUATION
SALE—Our
Strong”
WANTED—Two
ladies
young
Write for Book—Free.
would like to go to the mountains or sea$1.00, §1.25. $1.50. §2.00 and $2.50 per pair,
shore for the summer as companions or to care
will not lip in seam or
buttons come off.
WANTED—MALI? HELP.
lor children. Address L.
HASKELL & JONEs, Monument Square. 24-4
u., this office. 28-1
TV ANTED—Man to work on farm, one that
SALE-First c'ass driving mare; can be
an
*
WANTED—By
American woman, a posi*
can milk, and drive a milk cart.
Address
Grain
seen
at Mathewrs & Hu<t*n's
tOST AND FOUND,
housekeeper where the work MILK CART, this ofiice.
30-1
24-1
Store. Kennebec St W. T. HAWKES.
would be light and the home pleasant. Address
H. B., No. Windham, Me.
roll of money, Wednesday morning,
Has no equal in diseases of the ('
20 2
TTT ANTED—In an office, a young man 16 X’OPv SALE—3-flat house No. 7 Cleaves street
on Congress street, between the City build>
* Kidneys and Urinary Organa Have
n
contains 0 rooms and hntli on first and
to 18 years old, must be a fair penman -S
ing ?.nd Preble street. The finder will be re- I
Excellent chance second flat, and 7 rooms on third flat; has ail
WASHED.
and able to keep aceoun's.
warded on returning it to 639 Congress street.
neglected your Kidneys? Have
the
Address,
modern improvements.
Lot 40x84. For
to
business.
learn
a
1
good
giving
30-1
'vho understands
you overworked your nervous sys-1
further particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY &
^o£reepmS antl Is willing to work Two name and references. Real Estate, Daily Press
29-1
CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.
j tom and caused trouble with your | h?nrt‘SKXp«erience’ Graduate of Gray’s Port- office.
_24-1
and Bladder?
Have
H. E.
8 rooms
tv AN T ED —A reliable man to introduce a TpOR SALE—New 2-storied house.
< pains in the loins, side, back, groins I
(
and
steam
hath,
heat
throughout, hot and
specialty to the confectionery and drug
I and bladder? Have
a
jel3(Uw*
aptrade throughout this vicinity, and along the cold water iu set. tubs and lavatories; hard
l
flabby
you
and all other first class con(roods to be de- wood floors
line of the Maine Central Ky.
.pearance of the face, especially *
Order elate at (Jbandler’a liualo Store 431
veniences; fine location iu Peering; i mile out;
Address Box 413.
livered by the jobbers.
ff under the eyes? Too frequent de-. I
Gonerese Btteet.
close
to
electrics.
W. II. WADLRON & CO.,
24-1
&> sire pass urine ? William’s Kidney
16b Middle street.
_24-1
Williams Indian Pile Y Pills will impart new life to the dis- ( 1
agents'll
eell
an
office,
h,i8U!nS
young man ns
Ointment 1b a sure core #
SALE—A very centrally located fuir
eased
tone
assistant
the
organs,
book-keeper.
up
Address,
for JPjlJnKQ. It absorbo
system |
family house situated within live minstating age, experience and salary expected, ute walk of the
1 and make a new man of you. By
tumors. Stops Itch 1 rig.
City Hall, consisting of 7
P. (). Box 428.
25-1
rooms to each rent, has Sebago
mail 50 cents per box.
GIVES RELIEF. SOc.
water, gas,
$
water closets for each
cellars
and
®1. At Druggists.
Williams MFG. Go.. Props., Cleveland, O.
separate
J
WANTED—Men to "ell Nursery Stock. family; income $50 per month. Will
T
pay
For sale by J. E. ttoold & Co,
Steady work. Salary and Expenses, free good in teres r. on investment. For full pattho outfit, experience unnecessary.
iuned&w
Apply. GLEN ticulars inquire ot A. C LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2
For sale by J. E. Goold & Co.
J eweler.
Monument bq uare
BROTHERS, Rochester, N. Y.
je712tTuTh&S Exchange street.
25 l

FI
|

bath,

mented

FOE

..

impressive Hebrew wedding cerelust evening at
was performed
mony
The
Thatcher Post hall, Congress street.
parties were Mr. Ealdnr
contracting
Markson of Lewiston, and Miss Jennie
An

nuptal mass and performed the marriage
Miss
ceremony.
Mary E. Carey was
Following is the programme for the bridesmaid, and Mr. A.E. McDonald actcommencement and triennial reunion, ed as best man. The bride and bridesnext week at the Farmington Normal maid weie exquisitely gowned and
presented a beautiful picture as
school:
they stood
Mr. and Mrs. Adams
Sunday, July 3.—4.00 p. m. Sermon before the altar.
befoie the graduation class at the Old left on the noon train for New York.
South Church. Prof. Henry L. Chapman, D. 1).
LONGFELLOW LODGE ELECTION.
Wednesday, July 6—Examination of the
Officers of Longfellow lodge, No.
school by the trustees. 8.00 p. m. Con43, K.
cert at Music Hall by the Apollo Male of P., were elected for the
term
ensuing
of
assisted
Quartet,
Boston,
by Miss as follows:
Belle Temple, Reader.
C. C.— A. J. Conary.
Thursduy. July 7.—98.30 a. m. TeachV. C.—J. T. D. Henley.
ing Exercises by the Graduating Cluss.
P.—Geo.
x3.juxut.iA

FOR

words inserted tinder this head
week for 26 cents, cash in advance.

I

FARMINGTON NORMAL SCHOOL.

ju.

one

•

WEDDINGS.

“For the benefit of my class of scien- business.
tists on Analostan Island, I made rafts
ADAMS—ADAMS.
of ‘jovite’ and blew them up.
We cut
There was a pretty wedding at the
timbers into pieces by laying cartridges
upon them and covering the cartridges Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception
with turf.
This is what is called a ‘dewhen
Charles H.
yesterday morning,
molition experiment,’
and we practise
various other such methods for destroy- Adams, the financial special secretary of
Division 2, A. O. H., and Miss Florence
ing bridges railroads and aqueducts.
Some of the practice thus gained is likely B. Adams, were married.
to be of use in Cuba before long.”
Rev. Fr. McDonough celebrated the

aw

MISCELLANEOUS.
Forty

Failure.

a

MISCELLANEOUS.

rromising but

Crops

Grain

MliCm-LASBOPS.

and

August,

and until the 20th of

Sep-

tember.

WINDSOR CASTLE ELECTION.
At

a
regular meeting of Windsor CasNo. 1, K. G. E., held last night, the
following officers
were elected for the

tle,

term beginning
July 1st:
■ N. C.—Guy Robinson.
V. U—L. P. Austin.
S. H.-F. A. Usher.

Winslow.

WANXKD—FEHAJ.1!

UlStF.

Inserted onder thu
heed
week for gfl cents, cash in ndraneo.

new
\V A”’LEU—we need many
where

girls"bn

our

sewing machines,
thev cau earn
and have steady work. KING MANUI‘ ACTUHIM1 CO.. 1-18 Middle
St._29-1

WANTED—Reliable
work
and to

girl for general house-

help

care

oi

children;

hand bell, 110 Pine St., any afternoon.

WANTED—A
capable girl
''
tlio

housework. Call
evening,

at 100

left
29-1

do general
SPRUCE ST. in
to

je28tf

ble girl
IV ANTED—Cap;
work, must he a

ant. steady
or address

empkj

M.

fords,^le.
4

-t*-

Teacher

w

geometr

vacation.

f.

for general housegood cook; eood wages

merit to such a person; call
DOTEN, 54 Ocean St., Wood27-1

anted to instruct a young miss in
and Latiu during the summer

Address PROGRESS, Box 1557, City.
_22-2
plain cook, to cook tor 20
W ANTI,D—Good
to

;5 persons. Must understand care
ot milk, : nd
making butter. Must be of
liigh mo’si character.
Best of references

required.
Press

Address, FARMER,
Office, Portland, Me.

wiARRY ME,

Portland
25-1

NELLIE,

will buy you such a protty Ring at
.ley's. A thousand solid gold Kings,
Diamo ids, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones.
Engagement and
Weddiaz Kings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. dcKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
Square.
mar22dtf
And I
AIcKei

IcrrEnoUPI DESTAURANT.
247 MIDDLE

MONDAY, JULY 4th.

be naade
lunch
table service.
well
low.

will

Special

FOR

WANTED—To
WANTED—I

STREET, WILL BE OPED

Mcwly equipped.

_

FOR

WANTED—Small

specialties

Prices will be

ROOMS
TO

ELMER

HOTEL AND

WOODBURY,

RESTAURANT COMPANY,

WATCHES

INSTALLMENTS.

__

__

RAYMOND

WROOKSIdI

__

'.-v-

uucu

MASNSPRINCS,

\ Kirkwood Inn.lSSS!' I
^

g TO

■

PIANOS

—-

Forty varit
on»*

and Preble Sts.

Ij'OR

V. H.—J. O’BriOD.
H. P.—S. Lane.

Trustee—Howard

Congress

Office.___28-1

IJOR

__

FOR

J WnSSmTi^KId^ey^PnSs^^

LOST-A

#you

boSokkeenh^y?yiOUing

■

MIO.S

.Kidneys

Turner,

you*

_

_WANTED—AGENTS.

WAbnM?MB liSn*

$

«s:xa%& WANTED—In

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS

market? ^CalfanKe ^L°°McKEN^NEYU
mariadS

FOR

OHIO

GUOSVEKOR’S

SPEECH.

steel-<g3% | Liverpool .,2 0082
slioesteel.®2 IDla’md Orys. bbl 2
Herman

Sneer iron—

H-C.4%®»

to

Representative Bailey Attempts
Criticize It.

|

Hen.Russlal3%®14

Quotations of Staple Products in
Leading Markets.

Colloquy the Eesult

Personal

Ohio Man Kead Editorial from DemoAction of the

Papers Crltciz&ng
Measures.
Minority in Obstructing War

cratic

figured

Texas,

tho

as

principals.

Mr. Allen proposed that a company of
congressmen be raised and go to Cuba.
Indian and sundry
After sending the
civil bills back to oanferanoe, consideration of bills from the
military affairs
co mmitteeSproceeded. Notable among the
measures passed were those providing for
Hides.
the protection of harbor defenses
and
The following quotations represent the payin
market!
this
and
lortilications
wanton
ing
prices
against
Cow and ox hides.7%c ¥> lb
malicious injury and giving the secretary Bulls and
stags.t>y2c
of war discretion to permit any church or Ccall skins, trimmed,...1 Cc
untrimmed. 9c
Lamb skius.50 to 80c each
do

sect to erect its house of worship
upon the West Point military reservation.
The last named bill precipitated considerflamed at the
able discussion, it being
instanoe of Catholic effort but
giving
all
The bill
to
churches.
equal privileges
to afi!i cheose and canned corn to tho
army rations occasioned prolonged debate
and it was during its consideration that
Mr. Allen spoke and the Grosvenor-Bailey
inoident took place. Mr. Allen, criticising and replying to a feature of the Ohio
members convention speech, in which the
latter referred to the minority as univercaused
sally opposed to war measures,
Mr. Grosvenor toj answer. He contended
that hie speech was justified by the faots
aud declared that he was no more amendwere Democratic
able to criticism than
authorities. He rend from ajfW'ashington
a
Democratic
organ he said,
newspaper,
convention
an editorial in line with his
speech. It contained a severe arraignment of Democratic leadership and Mr.
Grosvenor caused a sensation by declaring
emphatically that it was written by a
Democratic member of the House. Prom
that assertion sprang the incident during
which demands for the name of the Democrat were made and refused, and during
which Mr. Bailey and Mr. Grosvenor indulged iu pointed personal colloquy.

religious

HIT

COULDN’T
Two

Bostonians

itetail Grocers'

90c@l
| Nutmegs.65663

Out of

iVa

FUn.

Snore
4
small do. .2
Pollock ... .2
Haddock.. .1
H ake.2
H errine. nox
....

Bergen.

10.
Batteries
‘Nichols
and

Bostonv 0.

O’Connor;

At Chicago—New York, 4; Chicago, 12.
At Cincinnati—Philadelphia, 8; Cincinnati, 9.
At Pittsburg—Brooklyn, 3; Pittsburg,
At
4.

Louisville—Baltimore, 3; Louisville.

At

Louis,

Louis—Washington,

St.
8.

NEW

2;

St.

ENGLAND LEAGUE.

At Brockton—Pawtuoket, 7; Brockton,
6.
At

Newport—Newport, 5;

Fall

-1 ^4-.

Biver,

0.

Vw&ial;

:

..

..

«

Caflce.

ll@lo
Java&Mocha do25a28

6006475
Molasses.
OOJ53 26 Porto Kieo.26080
251*8 50 Barbados*
.26*26
7og2 00 Fanoy.82036
Tea.
00@2 25
Amoys
23030
60140 Congous..
.264650
..,

......

■'

ao Norio lk 0 00 a
Forkdo Vineland.4 60045
14 00
heavy
onions. Bel O 0002 00( medluml3 00013 60
dolEgyp n 3 00@3 26 short out ana
Chickens....
clear
11@13
Turkevs, wes. 13015 Beef—llghtlO 2501076
N orthern do.... 16017
heavy, ..11 60*1200
Fowls,..
BnlestsV4DS 6 750
Apples.
cara, tea aua
Eating apnl’s8 6004 50
Vk Ubhuure 6v4 @7
do common $2*3 00
doeom’nu. 5 @d!4
Baldwins 3 6004 00
palls,compd 6
0014
trap*» tb
10011540
pails, pure 73A&7%
Lemons.
Pure U
8»i(u-8%
Messina
5 60®6 60 Hams....
a
@>j54
California
eooev'rd
Orange*.
OIL
0 0000 00 Eerosenel20ts
Florida
8Va
Calltornia, 3 75*4 00 Llgonia.......... 81.(1
do Seedlngs 3 26*3 60 Centennial. 8J4
stage.
Pratt’s Asuai ..10V2
Eastern extra.. 013
In hall bbls lc extra
..

FreshWestern..@12%

Raisins
Musetl.60 lb bxs&OOVs
Mutter.
London isy’rll 7 6O20C
Creamery.tncy.. 18® 19
Coai.
Gilt huge Vr'mi.
018
Retail—delivered.
Choice.
Cumberland 00004 on
Cheese.
Chestnut™,,
06 on
N. V. lorry 81409
Franklin™..
'8 00
Vermont... 8!*®9
Lehigh....
@600
10
bag*.....
Pea.
<60
Reid.

of

mind, freedom from anxi
are not usually counted
purchasable possessions, yet,

ety,
as

July.

to a material extent, these de-

Sept.

66%

66

LORA

Sept.
132%

July.
Closing,. 31%
Opening. 31%

82

OATS.

July.

Sept.
19%
19%

Opening.21%
Closing... 20%
irons.

July.
9 45
9 4?

Opening..
Closing....
WHEAT

Sept.

Jutv.

Closing.
opening.

71%
73V*

O‘ening.. .........
Closing.

66%

68%
Sept,

32

32

32£2

32%

OATS.

July.

Sept

20%
21%

Opening.
Closing...,
..I

19%
20

PORK,
July,

Opening.

9 42
9 47

Closing.

Dally Press Stock Qoutatiour.
Corrected by Swan 6< Barrett. Bankers, 186
Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bio. Asked
Description.
110
106
Canal National Bank....100
102
100
Casco National Bank.100
30
Cumberland National Bank. ..40
Portland

MnHor.nl

41S42

Healed....
Mackerel. 01
Japan.3045,88
Shore is (22 000(26 Formoso.85065
Hhore 2s (16 000(18
Sugar.
Large as $120 15 00 StandardGran
6 466
rroauce
Ex Cline Quality 6 465
Cane Cranberries
6 60
ExtraC....» crate.. 3 60*3 60 Yellow Extra C....l4»/<
0 00
Maine.
Seed
Pea Beans.1 60«i 65 Tlmothr.
3 6508 76
Yeuow nves.l 85*1 90 Clover West, (Va®»
Cal Pea.... 1 6601 76
do
N. Y. 914010
60S
root's, bus
Alslke,
iO@lOVa
New Potatoes $3B3 26iRed Top,
16017
»weotsjersey326(a;3 76
Provision*,

x—3
0—0

hits—Cleveland, 6; Boston,

Errors—Cleveland, 0;

wujsat

Opening. .71%
70%
Closing.....

July.

Graia-

Corn car
do bag lota

■

CORA

(Buying* selling price) Klo.roastea

Cod—Largo

score:

—Powell and

CHICAGO BOAItl) Off TliA
Tuesday’s quotations.

Wholesale Market.

Meal Dag lots
@42
ers.ci aua st*5044 76 oats, car lots
35®30
t alent Spring
Oats, bag lots
a83
Wneat... 6 6006 76 Cotton Seeo.
dictl. Sir'll..
car lota. 00 00® 23 00
roller.... o 2a®6 oO
bag low 0000024 00
clear do.. .6 003,6 25 yacked hr'r
MLouisst’g.
oar lols. 16 601316 00
6 26r;6 50
roher...
baa lotalu 00017 no
clear do. .6 00*6 26 MlddhngiSOOOO®!? 00
svnt'rwheai
bag ots. .800*17 00
patents. 6 60*6 66 Mixed feed_ 37 60

days for wrangling with the umpire. The

Base

Quotations.

Grain

Wednesday’s quotations.

7: coufetlon ca y
powered, 6t; grauulareu
cottee crushed 5ci yellow t-

Floor.
‘ioi erfine *
low erades.4 16:34 40
curing Wneat ban-

Cleveland, Ohio, June 29.—The Bostons
hit Powell freely, but not effectively and
were shut out.
Duffy and Long were
put out of the game, the latter for three

00010020
00000000

Tobacco.
90@1.00l
Best brands... .606(60
Lead,
Sheet.
(ga y2 j Medium.S0<»40
Pine.
®6Va (Common.26®30
7
ZiDC.
@8% Naruraiat
...60670
T. TT.F.1 B0[ Lead1 Pure ground.5 60®S 00
Hay.
Pressed.S14@16|Red.......6 60®6 %
Loose Hay
S9@8UU£ugVenRed3
@300

/Sac**.

PORTLAND, June 29.
Flour was more firmly held to-day, following
a sharp advance in Wheat, cash
closing at 79ys
to-day against 77c yesterday. Corn at Chicago
closed ahout lc higher.
Oats firmer. Eggs are
Qrmatloc. Cumberland Co 1 dropped 25c a
tou to-day. We learn that coal cau be bought
it a very low figures by the cargo and that
prices are being cut by the large wholesalers;
the situation might warrant a drop of 60c t n
for stove coal. The governors of the Stock Exchange i<>-uai decided to close the exchange on
Saturday. This will make a suspension of tradmg ou me exchange Horn Friday to Tuesday.
The following are todys' wholesale orioei of
Provisions. Groceries; cts

Yesterday.

Cleveland,
Boston,

sugar

pulTtrlsed 6c;
Portland

Game

the

New York—
(Pepper.16@17
Light.25@2B | Cloves.16®17

Portland market—cut loaf

EFFECTIVELY.

Fnt

00

weight....25®261singer.148115
Heavy.,,.26@26|
Starch,
Heed d’me.246251 Laundry.4%'®S
Union Packs.. .37®86iGloss.6%#7'%

Money Market.
.By xeiegrapn.
NEW YORK, June 29.
Money on call was easy l%«lVa per cent;
ast loan 1%: prime mercantile paper at 3®4
tier cent, sterling Exchange strong,with actual
business la backers bills at 4 86% it4 86 for
demand and4|84%®4 84% for sixty days posted rates
8634 86Va, commercial bills are
418534 85%.
Silver certificates 68%(g59ys.
liar Silver 69%.
Mexican dollars 45%.
Government Bouds strong.
State bonds dull.

incidentally

of

.21®22

Mia

New York Stock and

A'len of Mississippi whioh precipitated a
Mr. Grosvenor,
political episode in whioh
Mr. Bailey,
of Ohio, and
Democrat

pure...

Am. can....

House disWashington, June 29.—The
measures and
posed today of a nunalter of
enjoyed a speech from Mr.

Republican

the

8ploo».

IMaoe.

Leather
A Warm

Saleratus.
Saleratus
6@B%

Anieri'cnRussiall®12 [Cassia,
Cftlv.GVi®7

2G
26

1 fill

llonlr

National Bank.IOO
Merchants’National Bank— 75
National Traders’Bank.100
Portland National Bank.100
Portland Trust Co.100
Portland Gas Company.50
Portland Water Co.100
Portland St. Itailroad Co..100
Maine Central ll’v.100
Portland & Ogdensburg R.K. 100

ion
111
99
104

88

Fiist

109
97

102

165

ISO
80
102
180
128

85
104
185
ISO
51

60

BONDS.
US
120
Portland Os. 1907.
103
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
108
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.108
102
Bangor 6s. 1899. K. K. aid.101
116
Bangor 6s. 1905.iWater.114
102
Bath 6s, 1898. K. It. aid .101
103
Bath 4% s, 1907, Municipal.101
103
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding.101
102
Belfast 6s. 189S. K. K. aid.101
105
Belfast 4s. Municipal. 102
102
Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding....luo
107
Lewiston6s,’1901, Municipal.105
105
Lewiston4s, 1913, Municipal.103
102
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central K 11 7s, i89S, 1st mtgioi 101 Vi
•'
7s. 1912,cons. mtgl33
135
'*
••
105
107
4Va s
4s cons. mtg... .103
loft
105
giis,1900,exten’sn.l04
Portland & Ogtl’g gBs,> 900, 1st mtgl04
1C6
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899....101
103
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 104V.

/)i white

|

-

___

flag

Iwhich

protects

$■
(I?
fft

!
-—-j
man's family from j

of T>uce
a

-

j:

It is the
ail advances of adversity.
one investment that never deserts or

it

depreciates.

ijj

/fj, 9 All *the best, most modern, thorooghly reliable plans of Life Insurance
are written by the
it-

^

<o

|

it

Insurance eo.,

|
I

PORTLAND, ME.

«

Union mutual £ifc

$

»

ili

FRED E.

«

RI0HARD8,
PRESIDENT.
ARTHUR L. BATES, Vice President.
Thousands of Maine people possess
Millions of Union Mutual Insurance.

$
§

$

Beeswax.37*421X

cedar.,. .2

76*3

26

Blcli poivaers... 7@9|01ear cedar.2 60*276
Borax.10011 lx No 1.1 S5*2 25
Brimstone. .B5s@ 5*|Nol cedar..! 25*1 75
Cochineal.40*431 Spruce.1 2S<*1 eg
Copperas-154® 21 Laths.spec. .1 90*2 or
Creamtarta2SVi,®3 ■'1 1
Lime—Cement.
Ex logwood.... 12*15 Lime.® csk. 86®
Gumarabio.. .70*122|Cameat.... .1 20©
Glycerine
,20 <®7 b;
Matches.
Aloesicape.16*26 jStar,^ gross
55
Camphor.39*42 iDlrlgo.
0 56
... SZ066 (Forest City.60
Oolum.. ..4.00 6 ooi
Metals.
Shellac........36*401 Copper—
Indigo.86c@Slll4*48 com... .®1554
■

louiaa... .3 60*3 8b

Foiioneacooper.

23

Ipecac.... .226*2 EOiBolts.
16(gl.s
Licorice. rt.
.16*201 Y M sbeatn....
12
Morphine.. .2 in® 270IYM Bolts..
12
Oil bergamotz 76*8 201 Bottoms.22*24
Nor.CodIlver200@225 I Ingot....
11@12
American do Sl@i 261
Tin1 6os 2 01 Straits..
Lemon.
16Vs(gitii/2
Olive.1 00*2 6O1 Engilss.
@6 50
Peppt.176S2 0' lChitr. L Co..
@7 26
Wlntergreenl 76@2 00|Char. LX..
Potass Dr’mde. 64*5(jlTerne.600*8 60
12*14
Chlorate.36*401 Antimony..
Iodide.2 68*2 80|Ooke.4 76@60u
Quicksilver... .70@80l8pelter. OOOfaioc
Quinine..
33® 36 isolder^xw
12@14
Nalls.
Kheubarb, rt.76c@l BO
Rt snake.3o@40 Cask.chbasel 6 @1 65
wire. .Ij86(a)iy6
baltnetre.12015
Naval Stares.
Senna.26*80
Canary seed.
Tar
bbl. ..2 76@3 00
4*6
Cardamons .1 25® 1 50 Coal tar... .6 0C@6 25
Soda, by-carb3%(«6ij4 Pitch.2 76*8 00
Bai.2%08 W1L Pitoh. .2 75*8 00
4 @3 Rosin.3 00©4 00
Bulohur.
sugar lead.20*22 Tupentlno.gai. .82**2
White wax... .(0*55 Oakum.... 7 54 fee Vs
...

...

»

THE

TOURIST

3 1-2x3

HAWK-EYE,

1-2, $9, 4x5,

$15.

for Sunlight film or plates.
We also have other supplies.
Self
toning paper, <fcc.

Adapted

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free S'.
je28dtf

Itroi. Blue.

654@9

Oh.

Yanllla.oeaB. .(ic@20lLtnsoefi.45*48

iBoilea.45*50
No 1.32|Sperm.
70*80
slack.

3.281Whale.(0®oo

No
No 10......20 Bank.<o@4->
100Z.13
Shore.86**0
8 OZ.11
Porgle.30«8S
Gunpowder—Shot. Lard.
6f @66
Biasuuigj>. .3 26@K60 Castor.x 10@i 20
4 60@8|26 Neatsfoot
Sporting.
46o®66
Lropshet,26 lbs. .1 26 Elaine..
Buck. J3. BB. :
Paints.
Straw, cariotssiO@12iAm Zinc... .6 00*7 00
Iron.
|I Rochelle...
.254
Common.... I5iffl2
Klee.
Ketined....
l^i@254 ! Domestic. 555i*7
Norway.... 3>/a@4 1
Salt.
Cast steel..
8.® 10 I Iks ls.lb ha 200@2 60
...

•By Telegrapn.
June 29. 1898.
Flour mattset—recelots
NEW YORK—The
j .068 bbls; exports 4,628 bbls: sales 12,000
j ackaces: strong and fairly active.

i
1

Boston stoov Margot.
the
The following were
closm; quotalions of stocks atBoston:
Mexican Central 4s.
62
Atchison, Top. & SantaiPe. Ii. new. 13s«
Boston A Maine.162Va
donfd
Maine Central.127
Union Paciilc. 23%
Onion Pacitic pfd. 59%
American Bell.275V5
Amenaan
Sugar, common.l32Vs

Sugar, utd..o.Ill
Ceu Mass, old...
do common
Flint & Fere Mara...
New Tor:-

(guoiauoua

Stacks

uuo

!5or ds

(By Teiegrapn.1
The follomg ware to-day’s closing guotatiors

of Bonds

June 29.
New 4s. reg

i24vi
3 24%
do COUP.
Mew *’s
reg.110
New 4’s coup.1I1V4
Henyer & B. G. 1st.108
Hrle gen'.. 74®'8
Mo.Kan.?& Texas 2,ds........ 63 Vs
Kansas Pacific consols.
Oregon pay. lets.114

Jure 2S
124%
3 25
110

111%
108

74%
63
116

Illinois Central.«.105

Lake Eriedi West.. 14%
Lake Shore.191
Louis (4 Nash. 51%
Manhattan Elevated .1017a
4%
MexicanSv'eutral.
M ehlaan ^Central.106%

nr

Kong,

aiO,

reported

j

Minn (St St Louis. 29
Minn & Sr Louis ol. 9014
Missouri Pacific.;.35
9314
Mew jersev Central.

NewlYorkCeutrai. H6%
Mew York.<Jhicago& St Louis 12%
do pf
67
Nmthern Pacific

com

«

23%
69%
125

170

14%
1

18%
Rooklsland.96%div
Paul.98%
Bffl.
.148%
dO
St Paul f&I'Jmaha. 76
ao
prfd.162
at Paul. Minn. A Mann.140
Texas PaclCc. 12»/s
Union Pacific pfd .69%
**,*09

or

29

do
ao
pfd. 697s
Northwestern.125%
do
Pfd.*.170

Ont & Western.
Roarttus.

118
12%

15

187s
1077s
987,
148%
7?
162
142
11 Vs

69%

7

a....

orfd. 18%
Bos on A Maine.161
orKit-wow England pia, 96
jew
old Colonv.mo
Adams Exnress. 9_»
da

7
f

18Vs
lu2Vs
96
100
126
40

jooncan. Exnress...* .•*■*••1*4
5. Kxeress. 40
97
Peoples! Gas.
48
Hjtiiu take*
ultimo.*. 3
Paelfic Mail. 28%
p„u Palace.199%

48
3
29
198

Sugar common.1S3

129%

c

western Uuion.

03

96%

.3

Southern Ry Pfd.
Union Pacific.
Chicago Live Stock Market,
(By Telegraph.)
B CHICAGO, | Iune 29, 189S.—Cattle—receipts
18,000; aetiveieholee steers at 4 90fe6 30; medium at 4iOS*6.,i beef steers at 416@4 50;
smokers and feeders at 3 HP®fr4 86; cows ami
herein * 20/14 «o; Western steers 4 2641.4 60Texas steers 3 60*34 o.
nogs—receipts 33,000; lower; fair to choice
at 3 75/13 87 Vi!; packers at 3 654*3 SO; butchers 3 70@3 82 slight 3 60®3 80; pigs at 2 75a,
3 60.

Sheep—receipts 17 000: lower: natives_
Western—; l'exans 4 75; spring lambs e OOki

®6

75.

Boston Produoe Market.
~BJOT«11X.
ti-day’s quotations of Provisions, eto.i
_

June2oTibus—"SETfolmwingsre
Fi.oua.

Soring patents. 4 60A6S6.
Spring,iciearlaiid straight. 4 00^4 75
w inter
patents. 4 60®6 25.
Winter/cleariand straight, 4 0004 90
Extra and Seconds 00.
tine and Supers —.

* PORTLAND and SMALL POINT Portland & Worcester Line.
STEAMBOAT CO.

28th, schs David Currie
Grace P Willard, Barbour.

■

lear 11 50,818 60.
„u«ri7cButter quiet; Western creamy at
I ictory do at 11013% 0; Elgins 17o: state daily
] 2®18c;do crem 18Vs a 16%c.
Cheese steady—state large white at TVic,
< mall
do 7yoi87%c.
wesEggs steadv; State and Fenn 12®14%
1 ern iresb 12%@13c.
Tallow steady.
Petroleum steady.
Rosin steady.
Spirits Turpnentlne qule
Rice steady.
Molasses steady.
Sugar—;aw dull, easy; refined quiet.
CHICAGO—Cash auotatlons;
Flour anil.
3
Wheat—No 2 spring wheat at 78080c; No
Corn-No 2
.0 at 70®--'(’c: No 2 lied 78i«79e.
,t 31' a *31 Vac:No 2 yellow 3ia*@31%c. Oats
2
31 Voc; No 2 white at24@2oc:No3
1 -No at
Vlilte at 23%t^24c; No 2 rye —0: No 2 Barley
100364: Nol Flaxseed at 1 06; prime Timothy
; eed at 2 i;0®2 70; Mess pork at 9 6009 66.
-ard $6 37%05 40; short rib sides at 6 20®
| 50. Dry salteyi meats—shouldors 4%®43/te;
tort clear sides 6 70(85 fcO.
[ IBotter steady; cremry at 14@16c;dalry 11%
B13%c. Eggs steady; fresh at loc. Cbeeie—

onn

K. Souther, Hamilton. Portland.
sell Mary Vvilley, Wil-

BANGOR—Ar 29th.
1 iams, Portsmouth.

Sla. harkeutine A B Bull (Nor), Gustavesou,
sewcastle-on-Tvue; sells Susan Stetson, Heath,
Alice Holbrook, Kilts, Philadelphia;
ledtord;
! -11 a II
Barnes (Br), Farquhar, Liverpool. NS.
BOOTHBA Y—Ar 29th, sch Glenora (Brr. St
lariins. NB.
Sid, sell Lorlng C Ballard, Philadelphia.
CALAIS—Ar 29tli, sch Am ie Blanche, Ranlall, Parrsboro, NS.
Sid, soli Nellie Eaton. MorrisoD. Patcliogne.
CHARLESTON- Cld 28th, sch Wesley M Oler,
Boston.
Inrriman,
I ASTPOKT-Ar 29th. sch William Thomas,
d unison. Boston.
Sid, soli Sparmaker. St John. NB.
FALL RIVER—Ar 29th, sell Geo Neviuger,
, lalals.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 29tli. schs Ringleader,
j iangor for Stamford:
EBay May, Roeknort for
; rovidonce; Stony Brook, Rockport for Norfolk.
Jacksonville—sid 23th. sch Richard f c
j lartley, l-'allter, Philadelphia.
NEW BKDFORD-Ar 28th, sell B D Prince,
( loombs, Lincolnvllle.
NEW LONDON—Ar 23tli, schs Henry May,
] *errv. South Gardner for New York; Oliver
Icofield, Salem lor do; Mattie Holmes. Bingor
1 or Norwich.
< ream —c.
Receipts—Flour. 9.900 bbls; wheat 9,200
PASCAGOULA—Ar 28th, sch Lena R Storer,
bush;
316.000
oats
j truce, Coatzeeoalcos.
.ush; corn 837.300 busli;
ye 2000 bush; barley 1.800 bush.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 28th, schs Caroline C
Shipments—Flour 7,200 bbls; wheat 32,900 '"oss, Crabtree, Fernaudlna; Allred W Fisk,
I usll; corn 400,900 bush; oats 397,400 bush;
(ehey, lottery.
ye 00,000 bush; barley 000 bush.
PORT ROYAL. SC—Ar 28th, sch Maud H DudMINNEAPOLIS—Wheat firm—dune at 88%; 1 iiy. Oliver. Norfolk.
uly 88V2C; Sept osysaesvic: Decat G7%ci 1 ROCKPOKT-SId 29th, schs Anna Shephard,
Jo 1 hard at 86% ;No 1 Northern 84% c; No 2
»rcenlaw, New York; lliverdale (Br), Urqu
1 nut, St John. NB; Leo (Br), Wasson, do.
Jorthern at 83Vic.
4
60®
SACO—Ar 29tli. schs Jonathan Sawyer, NorMINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents
70; second patents at 4 35.d4 45; first clears i olk; Mary Standisu, New York; Abbie and Eva
30.
t 3 G6®3 86; second clears 3 10;;3
fooper, no,
SALEM—Ar 29th, sch Catalonia. Rockland.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 29th,’ schs II N
Cotton Markets.
Perth Amboy for Hallowell; Mollle
Iquire,
<i ■} Telegraph.'
(bodes, Philadelphia for ltocklandi Andrew
JUNE 29, IS38.
feblnger,
Bangor for New York; 11 H CliamNEW YORK—The
Cotton mai’Ket to-day , lerlaln. South
Gardiner for do; W E & W L
c losed quiet; middling uplands 6s/sc; do gulf
I’llrtk
Ma for A nnaviolis TVfri
t.
RiilAR 1 0F,7 halARPassed—Bchs Elvira J French and Jesse MurCHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-ciay < lock. Bath lor Philadelphia; Nathan Lawrence,
rom Kennebec, bound west.
ra»"quiet; Middling 6c.
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
Foreurn i'ortfc.
t uiet; middling 6 13-16c.
Ar at
MEMPHIS—The'.Ootton market to-dav was
Sydney. CB, Juno 26, sch Abbie Ingalls,
Weldon. Norfolk.
t ull; middlings 5 16-16c.
Passed Sagres June 27, steamer Lyell, from
NEW OKLKA NS—Tbs Cotton market to-jay
iicily tor Portland.
< asy; middling 5 16-16c.
Sid fm Dakar June 4, sch II E Thompson,
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was itichie, Bathurst, EG.
( uiefc; middling 6%c.
Old at St John, NB, June 29, schs Willie D,
Wasson, Eastport; Allen A McIntyre. SomerSAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
ville, St George; Louisa A Boardman, Shaw,
teady; middling 6s/*t.
Boston.
Old at Hillsboro, NB. June 27, sch Hannah F
l.uropean Markets.
3arle on, Faulkingnaui,.Newark.
<By Tele graph.
LONDON. June 29, 1898.—Consols closed at
OCEAN
STEAMSHIPS.
11 6-16 for monev and lllty's for the account.
! 1 LIVERPOOL, June 29, 1898—Cotton market
i steadier—American mid ling 3 7-l6d; sales
* ,000* bales, including 300 .bales for speculaI ion and export.
ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
\
_

Maine Coast

Navigation Co,

PORTLAND AND BANGOR.
CommenclDg Tuesday,

June 28,

1898,

STEAMER SALAGIA
eaves Franklin Wharf, Pori laud, Tuesdays
md Saturdays at 6 a. m. Touching at Squirrel
Island, ltockland, Camden, Belfast and
Buoksport, Arriving at Bangor about 7 p. m.
Returning—leave Bangor Mondays and

fbursdays at 6 a. m., making above landings.
Arriving at Portinnd about 6 p. in.
Connection.—At Squirrel Island for Booth>ay Harbor, Heron Isl md, Christmas Cove and
for Vinalhaven.
At Rockland
Pemaqnid.
Nortli Haven and Stonlngton.
PARES FROM

PORTLAND 70

iquirrel Island.75c, round trip, SI.25
dockland or Camden. .SI.50,
g.go
Belfast. 2.00,
3.50
Bangor. 2.50
4.50
Weather permuting.
O. C. OLIVER, President
CHA8. R. LEWIS, Treasurer.
jeSo dlf
••

••

■

J

)ai!y

round

International

Steamship

Co.

—FOR.-

iastport, Lubeo, Calais, St Jo'n. N.B.,Halitax, N.S-

ind all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
avorita route to Oampobello and St Andrews,
N\ B.

Summer Arrangement.
after Monday. May Oth. steamer
Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
ind Fridays at G.30 p. m.
Returning leave StJohn and Eastport same
lays.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. igp-Freight received up to 4.00
On and
will leave

p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at tho
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
tor other Information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
marl8dtf
H. P.C. HEItSEY Agent

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

...

..

—

...

Montreal and
From

Quebec

Liverpool Steamship
12 May.
California]
it) May.
Nunutiian.
!6 May.
Laurentlan,
i June.
> .June.
16 Jime.

to

Lirerpool.

From
Montreal

:

jssff:

BOSTON

IJKRS

Farisian.

Carthaginian,
Camortuan,

June
June
June
June
June

from Montreal at 9 a, in., connecting with Grand Trunk trains leaving Fortland the previous evening.
Laurentlan carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
Steamers sail

only.
The

Saloons and

Staterooms are in the cenleast motion Is telt. Elec-

part, where
tricity Is used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights beiDg at the command of the
Muslo
p&seongcrs at any hour of the night.
Rooms and Smoking Booms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
tral

by

steam.

Rates of passage $62.50 to!$70.00.
A reduction Is made on Round Trip Tickets,
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.25; return,
$86.76 and $69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every requisite lor the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
For tickets or further Information apply to
X. p. MoGOWAN. 420 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING. 61 Va Exchange St., ASHTON’S
TICKET AGliFCY. 981 1-2 Congress St.. H.
& A. ALLAN, Montreal, 92 Stalest,, Boston,
and 1 India St, Portland.
jlySldu

....

DOMINION LINE.

...

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JUNE 30.
Sunrises. 4 10|H,
(-7 16
bin sets..
doon rises.

7 26 nigu water ^_ 7 46
0 001 Height.0 0—
00

MONTREAL ini
Steamer

Labrador I
Vancouver
Scotsman

M-AJRINre

NEWS

PORT OF

Yorkshire
Dominion

WEDNESDAY, Juue

|

QUEBEC In LIVERPOOL.

From Montreal From Quebec
June 25, 9 a. in. June25, 6. p. m.
July 2,9 a. m. July 2, 6. p. m.
9. (I. p.m.
9,9 a.m.
16, 9 a. m.
18, 6. p. m.
23, 9 a. m.
23, 6. p. m.

BOSTON

PORTLAND.

TO
29.

Arrived.

Steamship Iloratlo Hall. Bragg,

New York—
iassengers and mdse to J F Liseomb.
Steamer State of Maine. Colby, Bouton for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Steamer Percy V, How,
via Cundy
Harbor.
Sell R F Pettigrew. Morse, Philadelphia, coal
;o P & It Ry.
Sch Jeremiah Smith, Parsons, Frankfort for
Philadelphla iput in to land the cautain, who is

Pliipsburg

sick).

Sch Chas H Trickey, Parsons. Boothbay, to
Rush loading for New York.
Sell Alfaha. Wilson. Millbridge for Boston.
Sch Amelia F Cobo, Rockland for Boston.
Soli Henrietta Frances, fishing.

Cleared.
Steamer Enterprise, Race, East Boothbay—
Alfred Race.
Sell Hattie P Simpson, Chaney, KenDebec and
Baltimore—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Florence, Gould, Kennebec and Philadelphia—J S Winslow & Co.
Barge No 1, Waruock, Parrsboro. NS—Ryan

Sr Kelsey.
Barge No 2. Salter, Parrsboro, NS—Ryan &

Kelsey.

Dally Line, Sundays Included,

BAY STATE AND

28~May alternately

4
11
18
25
so

LIVERPOOL

VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
From
Steamer.Boston.
S. 8. Canada, June 2,
7.30 a. m.
May 18,
June 16.8. 8. Canada. June 30, E.30 p. m.

leave

STEAMERS

PORTLAND,

Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt
Sept 1. 1897.

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA.
From Boston every

Wednesday Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and
Saturday.
From Central Wharf. Boston. 3
and

Vlll leave Portland

at 2.00 p.

for Lowell’s Cove, Orr’t Island; Card’s Cove.
Juohog Bay, Poor’s Point. East llarpswell;
IshdaTe, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove.
s Imall Point. Sebasco,
Phippsburg and C andy’s
]
(

a.,

larbor.
RETURNING—Leave

Cundy’s Harbor at
.00 a. m.; Pnippsburg, 6.15 a. m.; Asbdale, 6.30
m.; Water Cove, Small Point, 6.45 a. m.;
Joor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove. 7.15 a. m.;
jowell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m.. arrive In
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
lor further particulars apply to
J. H. MCDONALD. Pres, and Manager,
158 Commercial street.
l'elephole 46-3.
i.

apr4an'

BAY STEAMBOAT G3

2ASC0

Custom House

Wharf.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

27th, 1898,

Trains leave Portland, Union Station, for
fcarburo Crossing, 7.10, 9.05, 10.00 a. in., 12.00
1.20, 3.55, 5.15, 6.20, 6.50 p. m.; scar boro Beach,’
ine Point, 7.00, 7.10, 8.15, 9.05, 10.00 a. m., 12 00
First Cabin, $52.50 and upwards.
Keturn
20, 3.30, 3-55, 5.15, 5.50, 6.20, 6.50, 8.00 p. in. Old
$1C0 and upwards according to steamer and ac- l.
Ot c,ha. d Beach, 5.20, 7.00, 7.10,8.15,8.40 9 05
commodation.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Lon- 10.00 a. in., 12.00, 12.30, 1.20, 1.45, 3.30, 3.55, 5 15’
p. Hi; s»ac», Blddeford’
donderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Ke- 5.50. 6.05, 6.20, 6.50, 8.00
10.00 a. 111., 12.00, 12.30 1 20*
turn $66.75 to
$78.40, according to steamer 7.00, 8.15, 8.40, 9.05, 6.20.
8.00 p. ni.; Kounebunk,’
3.30, 3.55, 5.15, 5.50,
and accommodation.
Steerage, to Liverpool. London. London- Kennebunkport, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. ni. 12 30
p. ni.; Well* Beach, 7m
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast- 3.30,5.15,6.05,6.20
8.40 a. TO., 3.30, 5.15 p. TO.; Dover, Somers$22 50 to $25.50 according to steamer.
3.30, 5.15 p. in. ;
Apply to J. B. KEATING, T. P. McGOWAN, worth, 7.00, 8.40 a. ni., 12.30,
('.
J. J, JENSEN.
ASHTON, Portland, or Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, WoilDAVID TOKKANCE & CO., Gen. Agents, boro, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. m.; Lake port, Laconia, Weirs, Plyrnoui h, 8.40 a. m., 12.30 p.
Montreal.
}e2dlf
TO.; Weirs, Centre Marbi><, Cong
Island
(via Alton Bay and steamer), 8.40 a. m; Worcester (via Somers worth and
Rochester) 7. a.
ni.; Manchester, Concord, (via Rockingham
Junction), 7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, £lavetli< 1, Lawrence
Lowell, Boston, a 5.20, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12 30*
3.30, 6.05 p. m. Arrive Boston, 8.40,10.15 a m
Leave Boston' for
12.42,4.02, 7.15, 9.15 p. m.
Portland, 5.59, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. m., 1.15, 4 15 6 00
p. m. Arrive Cortland, 10.10, 11.50, 11.55 a’m
12.10, 5.00, 7.50, 9.30 p. m.
PASSAGE.

SUNDAY
For Scarboro

TRAINS,

OnnToF
'■

CO.,

PORTLAND.

“Springfield.”

Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 A m., 1.30
and 5.13 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 830 and
1030 A m„ 1.30, 4.15, 6.18 p, in.

a.

m.

Leave fo.’

Rochsster and way Stations. 6.15 p.

For through tickets tor all points West and
South apply to 11. u. PALMER, Ticket Agent,

0.15. 7,30 p. m.
for Ponce’s Landing. Long Island, 5.30, 8.00
10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20 6.15 p.'m.
for Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.

In effect June 27 isos.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND.
7 00 a. in. For Brunswick, Lewiston. (Lower)
Batli, Boothbay, Poplium Beach, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, and Belfast.
8.30 a. ni. For Danville Jo., Rumford Falls,
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Raugeley.
11.05 a. m, Express for Danville Jc., Lewiston, Waterville, Sloosehead Lake via Foxcroft,
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Aroostook County and for
lloulton, Woodstock, St. Stephen, St. Andrews.
St John, and Halifax via Vaneeboro.
12.30 p. m.
Express for Brunswick. Batli,
Rockland, Lisbon Falls, Angusta, Waterville,
Newport- Bangor. Bucksport, Bar Harbor, Oldtown and Greenville.
1 10 p, m. For Danville Jc.. Rumford Falls,
Bemis, Lewiston,
Farmington, Carrabasset,
Raugeley, Bingham. Waterville, Skowhegan.
1.15 p.m.
For Freeport, Brunswick. Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dover
and Foxcroft. Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and

Trefethen’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks' Island'
15.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 ill., 2.0J, 4.20,

u. iil

RETURN.
Leave Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7.20, 8.30. 9.30,
10.60 a. 111.. 1 00. 2 35.. 3.45. 5.3J, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a. m„
2.50, 5.10, 6.55 p. m.
Leave Cushing's, 7.05, 8.13. 11.05 a. m., 2.45,
3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20, 9.20 a. m.,
12.00 m.. 12.25, 3.30, 5.35,7.20. 7.50 P. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25. 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a.
m., 12.30, 3.25. 5.30, 7.15. 7.55 p. m.
-eave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.10.
0.10, 11.50 a. m.,
12.35, 3.20, 6.25, 7 10, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a. m.,
12.40. 3.15, 5.20, 7.05, 8.05 p. m.
uc.tc ,’iui

nici

m., 3 oo p.

j.(inuiijg, j,uug laiiiuu,

ji.ou

a.

m.

Saturday

night only, 9.30 p. m. for
Sunday Time Table.

all landings.

For Forest City Landing. Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
y.oo. 10 30 a. in., 12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
For Cush tig’s Island, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.15,
3.15. 5.00 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond
Islands,

Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00,9.00

10.30 a. m.. 12.15, 2.00. 4.20 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
a. m., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriuer’s Lauding, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.00 p. m.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
Tile 365 Island Route.

june30tf

FALMOUTH FORESIDE S. B. CQ.
Great
On

Diamond

Island

and After July

23d,

Route.
1898.

STEAMER MADELEINE

Will

leave

Portland

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
The steamships Horatio Hall and ManFranklin Wharf,
hattan alternatively leavb
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 6 p. m. for New York direct. Returning, leave
Pier 38, E, R., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.
Goods carried are insured against WAR
RlsK, under the terms of the Company’s Open
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.
J. F. LI8COMB.General Agent.
THOS. M. BARTLETT. AgtocHdtf

TO PEAKS ISLAND FOR 5 CIS.
(Capt H.

IS.

lie.

J. W. PETERS. Supt

Je25dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.

Mattawamkeagand to Bucksport Saturdays.
6.05 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,

5.10 p. m. For Danvllie Junction. Mechanic
Falls. Lewiston, Saturdays to Bumford Falla.
8.00 p. in. Express to i.ewlston.
11.00 n. m. Night Express, lor Brunswick,
Bath, Lewiston Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
Moosehead
Lake.
Aroostook county via
Did Town, Bar HarDor, Bucksport Vauceboro
St. Stephen, St Andrews, St.
John and all
Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxoroft
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor.
12.55 a. in., midnight—Mt. Dessert special for
Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and
Bar Harbor.
White Mountain Division.
For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burling,
toil. Lancaster, St.
Johnsbury. Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago St. Paul and Minneapolis.
1.25 D. m. For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, via
Rail and Songo River, North Conway. Fabyans,
Lancaster, Colebrook,^Quebec, Lunenburg, St.
Johnsbury, Newport, Sleeper to Quebec.
5.55 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish, Bridgton. North Conway and Bartlett.
8.30 p. m.
For Sebago Lake,
Fryeburg,
North Conway, Fabyans, Lunenburg, St. Johiibury, Montreal and to Toronto and Chicago
daily except Saturday. Lancaster. Colebrook,
Lime Ridge, Quebec. Sleeper to Montreal.
a. m.

7.20 a. m.
7.25 a. in.
12.30 p. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Paper train for Bangor.

Paper train for Lewiston.

For Brunswick. Lewiston, Bath,
Augusta, Waterville. Bangor and Bar Harbor.

ti.GQ p. m. l-'or Lewiston.
8.30p.m. For White Mountain Division,
Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.
11.00 p. m. Night Express for all points.
12.55 a. m. Mt. Desert special for Waterville,
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
Arrivals in Portland.
Front Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans, 8.10 a. m.
daily. Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30 a. m.,
Waterville. Rockland and Augu*ta, 8.35 a. m.,

augeley, Farmington, Bemis, Rumford Falls,
Skowliegau and Lewiston, 12.15 p. m., Bangor,
Augusta aud Rockland, 11.59 a. m.; Beecher
Falls, St. Johnsbury, Bridgton, 12.13 p. m.; Ex-

Mattawamkeag, Bar Harbor, Bucksport,
p. m.; Lewiston, 3.26 p.
m.;Lancaster, vvhitefleld, Fabyans, 5.00 p.m.;
Skowhegan.Waterville, Augusta and Rockland,
press,

Pier Greenville, Bangor. 1.16

For Great Diamond Island at 6.45, 9.00 a. m.,
12.10, 3.00 and 6.15 p. m. For Falmouth at 6.46,
9.00 a. m., 12.10. 3.00, 6.15 p. m.
For Chebeague
and Cousins Islands, Prince’s Point, Y'arraouth
at 11 a. m. and 3.00 p. m.
RETURN—Leave Diamond Island at 8.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 6.30 p. m. Leave Falmouth at
Leave
6.00, 7.25, 11.00 a. m.. 1.00, 5.00 p. m.
Chebeague Island 10.15 a. m., 4.15 p. m. Leave
Prince’s Point
Cousins 10.30 a. m., 4.S0 p. in.
10.45 a. m.t 4.45 p. m.

Str. Island

Portland,

8.45

Beginning July 2nd. 1898, steamer Aucocisco
vill leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, as
allows:
For Long Island, l ittle and Great Chebeagle, Cliff Island. So. Harpswell. Bailey’s and
Jrr’s Islands. 8.50 a. m.. 1.00, 6.10 p m.
Return for Portland—Leave Orr’s Island, via
ibove landings, 5.50,11.00a. m.,3.50 p. m. Arrive
Portland, 8.15 a. m., 1.00, 6 00 p. m.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland for Long Island. Little and
Sreat Chebeague, Clift Island, ana So. Harps,vell, 10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m.
Retiun for Portland, leave 80. Harpswell. via
leak’s landing, Little Chebeague and Long
Island, 11.45 a. m., 3.45 p. m. Cliff Island,
145 p. m. Arrive Portland. 1.00, 5.30 p. in.
Fare to So. Harpswell and return Sundays,
15c; other landings, 25c.
ISAIAII DANIELS, Geu’l Manager.

Elelic,

Townsend.)

Commencing Wednesday. Slay 11, 1898, steamwill leave east end Portland Pier ior Bay
View landing.
WEEK DAYS.
5.50, 7.00, 8.00. 10.15 a. rn., 12.00 m., 2.00. 3.00,
*11.00
5.00, 0.15, 7.25.
p. m.
Returning leave Bay View lauding 6.20. 7.20,
a.
10.40
m.p 12.25, 2.25, 3.25, 5.25, 6.30,10.30 p.
8.25,
er

Portland &

JaTbAILEY

530 p. m.
For Corliam at 730 and 9.45 a.m., 12.30, 3.00,
630 and 6,20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
J unction and Wocdf ords at 7.30, 9.45 a m..
12.30,3.00, 6.3o and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train irom Portiand oonneets
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosae Tunuel Route"
lor the West and at Union Station. Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via “Providence
Line” lor Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line" with Boston and Albany R. R. for
the West, and with the New York all rail via

Commencing Thursday, April 38, 1 SOS
for Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 5 45,
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 In., 2.15, 3.15,
5 00. 0.15, 7.30 p. 111.
for Cushing's Island, 0.40, 8.00,10.30 a. m. 2.15
3.15, 5.00, 6.15 p. in.
for Little
and Great
Diamond
Inlands.

Crossing, 7.10, 9.20, 10.15 a m
m.
2.00. 3.40.4.15, 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 p. m.; Scarboro
•Saturday night only.
Beach, Pine Point, 7.10. 8.15, 9.20. 10.15 a 111
SUNDAYS.
12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15. 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 p. m.: *olu
Leave Portland Pier 8.00, 9.00, 10.15 a. m„
Orchard
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Beach, 5.20, 7.10, 8.15, 9.20. 10 15 a m
12.00 m., 2.00, 3.00. 6.00 p. m.
12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.00, 5.10, 5.30. 6.15, 7.15
Ar at Glasgow June 28, steamer Mongolian
JullN TEMPLE, Slanager.
Saco, Blddeford, 8.15, 9.20, 10.15 a. in
55’ niaylldtl’
(Br), Braes. New York.
2.00. 3.40.4.15.5.00, 5.10, 5.30, 6.15, 7.15 p. “111.
Ar at Glasgow Juue 29. sieamer Furncssla,
STERLING,
STOKMEll,
Kennebunk, 12.53, 4.15. 5.00, 5.30 p. m.; RochNow York.
CRAWFORD,
PENNANT,
ester, Farmington, Alton Bay, 4.15, 5.30 p.
m. ; North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, Haver
YALE.
ROCHESTER,
Notice to Mariners.
Sum me r Arrangements—On
After
and
hill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, a 5.20 a TO
Liberal Discount for Cash.
Office Lighthouse inspector, j
June 18 h, 181)8.
12.55, 5.00, 5.30 p. m. Arrive Boston 8.40 a. in’
First District,
J
We have the best lino of Juvenile Bicy5.28, 8.32. 9.42 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland
GOING
WEST.
Portland. Me.. June 29. 1898.)
cles in the city.
3.45 a. m, Arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.
ttTR. ENTERPRISE leaves East Boothbay
Wood Island Harbor and Saco River. Malue.
Complete clock of Sundries and Re£3 for Portland Mondays at 7.15 a. m., touchEASTERN DIVISION.
bottom
pair Goods at
price?.
Notice is hereby given that Sharps Rock Buov,
ing at So. Bristol tCliristmas Cove. Heron IsFor Blddeford, Portsmouth,
•ed spar, No. r>. which went adrift June Ihtn,
land, tOcean Point, Boothbay Harbor and
Newburyport, Ame'burv, Salem, Lynn, Boston 0 00
vas replaced June 28th.
Squirrel Island.
9.00 a. 111., 12.45. b 1.45. 6.00 p. m. Arrive ’Bosorder oi the Light House Board.
Wednesday, leave Damansco ta at 6 a. m. for
SMITH W. NICHOLS.
ton. 5.58 a. m., 12.30, 4 00. 4.30. 9.00 p. m. Leave Portland, touching at above landings.
Boat 11 for Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.t 12.30 7 00
Commander, U. S. N„
2G4 Middle St., near Monument Sq.
Friday, leave Pemaquid tor Portl mil at 6 a.
9.45 p.m. A1 rive Portland, 11.45 a. m ’12 00’ m. .toucning at a .ove landiugs except DamarisInspector 1st L. U. Dist.
lel4eodtf
4.30,10.15 p. m., 12.40 a. in.
cotta.
Memoranda
GOING EAST.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Boston. Juns 28—The three-masted sch Henry
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at 7
collided
in
which
the
For
harbor
Uiddefo
lower
red, Portsmouth, Newbury- n. m. for Damariseotta. touching at Squirrel
Sutton,
port, Ssv < tn, Ltnti, B<»«ten,2 a. ill., 12 45 p in.; Island, Boothbay Harbor, tOcean Point, Heron
lently with str Megautic, lias finished repairs to
Arrive Boston 5.58 a. m., 4.00 p. m. Leave Bos- Island. tChristmaj Cove, So. Biistol and East
ler upper works and hull aim will bo placed in
< ity
1898.
Juno
Marshal’s Office,
27tli,
ton for Portland, v 9.00 a. 111., 7.00, 94.) 1, in
iry dock for an examination oi her bottom and
Boothbay.
The Sutton has been chartered |\WNKlts mid drivers of hackney carriages Arrive Portland, 12.25,10.20 p. in.. 12.40 a. m.’
;o be painted.
Thursdays, leave Portland a' 7 a. m. for Pemare hereby nirecto
;o load a cargo of ice at the Kennebec for Philato present their teams
Stop* at Nor ill Berwick and Exeter aquid. touching at above jandings except
lelphla. and will sail for the eastward in the at this office TUESDAY, Julv 5th, 1»98, for only.
Damariscottu.
inspection ana io receive thelrlisccmce ami mb. Western Division
miirse of a day or two.
to
North Berwick;
On Saturday will return from Damarisootta
Key West, June 28—Sell Moroni Capt Wyman, Mpcctiou cards fjr the year licglmung July 5, stops Kiticry Jet. and Portsmouth only.
to East Boothbay.
Is
a
laiiuci' to
’rout Baltimore, recently ashore on Bahama
c.
‘Western Division from North Berwick.
with this notice will
|°:
comply
t Passengers conveyed by t^ain.
D. J. FLAN DIAL'S. (L 1*. & T. A. Boston.
Banks, has arrived here and reports jettisoned subject the delinquent p, a. penalty.
Tuesdays and Saturdays* p.s-*engcrs 'or PemW. sVfsVI-.’STKK Ottv Marshal.
tbout 70 tons of coal. Wreckers were awarded
RLO. II. I MOM I SON, Ticket
Portland. aquid conveyed by iVrr from S->. Bristol.
Agent,
J‘‘,c
;he sum of $4Q0c.
'-id
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
dif
jelTdti

THE

p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For
Rochester, Sprlngvale, Allred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 A m., 1230 and

m.

New York Direct Line.

DIVISION.

Station Toot of Preble St.
On and after Monday. June 27,189a, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a m. and 12.30

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Arrive from Rochester and way stations 9.55

BOSTON & MAINE R. R. LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
WESTERN

from our correspondents.

HOWT
Pier, Portland,

june23dtf

RAILROADS.

In Effect June

ROCKPORT, June 29—Ar. sch Win Churchill,
Barker, New London; J H G Perkins, Spencer.
Boston; Adelia T Carleton, Wall, Norfolk.

“Perry "^7””

CAPT. CHAS. 1L

p. in. From
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. K. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING
Sunday Time Table.
Agent Central Wharf,TJostom
Leave Portland Pier for Diamond Island, FalAll goods (hipped by this
line are mouth, Chebeague and ICouslns Islands and
covered against war risk by open policies Prince’s Point, at 9.00 a. m. and 2.00 p. m.
Return leave Chebeague at 10.30 a. m. and 4.15
issued to this company without expense
p. m„ Cousins Island at 10.45 a. m. and 4.30 p.
lo shipper.
Leave Prince’s Point 11.00 a. m. and 4.45 p.
m.
Leave Falmouth at 11.10 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
ME. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General m.
89
State
Fiske
St,
Manager,
Building, Boston, P' m‘
ass.
oct22dtf
BENJ. M. SEABURY, Gen. Manager.

From

OF

Steamer

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LIKE.

Liverpool.

RATES

between

C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
apr27dtf

THE NEW AND PALATIAL

FOR

FROM

trip (Sundays excepted)

Portland and Cape Small Point.
On ana alter April 4th. 1898.

m., 2.00

ALLAN LINE

itate Nebraska New York..
l
\ Vancouver,... .Montreal.. Liverpool... July
.Liverpool....July 2
York.
Prince..New
.Azores.July 2
Tojan
: lelfena.New York. .Rosario
July 2
loliawk. New York. .Loouon
July 2
jucania.New York. .Liverpool. .July 2
1 *alatia.New York. .Hamburg. .Jui2 2
1 lourgogne.New York.. Havre —.July 2
( :ity of Borne...New York..Glasgow .July 2
Lmsterdam.. .New York. .Rotterdam. July 2
ervia.New York. .Liverpool.. July 5
j kaiser Wde G New York.. Bremen.July 5
I iaufranc.New York. .Maranliam..July 6
1 tritannlc.New York.. Liverpool... July 6
Vesterniand .New York. .Antwerp... July 0
1 iumidian
.Montreal.. .Liverpool,..July 7
1 Edam.New York. .Amsterdam July 7
Lnchoria.New York. .Glasgow
July 9
itobile.New York. .London
July 9
I •cotsman.Montreal... Liverpool ..July 9
Pretoria.New York. .Hamburg .July 9
rouraine.New York. .Havre
July 0
Ururla..Nfew York. .Liverpool. .July 9
Jerlin.New York. .So’ampton July 9
Iparndam.New York, .Rotterdam..Jul/ 9
.aim.New York. .Bremen
July 12
dajestic.New York. Liverpool... July 13
Kensington ..New York. .Antwerp... July 13
’arislan.Montreal
Liverpool...July 14
lilary.New York. .Para. &c.. .July 3 6
Mongolian.New York. .Glasgow. ...July 16
New York..London.July 16
Victoria..;.
.Montreal.. .Liverpool.. July 16
Yorkshire
Massachusetts.New York. .London.July 16
’atria.New York. .Hamburg,...July 16
Campania.... New York.. Liverpool...July 16
Jrotagne.New York. Havre.July 16
?urnesia.New York. .Giasgowh.. July 16
New York.. Rotterdam. .July 16
Maasdam
Koordland.New York. Antwerp .July 20
lermamc
.NewrYork. .Liverpool.. July 20
Jiurentlan —Montreal—Liverpool...July 2L

ratTUKO Sc ROCHESTER R. R.

,^1VORK—Ar

..

15

36
»4

1EBAG0 LAKE STEAMBOAT ROUTE.

North
Bridgton,
! o SongQ Riyer. Naples,
and Waterford.
The
1 iridgton, Harrison
w f Eo«land;
route through the
sew
London.
! amous daily excursion
chain
and
of
Lakes.
Sebago’s
Songo
3lll,) Tlllle E Starbuck, Curtis, Portland, , Vinding
1 )rea'
)n and after June 27tli to make close
oon20;
grades
29
with steamer for above places, take
S1U, sells j I),Ingraham, Augusta; Sadie Cory, lections
Wheat—reoelpts K'7,300 bush: exports
il. 0. R. R. (Mountain Div.( train for Seba1 6‘.» bush: sale, 2,o»i.000 H"*11 ‘"JEf
Aben(anchored oil Whltestone. 1,1);
;
860 fob ,
Union Station daily at
Lake,
( i.OOO spot; spot firm; No 3 lied at
,‘il. Dcuoken lor Medlord; Kit Carson. Jersey I ;o.25 p. m. leaving
steamer
leaves
Returning,
'‘W ‘or Bangor (anchored off Whltestone),
:
North Bridgton 8.00 a.
larrison
7.45
186,800
a.
m.,
Corn-receipts 228.175 bush; exports
,"Yf LON—Ar 29th. sells Agnes 1! Manson, : u., Bridgton 8.30 a. m., Naples 9.15 a. m Conbush
1 usb; sales 246000 bush futures; 17,000
.ahbltt, Newport New; Ellen M Golder, Pierce,
at Lake Station with 11.45 a. u». train
s pot; spot firm; No 2 at 37 Vs 1 0 b
’altlniore; LauraT Chester. Rockport; Annie lecting
,.!R
or Portland and Boston.
Information and
treble. Machias; Glenullen. Stonington; : ickets obtained at Union Station.
Oats—receipts 24 6,000 bush; exports jj
| ush; sales 88,000 bush spot: spot nmijr.
A H Whitmore, Deer Isle;
-eona..Rockport;
C. L. GOODlilDGE, Mgr.
jne6tf
mi y J
] lo 2 at 268/ac; No 3 at 25c; No 2 wufte at 2Jc,
Elliott, Boothbay.
t rack white 27% SS37o.
old, tug International, with barge Kalmla,
,nJl. mess
; rom
Beet quiet: lamlly —; city extra India
Philadelphia, for Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar28tli, ship Standard, Getch* 11.
Lard dull: Western steam #6 70.
Hong Kong.
snoi t
Cld, schs Charles Davenport, Pinkham, Bath;
Fork steady: old mess at 10 00®10 60,
■

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

up

OomHBtic Ports.

-winter
Fleur quotations—olty mills patents
clears
.wnitei
I stems 4 oust! 76: city nulls
at 4 T0*o 00.
s traits 4 40®4 60; Minn, patents
at
jo
bakers
Hnter extras 3 60®4 00: Minn
2 90® J oo.
winter low
i 5,4

104%

190
61%
1047s
4%
106a/*
27%
90V*

STEAMERS.

which

in Allass Straits, in
i,lS feclted °i, April 16bound
from New York
rill Archipelago,
on
Is
as all Droken

••

C ostng quotations of stocks:
sirable conditions are acquired
June 29 June 28.
by men whose lives are well
J3Vs
Atchison..
13%
Bread
Unset
33s,s
pfd..
Atchison
33Vs
•>
Pilot
insured.
8
sup.... 8@8VilWhltewood—
I
Pacific.
13%
13%
do so.
707 ‘A I No 1*2. l-ln(S2@(35 Central
1 Crackers.... 61407 I Bans.l-in. (260(28 Cues, a onto. 22%
A Policy of
22%
|>
151
Com’n.l-ln (23®*26 CnicagoSf Alton.156
Cooperage.
pfa
do
Rbhd shooks *hds- j 114,144*2*
Clfe...
in, Nol*2(3S®*3B r’hlcaco’ Burlington & OulncylOAVs
MoLaity. 16001 76!
104
00'
Hudson CanalCo.! 06%
14k,ll>4&2-ln
Hi
Bug.count’j85 (§1
108
Delaware
■
Baps,
insurance
Country Mot
£ ——■—
(280(30 oeia ware.Lackawana a WesrlOS
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En“[lon; June 28—Ship Daniel Barnes,

Marsets.

Domestic

Boothbay Steamboat Go.

5.20 p. m. daily: St. John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County, Moosehead Lake and Bangor
Rumford
6.30 p. m.: Eangeley, Farmington,
Falls, Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Lancaster and Fabyans, 7.42 p. m.; Mattawamkeag. Bar Harbor and Bangor, 1.40 a. m. dally;
Halifax, St. John, Bar Harbor, Bangor and
Augusta, 5.08 a. m. dally.
Sundays—Lewiston, 9.58 a. m.. 6.13 p. m.; Bar
Harbor, 12.25 p. m., and Waterville, 5.S0 p. ni.
GEO, F. EVANS. Vice Pres, and Gen. Man.
F. E. BOOTHBT, G. P. & T. A.

ie26dtf

Portland & Rumford Falls

R’y.

gin Effect June 37, 1898. Q
DEPARTURES.
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. 1VE From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buckflelil. Canton, Dlihela, Rumford Falls and Bemls.
From Union
8.30 a. m.. 1.10 and 5.10 D. m.
Station foriMechanio Falls and Intermediate
stations.
Saturdays only, 5.10 p. m. train runs through
to Rumford Falls.
Through ears between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Bemls.
Connections at Bemls for all potato In the
Rangeley Lakes.

Summer Excursion Tickets

on

Sale.

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVE JOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine.
Jel8 dtf

On and after MONDAY, June noth, 1808, trains
will leave as follows:
LEAVE.
For Auburn and Lewiston 7.00, 8.10 a. m.; 1.30,
4.00, 6.20 and 8.30 p. m.
For Gorliam. Berlin, and Island Pond, 8.10 a. m.;
1.30 and 8.30 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.10 a. m. and 8.30
p. m.

For Quebec, 8.10 a. m. aud 8.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 16.40, 8.35, 11.30 a.
m.; 3.15 aud 5.15 p. m.
From Island Pond, Berlin and Gorham. 6.40 and
11.30 a. ni. and 5.45 p. m.
From Chicago aud Montreal, 6.40 a.
5.45 p. m.
From Quebec, 6.40 a. m and 5.45 p. m,

m.

and

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Quebec, Toronto and Chicago,

For Montreal,
8.30 p. m.

For Lewiston aud Auburn, 8.30 a. m. and 8.30 p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin, 8.30 a. m. and 8.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Island Pond, Berlin, Gorham, Montreal
and West, 6 40 a. m.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 6.40 a. in.
The 8.30 p m. train runs through to Montreal
daily, Suudavs included. Attached to this
train is a Pullman for Montreal; also a through
Pul,man for Chicago daily, Sundays included.
Pullman
Palade Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
TICKET OFFICE, DEPOT AT FOOT OP
INDIA STREET.
Portland. June 20th, 1808.

je22dtf

Portiaid, IVit, Daser! eni Macliias Stbt. Co

Sir. “Frank .Tones.”
Beginning Saturday, April noth. 1898. will leave
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a. in.
on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p m.’ for
Kockland, Bar Harbor, Mac Ilia sport and intermediate landings. Itoturning leave Mac 111asport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., arriving in Port! aid o a. m Tuesdays and Fridays.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, service the best.
GEO. V. KVA NS.
mnrlAdU
ucneral Manage*,

'Jl'JHjEEi
M.i\

IPT^jEESS. CLASS OF ’08

AWVKKTIiiJtaUSMXS

in its early colonial flays, and as well for appreciate their merits and
responded
the gallant deeds done by many
of its brightly.
then
Sir. Sinkinson
brave sons. In closing Miss Chandler said
called on Miss
(hat in the last call for volunteers, Maine Smith to respond to the “Racquet
who
had fceen as loyal as in tbe past, and the thanked the class for the way in w)ljch
class of ’H8 had sent four of its members they had supported the paper.

GRADUATES.

111 11 AX.

Cxven. Moore & Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
J. li. lAbbv t'o

ti

Foster. Avery & Co.
lilnex Brothers i.'o.
Standard Clothing Co.
Cougress Sij. Fish Market,
Notice.
First Parish Picnic,
liarpsxvell steamboat Co,
Casco Bay Steamboat Co.
FINANCIAL.
Mason & Merrill.
Maine Central Railroad Co.

sing of Scliao!

Y

ar

Pori land

to light for their country.
A violin duet from the Fourth Symphony of Ch. iteucla was eitremely well

liigli School.

given by

A. Cousens and
Mr. Lyman
Francis .T. Welch.
i>Tho recitation ot tho “Chargo of the

FINE CLASS OF YOUNG

MEN

AND

WOMEN GRADUATED.

FOURTH
Routes of the

The Fourth of July committee held a
meeting least night.
This will bo the route of the Antiques

Lincoln, Myrtle,
Cumberland, High, Oeering, State, ConBrackett,
Carleton,
gress, Vaughan,
Pine,
Congress, North, Cumberland.
Pearl, Lincoln, disband.

and Horribles parade:

The officers of the
Royal Scots will
have their headquarters at the Preble
house.
The first class primary scholars are reto meet in
City hall at 4.80

quested

o'clock today.
This will be the route of the
grand
military and civic procession: Start from
City hall up Congress to Washington, to
Cumberland, to High, to Danforth, to

Promenade,
and countermarch on promenade, to West,
Ik Carleton, to Congress, to City hall.
State, to Pine,

Western

to

at

Extremely Credita-

Eoys

in

Class

Eeceive

bunting,and

quite

unusual and classic in
r, background of
four pillars in white and black,
with
drnpings of yellow and white between,
and the letters P. H. S. ’98 and V. C3.
P backed
which
by eiectrio lights,
brought out the colors in effective contrast. Yellow and white bunting was also

into

daisies and butteroups covered the edge of
th3 platform.
The desk was covered with onr flag,

Randall,
Mr. Hall,

by Miss Jennie M. Delano, showed grain handled by tho new elevator last
good deal of original sentiment, and season. A largo forco of expert artists
ure at work painting the floats.
was gracefully given.
“A Meadow Song,’’ (vocal waltz) by
Wiegand, rendered by the Misses Borden, CHILDREN’S INDEPENDENCE DAY.
a

Mr.

Alice

Fourth of July
the American Flag company.
The Connecticut volunteers yesterday
went on a ten mile practice march to

by

Spurwink.
Friends’ Sabbath school go on their anexcursion to Long island Friday.
Steamer will leave Custom House wharf

youngest member.
Harriet J.

Stevenson,

The malter of the address and the manner in whioh she gave

Valedictorian.

if.

TiWAWOfi ViOM fa Via

ninn.i

fVinn

nnnnl

her position. The subject of her speech,
“Whether Goest Thou,’' gave a good opportunity for a sober word of advice, and
Miss Stevenson made a tolling hit, by
the comparis u of the “derelict” in the
seas, drifting without aim to the human
derelict, and she begged her classmates
not to be without aim or purpose. Miss
Stevenson was very graceful in her address to the class of ’99; to the members
of the school oommittee, who had deoided
to confer the diplomas upon the boys who
bad
to
the
enlisted;
“Honored

when the young men of the class entered,
who are now on the Montauk.
The exercises opened with the singing
of the class ode, the words of which were
written by Miss Frances A. Woodward,
the music by Mr. Franois J. Weloh, after
solemn and
which Dr. Fenn made a

Principal,”

and “Dear Teachers,”
had done so much to help them; as
as to the members of the class of
’98,
were so soon to say good
by to the
old Portland Hign school.
Then followed the conferring of

earnest invocation.
Miss Elizabeth M. Smith recited in a
very clear manner her essay on “Woman,
in whioh she dwelt
Then and Now,’’
mnoh of the influence of Addison on the
women of England, and of the influence

who
well
who
dear

the
Mr. Albert Hall, ohairman
of the High school coramitte, who addressed the class in a few fitting words,
and soon the one hundred and eight of

diplomas by

the class of ’68. were no longer members
of the Portland High school.
Then the
three diplomas were
conferred on the
three boys from the Montauk,—Wilbur A.

Anderson, John H. Sinkinson, Franklin
Q. Twitchell—the audience rose and burst
into a storm of applause.
His Honor,

Mayor

Randall conferred the medals on
Harriet J.
Stevenson, Elizabeth M.
Isabelle P. Chase,
Smith,
Bertha W.
Chapman, Louise H. Armstrong, George
H. Fogg, Philip B. Thompson, George
R. Walker, Richard B. Dole, Lyman A.
Cousens and the exercises closed with tho
Rinerinsr of the class

son or.

The

Claes of ’98, Portland High School,
Celebrates Graduation.

The members of the class of ’08 of the
Portland High school banquetted at the
Preble house
last evening
and then
wound np their school career with a dance
it Hilbert’s hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Chase
md
Mr. and Mrs. Hight
were
the

at South Harpsunder the same man-

jhaperona

f the occasion.
Toasts followed the discussion of the
Presi?ery excellent menu at the hotel.
lent
introduced Mr. J. H.
Anderson
Sinkinson as toastmaster.

5th.

PERSONAL.

o

Mrs. N. C. Hardy of Boston is visiting
Mrs. E. A. Leighton, Franklin street.
F. B. Rideout, who has been steward
at the Athletic club since it was opened
has resigned to take charge of the JefferHe will be succeeded as stew
son cafe.

Principal Chase was the first man to be
:alled on, who responded to the teachers.
He responded in a bright and witty manner, saying it was a matter of some doubt
whether the teaohers would be sorry that
98 had graduated, but on the whole he

ard by Hans 0. Jyr.iensen who has also
been a club employe for some time.
Mr. P. H. Winchester, of this city was
a successful
candidate
for the Thayer
school of civil
engineering from the
class of ’99 of Dartmouth college.
Mr. Edwin Parsons of Kennebunk was

thought they
Mr. Hight

In town

yesterday.

Easy

to

Buy,

Cook,
to
Eat,
Easy
to

')

{'/

(

';\v£.vp Easy to

Digest.

uaker Oats

\i

At all grocers

®in 2-lb.

pkgs. only

children’s

colors and will not gloss.

Serges, guaranteed

Equal

to any $10 00 suit in
*

He

^ /#/Av

who is now in Cuba, were
jivon. Continuing he said that thore was
naterial for just such heroes in tho class

itoosevelt,

Bertha M.

Chapman, Salutitorian.

the name of the class of '08, line pictures
suggestive of Shakespeare and his work.
also a bust of the
the
man, bearing
in literature.”
Mr. Malcolm Little’s recitation “How
the La Rue Stakes Were Lost,” was given
very stirringly, and the manly way In
which ho picked himself up, when for a
minute he lost the thread of the narrative,
was a? courageous in its way, as the

“greatest

name

in which the “La Rue stakes”
If they teach nothing more in
were lost
he Portland High school than self con:rol, the best lesson in life is learned.
manner

“A Plea for

Maine,” by

Miss Leila

’98, and that
three, referring to
if

II.

handler was very interesting resume
>f some of the reasons why we should
study the history of our own state, both
Tananw- there i« mo lack of the
picturesque

1

there
were
already
the boys on the Mon-

auk.

Mr. Sinkinson then
presented
3oyd to respond to *’The Cadets.
! ;uve a brief history of thorn from

Major

He
their
to lifo at

oundation, referring especially
< iamp, private
clambakes, running
1

the

Then the physical
guard and the like.
jeneflts were discussed.

’
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IT

$12.00^su^L,U0urf|)dce^$7!l5O0r8te^S,

8U1*;a*)l0 ^0l liay seasou> for business

or

with iinest appearance.

Knocked

Out Gus

Ruhlin in

An Offer Without Precedent.

Crowning Event of

^

-3B

awBif

4

S7.50.

,

dress purposes.

a

Most

We invito comparison with any

Prosperous Season.

profit,

MvmHuou

and

so

the

people

w*

uvoaiuviv

itftuil

WUlialli

reap the benefit.

teen seconds,
had declared
sailor ran

and

He

seemed

to

fully

Ail

the referee

as soon as

50c~ EaieeiiC.il UNDERWEAR,

MEN’S

Greater New York Athletic club at Coney
island.
Ruhliu’s
defeat was accomplished in exactly two minutes and seven-

Sharkey the winner, the
aross the ring and shook hands

ouiliO a li IU99

ill a

Nowhere under the

nan

sun

garments purchased of

us are

tllCIi

Y (LI Ilf*-

exist such suits

37 i -2c.

kept pressed free of charge for six months from date of purchase.

who had been carried to
with Ruhlin,
his corner.
Ruhlin was still groggy
when Sharkey grasped his gloved hand
and was unable to reply to conqueror’s remarks, which were utteied in an apologetic one.
Sharkey then rushed to tho
rlug side and leaning on the ropes, shouted: “I am now ready to meet Fitzsimmons, Corbett, MqCoy or any other man
for the heavy championship of the world.
was
cheered as he
walked
Sharkey
through the mass of people on his way
his dressing room. Ruhlin came to
to
very quickly and was able to walk to his
dressing room without assistance. When
the light opened Ruhlin wa9 the first to
land, but Sharkey qniokly replied. His
arms swung like flails and as his gloves
landed on Ruhlln’s head it was.seen at
once that
Ruhlin had not a chance on
earth against his onslaught.
The knookblow was a hard ring swing which
out
reached Ruhlin’s
jaw in proper spot.
Gus went down os if felled with an axe
and lay partly on his elbow and stomach.
He tried to get up, but could not, while
the referee was counting the ten seconds
which would end the encounter. Ruhlin was beaten after the first swing landed and Sharkey’3 stook in the pugilistic
market went soaring as high as a rocket.
Ruhlin as scon as he got his clothes on,
left the building looking none the worse,
while Sharkey went away
surrounded
by a host of sports.
BATES COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT.
June

Lewiston,

college

29,—Today

commencement

business meetings,

was

at Bates
devoted to

receptions, reunions

meetings of the board of overseers
In bis
and fellows are
made public.
report, President Chase recommends assistants for professors Stanton, Hartshorn
and Angell; an instructor in elocution;
a woman
as one of the instrnctors; additional bnildings and an athletio field.
Iho necrology shows deaths as follows:
Mrs. Mary Mitohell Burchili, ’69; Thomas
J. Bollin, ’79; Edward W. Morrill, ’80;
Asa C. Chapin, '91; Mary E. Holley, ’96.
Mrs. Burohell was the first woman graduated from a New England college.
At the annual meeting of the Bates
Alumni club, Mrs. J. H. Rand, '80, was
elected President.
At the annual meeting of the College
club, B. L Graves, ‘94, wa3 eleoted piesident.

BINES

SHIRT

BUNTING.
Everyone will in some way want to aid in celebrating the glorious Fourth. In what better way can you
prove your patriotism
than by making a liberal
display of bunting 2
11 e carry Flags nod Bunting of every
description. Fiags from the
large

6x10 footer down

to the

tiny emblem

4x7

feet,

£3.50

New styles in thin Cotton Dress
4 25 Goods arriving almost dally--we men4.75 tion a few of the most popular ones.
5.00

5x8
*'

‘‘

“

*6x9
6x10

•»

Silk Flags, 18x24 inches.
“
24x36

50c
Organdi Czarina-Organdi ground
1.00 with satin stripe, sprays of colored rose

'•

Flags,

buds and other dainty flowers, 25c yd.

3x4 feet, on 6 foot spear

staff,
Flags 15x27 in.

B n g
a B B 4%
cold
or
BIB
tory; prevent
fever,
cure all liver ills, sick head- ®
ache, jaundice, constipation, etc. Price 25 cents.
The only Fills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
a

WItcBa Hazel
_ANDA_

staff,
staff,

on

SUMMER

VACATION.
Extract Witch Hazel
will cure

Sprains,
Mosquito Bites,
Sun Burn,
Lameness,
Handruff,
Rheumatism.
Makes excellent
Iiair Tonic.

fliddie Street.

our

-

cloak

buying Shirt Waist.
ever displayed by us.
a

week

over

GO.

WAISTS.
room

if you

We have

thinking of
largest stock

are

We have the

900 Shirt Waists to

Many 75c Waists
“

Embroidered
Swiss
Spots,
linen colored ground with spots of
Flag- green, blue, white and red—very styl20c yard
ish,

"

5c
4c

All kinds of National Emblems for

Eagle, Uncle
Badges.

Sam,

Dewey

Maine

Sword Pins with Fiags.
Flag cuff buttons and shirt

and

Scindia
Madras, a very fine
Madras cloth in checks, stripes, bias
and straight plaids—for shirt waists,
waist
16c yard

sets.

Old Glory and Army and Navy hat

pins.

Organdi St. Germain—plain
gandi

weave—white

ground,

well

added since last
our

line.

50c

reduced to

borders.
White kid belts with flag buckles.

Dimities in narrow stripes of light
biue, navy blue, black and lavender.

Also in black and white figures in
Leather belts with both army and
both
white and black grounds.
buckles.
navy

Red, white and blue
guards, &c.

ribbon

watch

12 l-2c

$1.00
$1.25

These

are

past few days
and

were

“

“

“

“

the

75C

$1.00

grades that have arrived the

from the New York

manufacturers

secured at the above reduced

prices.

Orcov-

ered with handsome fiower designs,
Silk handkerchiefs with old glory in
15c yard
and blue
corner and with red, white

Bunting by
stripes—several

Come to

Corded Novelty Ginghams in
plaids and chec'ks—beautiful combina20c yd.
tions and delicate coloring,

10c

Fiags 11x17 in. on
Fiags 16x26 in., without statf,

and stick

:

50c

U- S. and Cuban Fiags and
knots.
ready, efficient, satisfac- BLJ1

for the button hole.
A

Flag

BROTHERS

:

Ladies' and Misses’

FLAGS AND

personal decoration,

H.H.Hay & Son,

jht girls.

a

T SUITS.

Less

The boys who entered into the
1 ear.
i orvice of their country were especially
aentionod. The history was exceedingly
1 iright and equally well given.
Mr. Larrabee then responded to tie
e:

This is

SHARKEY THE WINNER.

Hay’s Ext. Witcli Hazel is the purest
25c pint.
15c 1-2 pint.

ilnety

cu>"

attend.

Miss Lilian Winslow gave tho history of
1 he olass, beginning with tho entrance in! o sohool on the first morning
and cons idering tho principle events until the last

l

ihi«

■*>

Long Fibre, Hard Twisted Worsted Serges, combining the most excellent wearing qualities
$12.00 quality bought only as we can buy—for 27 stores. Our price $3.89.

observance of our na-

Are much in

introduced.

md there above the crowd on the campus
i dag was run
of an upper story
out
window, and three cheers for Teddy

CAPE ELECTRICS.

Monday morning the Fourth of
July, the Cape electrics will start carR
for the city at 5 o’clock a. m. from Cash
Corner and Cape Cottage, and will run
every fifteen minutes from these points
during tbo day.

would.
was next

:poke on the Alumni,
welcoming the
r iduates to their ranks.
He said that he
vid been to Harvard the present week,

m

On

The

ness

BANQUETTED AND DANCED.

Merryconeag house

July

Mill

$6.89, $7.89, $8,89,

of the “Salon" npon those of Franoe.
For today, the ideal is the combination
of the womanly qualities, and the social
at 9 o'clock a. m.
All veterans who are in favor of form- virtues of tact and esprit.
Mr. Richard B. Dole then delivered in
ing a new veteran fireman’s association,
are invited to meet at ward room, City very stirring fashion, “The Last Speech
of Lincoln,” In whioh
vigorous words
building, this evening at 7.30 o’clock.
Congress street M. E. Sunday school were spoken for Kansas, that it mu.-t
will go to Long Island on their annual come in as a free state. A piano quartette
Boat leaves Custom was then played very pleasingly by the
pionic on Friday.
house wharf at 9.a. in. A good time is Mieses Chapman, Linsoott, Robinson and
James F. Mason.
The
essay of “The
anticipated. All friends invited.
Name
in
The forward axle of[a freight car load- Qreatest
Literature," was
Portland electric charmingly delivered by Miss Mabelle L.
ed with sand, on the
road, broke short off when the car got Waite. Miss Waite said tbat a few barren
opposite Sawyer's candy store on Con- facts, gathered from the Parish Register
gress street, yesterday, and the sand was were all we know of the greatest name,
After a little in literature, William Shakespeare. On
dumped on the tracks.
it
while the sand was shovelled to the side account of his greatness, however,
of the track, and the car was got out of matters little, if we do not know much or
his life,
for
we
live in his artistio
the way.
Engine l’s house is decorated in antici- creations. Miss Waite spoke of the contrast
pation of the Fourth, and J. R. Libby between the two plays of Macbeth and
is decorating his great store in the Bax- Merchant of Venioe, and closed her essay
ter block.
by presenting to the Sbakspeare Room in
well will be opened
agement as last summer on

Finr, Soit, Ail Wool Washington
price $6.89.

Than a
Joachim Raff, by Francis J. Welch,
^>e have marked hem at our usual percentage of
Round.
a
of
deal
after
which
gave
great
pleasure,
Our prices
tor less than iblo.OO to ipla.OO.
came the valedictory by Miss Harriet J.
New York, June 29.—Tom Sharkey,
Stevenson, “Quo Vartis.”
The valedictory is always given to in- the sailor pugilist of California, knocked
out Gus Ruhlin, the Ohio giant, in lass
tellectual leader of the class, and in this
than one
round tonight
before
the
class Miss Stevenson
is
almost the

nual

The

Morse,

H.

by

the entrance.
Peabody, Dr. Wurren and Dr. Fenn. On
Mr. Henry Dennis of this city published either
the
wer e
of
Bide
stage,
la the Gardiner Reporter-Journal a re- settees full of the young people of the
miniscence of his school days in that class of ’08, one hundred and six in numoity. A copy of the article chanced to ber, the largest class that wua ever
Wisconsin man, a
meet the notice of a
graduated from the High school.
former school mate, and he wrote to Mr.
The girls of oourse, all in their dainty
not seen for 35 white gowns made a charming picture.
Dennis, whom he had
This brought out a reply from On the entrance of the class, the members
years.
Rand of were greeted with a hearty round of aptheir old teacher, Rev. E. A.
Watertown, Mass., who had not seen his plause, an especially vooiferous one,

in the alarm.
is being hand-

Emma

Browning's “Pheideppides,’’ wa; the
next recitation,
which Mr. George E.
Hogg recited with a great deal of spirit
and finish.
The violin solo, “Cavatina”

Thursday.

the smoke from

Libby,

H.

Our

Hollister, Mildred Randall, Schumaoher, tional bollduy will be held on next SunTripp, Lillian A. Winslow, was a very day afternoon at City hall at 2.30 o’clock,
bright and pretty part song, and the undor the auspices of the Portland Worn
sight fresh young girls made a most at- ans’ Council. An interesting programme
has been prepared. Patriotic hymns will
tractive picture.
Miss Susie P. Parker gave with a great be sung by the school children and their
teal of expression an original poem—the will be short addresses on appropriate
fiass
We’d Only Stop to topics by brilliant speakers. A cordial
poem—“If
Invitation is extended to the public to
Think.

Saturday, july 3.
The Ladle* circle of the First Baptist
churoh will meet with Mrs. H. R. Sargent, Peaks island, Friday instead of

E. Soule; some one saw
the ohimney and pulled
station
Central fire
somely decorated for tho

School

the old elevator by anothor, and the large
This last will
new elevator by a third.
bear the significant inscription “9,000,010
bushels,” representing tho amount of

assay

Mr.

Ladies Aid of the Church of the
Messiah will hold a basket picnic at the
cottage of Mrs. Meserve, Long Island, on

for 40 years.
The alarm of fire from box 86 yesterdray morning was needless. A Are was
built in a stove at the stable of Howard
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City ball was crowded to its utmost
capacity yesterday afternoon on the occasion of the graduation exercises of the
class of *98, P. H. S. The decorations of
tiio hall

was

GRAND TRUNK

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Excellent are the results of treatment
at Keeley Institute, Portland, Me.
Yesterday was bright and the temperature was higher, but the fog that
occasionally drifted in was not very
agreeable.
Mrs. Joseph C. White, treasurer of the
Volunteer Aid, reports that the generous
sum of 124.25 has been reoeived from the
benefit performance of the Cape Theatre;
f3.59 was also collected from the box at
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to the boys all they deserved.
Mr. Fogg and Miss Pierce were next
Mr. Fog
Light Brigado,” by Ralph C. Thompson, called on for the prophecies.
impersonated in four different characters first responded.After he had finished Mha
ivas capita'ly done, and
would have re- Pierce read. They wore well given.
The speeohes over tho members of the
sected credit upon a professional.
“The Complaint
of the
an class adjourned to Gilbert’s hall where

Nexxr Wants. To Let. For Sale, Lost, Found
aad similar advertisements will be foun under
tlieir appropriate heads on page u.
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Miss Armstrong responded
She also spoke of the

Boys.”
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We carry a full line of colorings
the yard
plain and in 40 inch lining lawns suitable to use
under these goods,
different styles,
12 l-2c yard
in

EASTMAN BSCS. & BANCROFT.

We also have hundreds to show you at $1.50,
$2.00 and $2.50 in Bedford Cords, Ginghams,

Linens, Lawns and Percales.
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